University Staff

Note: The process to capture staff listing information has changed, if there is any missing or incorrect information please contact your Departmental HR Contact directly to request updates.

Continuing Academic Staff 2966

- Special “Continuing” Academic Staff 3054
- Academic Affiliates 3057

Professor Emeriti 3058

- Clinical Emeriti 3084
- Librarian Emeriti 3090

Associate and Adjunct Staff 3090

Management and Professional Staff (Excluded) 3200

Honorary Degree Recipients 3209

Continuing Academic Staff

Note: The following is a list of continuing academic staff; any promotions which occurred after April 1 are not reflected in this information. Continuing academic staff are those employees whose contracts of appointment are under one of the Board-AASUA Agreements, viz. Faculty, Administrative and Professional Officer, Librarian, or Faculty Service Officer.

Continuing Academic Staff


- Aalto, K Daniel, MSC (Helsinki U of Tech), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine - Communication Sciences & Disorders (2015, 2019)
- Aaron, Stephen L, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1983, 2003)
- Abbott, Marilyn Lorraine, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2019)
- Abele, Jonathan Thomas, BSC (Alberta), MD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2002, 2019)
- Abourizk, Simon, BS (Georgia Inst of Tech), MS (Georgia Inst of Tech), PHD (Purdue University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1990, 1996)
Abraham, Joseph Roshan, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2019)
Abu-Laban, Yasmeen, BA (Alberta), MA (Carleton University), PHD (Carleton University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1998, 2008)
Acorn, Annalise Elaine, BA (Alberta), BCL (Oxford), LLB (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (1989, 2003)
Acorn, John Harrison, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty Serv Officer, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1999, 2019)
Adams, Catherine Alison, BSC (Alberta), MED (St Francis Xavier), Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2004, 2018)
Adams, Eric M, BA (McGill University), LLB (Dalhousie), Associate Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (2007, 2019)
Adams, Kimberley Dawn, BSEE (Alberta), DPHIL (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2005, 2019)
Addison, Owen, Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2016, 2016)
Adeeb, Samer M, BSC (Ain Shams University), PHD (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2007, 2018)
Adesida, Adetola, BSC (Essex), MSC (Essex), PHD (Manchester Metro), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2009, 2019)
Adkin, Laurie Elizabeth, BA (Queen’s University), PHD (Queen’s University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1991, 2017)
Afacan, Artin, BSC (Technical U of Istanbul), Faculty Serv Officer B, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (1980, 2019)
Agrawal, Babita, BSC (Allahabad), MSC (Allahabad), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2013)
Agrawal, Sandeep Kumar, PHD (Illinois Chicago), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2013, 2013)
Aguerrevere, Felipe, BS (Universidad Simon Bolivar), PHD (California LA), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2000, 2019)
Ahmad, Rafiq, BSC (Peshawar University), MENG (Paris I), PHD (Nantes), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2016, 2019)
Ahmed, Rabia, MD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
Ahmed, Syed N, Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
Aiken, Judd McLean, BS (Wisconsin), MSC (Wisconsin), PHD (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2008, 2008)
Aitchison, Katherine, BA (Oxford), MD (Oxford), PHD (King’s Clg U of London), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2011, 2011)
Aitken, Robert Gerald, BA (Trent University), MA (Carleton University), PHD (Carleton University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (2006, 2019)
Akhimiemohnon, Douglas, PHD (Saskatchewan), Assistant Registrar Enrolment, Office of the Registrar - Enrolment Management & Reporting (2015, 2019)
Alabiso, Jennifer, MS (Philadelphia University), APO Admin Manager, Office of the Registrar - Admissions (2003, 2019)
Alagiaikrishnan, Kannaiyiram, MPH (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2017)
Alakas, Brandon, BA (Queen’s University), DPHIL (Queen’s University), MA (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Augustana - Fine Arts & Humanities (2014, 2019)
Alessi, Daniel Scott, BS (Wisconsin Parkside), MSC (Wisconsin Milwaukee), PHD (Notre Dame), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2012, 2019)
• Alexander, Todd, BSC (Queen’s University), MD (Western Ontario), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2007, 2018)
• Alexie, Elaine, Knldge Ex & Comm Engmt Officer, Faculty of Native Studies (2007, 2019)
• Alfaro, Martin Oscar, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2017, 2019)
• Al-Hussein, Mohamed, BSC (Sofia), MA (Concordia), MSC (Sofia), PHD (Concordia), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2000, 2011)
• Ali, Declan W, BSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2000, 2011)
• Ali, Karim, PHD (Waterloo), , Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2016, 2019)
• Ali, Samina, MD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2001, 2016)
• Allan, Gary Michael, BSC (Victoria), MD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2014)
• Allenach, Kara Lea, MSC (Alberta), Manager Institutional Projects, Vice-President Research - Research Services Office (2000, 2019)
• Allard, Danielle, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - School of Library and Information Studies (2017, 2019)
• Allin, Richard Wayne, BCDM (Alberta), Cash Manager, Financial Services - Treasury (1989, 2019)
• Allison, William Ted, BSC (Victoria), PHD (Victoria), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2008, 2019)
• Altamirano-Jimenez, Isabel, BA (National School of Anthropology), MA (Political Sociology Research Inst), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (2001, 2019)
• Amaral, Jose Nelson, BS (Pontifical Catholic of Rio Grande do Sul), MS (Institute of Aeronautics), PHD (Texas), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2000, 2004)
• Ametaj, Burim N, DPHIL (Iowa State), DVM (College of Vet Med), PHD (University of Agriculture), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2004, 2014)
• Amirav, Israel, MD (Tel Aviv University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2019)
• Amhein, Kyla Kathleen, AB (Alberta), Associate Dir, Advancement, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2003, 2009)
• An, Henry, BSC (Toronto), DPHIL (California), MSC (Geophysical), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2009, 2019)
• Anders, Sven, MSC (Giessen), PHD (Giessen), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2007, 2018)
• Andersen, Dana Charles, BS (California State U Long Beach), MS (Maryland), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2014, 2019)
• Andersen, John Clemens, MD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2019)
• Anderson, Colin, BSC (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2014)
• Anderson, Greg Jon, BA (Alberta), BA (Bingham Young), MA (Alberta), PHD (John Hopkins), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1999, 2018)
• Anderson, Kelly Jean, AB (Calgary), Planning Officer, Facilities & Operations - Space Management (2009, 2019)
• Anderson, Wayne Porter, BEd (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Learning Services - Bookstore (1988, 2019)
• Andrews, Debra, BSC (Wilkes College), MD (Harvard University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1987, 2019)
• Anfin, Christi Tracy Frances, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Biosafety Officer, Risk Management Services - Environmental Health & Safety (1992, 2019)
• Ansari, Khalid, BMEDS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2019)
• Ansaraian, Mohammad, DDS (Tehran), MD (National U of Iran), FSO- Assoc Teach Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2007, 2019)
• Anselmi, William Ar, BA (Carleton University), MA (Carleton University), PHD (University of Montreal), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept (1998, 2009)
• Antoniuk, Timothy Neil, BFA (Alberta), DIPMKTG (Northern AB Inst Techl), MDES (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (2002, 2019)
• Anuik, Jonathan, AB (Saskatchewan), AM (MA) (Memorial U of Nfld), DPHIL (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2006, 2019)
• Apel, Derek B., MSC (Mining and Metallurgy), PHD (Queen’s University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2008, 2008)
• Apelblat, Yoram, BSC (Ben-Gurion U of Negev), PHD (Alberta), Faculty Serv Officer, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1997, 2019)
• Aranda Saldana, Marleny D, BSC (U Nacional del Centro del Peru), MSC (State Univ of Campinas), PHD (State Univ of Campinas), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2003, 2019)
• Archer, Stephanie Louise, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Linguistics Dept (2017, 2019)
• Ardanaki, Masoud, BSEE (Isfahan U of Tech), MSEE (Tehran), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2005, 2013)
• Ardanakanian, Omid, PHS (Waterloo), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2017, 2019)
• Argo, Jennifer, BCOM (Manitoba), PHD (Manitoba), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Marketing, Business Economics and Law (2003, 2011)
• Arkison, Sarah Jane, BA (Alberta), Recruitment Officer, Alberta School of Business - Undergraduate Office (1999, 2019)
• Armstrong, Glen William, BSC (Alberta), MSc (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1997, 1999)
• Armstrong, Paul W, BA (Queen’s University), MD (Queen’s University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1993, 1993)
• Arndt, Ceinwen, CMA (Northern AB Inst Tech), DBU (Northern AB Inst Tech), FIN Service Delivery Manager, Information Services & Technology - Enterprise Applications - Admin Mgmt Services Finance (2010, 2019)
• Arnhold, Anja-Helene, ARTSD (UW Goethe U Frankfurt), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Linguistics Dept (2013, 2019)
• Arpe, Antti Veikko Gabriel, DPHIL (Helsinki), MSC (Helsinki), PHD (Helsinki), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Linguistics Dept (2011, 2019)
• Arsenault, Randal William, BSC (Memorial U of Nfld), MSC (Manitoba), PHD (the Witwatersrand), Biology Curriculum Coordinator, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2013, 2019)
• Asfeldt, Morten, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), MSC (Mankato State), Associate Professor, Augustana - Social Sciences (2004, 2019)
• Ash, Gregory William, BBU (Northern AB Inst Tech), Assoc Director Donation Serv, Office of Advancement (2007, 2019)
• Ashbolt, Nicholas, PhD (Tasmania), Professor, School of Public Health (2013, 2013)
• Ashworth, Nigel L, MBCHB (Leicester), MD (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Medicine Division (2001, 2008)
• Aziz, Khalid, BA (Cambridge), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MBBS (London), MD (Cambridge), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2007, 2013)
• Ba, Fang, PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1995, 2019)
• Babadagli, Tayfun, BSC [Tech U of Instanbul], MSC [Southern California], MSC [Tech U of Instanbul], PHD [Southern California], Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2002, 2008)
• Babenko, Oksana Ilivna, BA [Kharkov University], MA [Alberta], PHD [Alberta], Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2019)
• Baerveldt, Jacobus, BA [Catholic U of Nijmegen], MA [Catholic U of Nijmegen], PHD [Catholic U of Nijmegen], Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (2001, 2019)
• Bagshaw, Sean, BA [Windsor], MD [Calgary], MSC [Calgary], Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2007, 2019)
• Bagwe, Jill Melanie, BSC [Alberta], Assistant Chair, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1996, 2019)
• Bahi, Vincent G, MD [Alberta], Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1989, 2002)
• Baker, Barbara A, Asst Dir Admin OIS/CSL/CW, Faculty of Arts - Interdisciplinary Studies (1999, 2019)
• Baker, Kristi, BSC [McGill University], PHD (McGill University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept. (2015, 2019)
• Baker, Shelly C, CBUSADM (Alberta), Development Coordinator, Office of Advancement (1986, 2019)
• Baldwin, Troy Allen, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (1997, 2019)
• Ball, Allen Terence, BA [Camberwell College], MVA [Alberta], Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (1999, 2019)
• Ball, Emily Philomena, BA [Alberta], BASC (Simon Fraser), Director Community Relations, Vice-President University Relations (1995, 2019)
• Ball, Geoff Denis Charles, BSC (British Columbia), PHD [Alberta], Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1996, 2016)
• Ball, Karyn M., BA [Pomona College], MA (Minnesota), MA (Syracuse University), PHD (Minnesota), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2000, 2011)
• Ballanyi, Klaus, BSC (the Ruhr Bochum), DRERNAT (Ludwig-Max U of Munich), MSC (the Ruhr Bochum), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2000, 2002)
• Ballash, Katherine, Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Research (1997, 2019)
• Ballermann, Barbara, BSC [Alberta], MD [Calgary], Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2003)
• Banerjee, Sanjay, MBA [XLRI Jamshedpur Sch of Bus], MS (University of Buckingham), PHD (Minnesota), Assistant Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (2011, 2019)
• Bank, Hoan Linh, BSC [University of Sciences in Phil], PHAR D (Oklahoma), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
• Baracos, Vickie E, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Nottingham), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1984, 1996)
• Barakat, Khaled Hassan, BS [Cairo University], MSC [Cairo University], PHD [Alberta], Assistant Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008, 2019)
• Barbosa, Denilson, BSC (Univ Federal de Pernambuco), MSC (U Federal de Minas Gerais), PHD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2008, 2019)
• Barczyk, Martin, BENG [McGill University], MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2003, 2003)
• Barham, Shari, BA [St Mary's University, Halifax], Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2001, 2019)
• Barker, Thomas Travis, BA (Texas Austin), MA (Texas Austin), PHD (Texas Austin), Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2012, 2012)
• Barlage, Douglas, BS (Wright State), MS (Illinois Chicago), PHD (Illinois Chicago), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2009, 2015)
• Baron, Jaimie, BA (Brown University), MA (Iowa), PHD (California LA), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2012, 2019)
• Barreda, Daniel, BSC (Victoria), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept [1998, 2017]
• Barry, Michele, BSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept [1993, 2008]
• Barton, Wendy Anne, BSC (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept [2001, 2019]
• Bastien, Francois, BCOM (Concordia), DPHIL (HEC Montreal), MS (Concordia), Assistant Professor, Augustana - Social Sciences [2017, 2019]
• Basu, Anup, BS (Indian Statistical Inst), MA (Rochester), MS (Indian Statistical Inst), PHD (Maryland), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science [1990, 1999]
• Basu, Urmila, BSC (Delhi), MPHIL (Jawaharlal Nehra University), MSC (Delhi), PHD (Jawaharlal Nehra University), Lab and Genomics Unit Manager, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept Central Labs [1996, 2019]
• Batcheller, Jane, BSC (Alberta), MA (University of Manchester), PHD (University of Manchester), FSO, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Human Ecology Dept [2006, 2019]
• Bates, Heidi Maria, BSC (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept [2003, 2019]
• Baumgart, Daniel, MBA (Humboldt U Of Berlin), MD (Humboldt U Of Berlin), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept [2017, 2017]
• Bayans, Toni F, BA (Alberta), DVM (Western Coll Vet Med), Director/Faculty Veterinarian, Faculty of Science - Animal Support Services [1990, 2019]
• Bayat, Alireza, BSC (Sharif U of Tech), MSC (Sharif U of Tech), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept [2009, 2018]
• BayatRizi, Zohreh, BA (Tehran), MA (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept [2005, 2019]
• Baydala, Lola Teresa, BSC (Alberta), FRCP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (London Sch Hyg Trop Med), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept [2000, 2017]
• Bayne, Erin M, BSC (Regina), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences [2001, 2016]
• Beamish, John Richard, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin [1991, 1997]
• Bear, Tracy Lee, BA (Alberta), BED (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Native Studies [2003, 2019]
• Beard, William R, BA (Alberta), MA (California), PHD (King’s Coll U of London), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept [1990, 2001]
• Beason, Richard D, BA (California Berkeley), MA (California Riverside), PHD (Michigan), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Marketing, Business Economics and Law [1990, 2001]
• Beaudry, Tricia Marie, Director, Student Services - First Peoples’ House [2012, 2019]
• Beaulieu, Christian, BSC (Manitoba), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept [1999, 2010]
• Beaupre, Lauren Alison, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy [1999, 2015]
• Becher, Harald Hans, MD (R Charles U Heidelberg), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept [2010, 2010]
• Beck, David James, BA (Victoria), MA (Victoria), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Linguistics Dept [2000, 2011]
• Becker-Burns, Alyssa Cathlin, Asst Director Collections Mgmt, Learning Services - Museums & Collections Services [2000, 2019]
• Beckie, Mary A, BSC (Baltimore), MSC (Western Coll Vet Med), PHD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics [2005, 2019]
• Bedard, Eric, MD (Ottawa), MSC (Western Ontario), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept [2005, 2019]
• Beier, Nicholas Alvin, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept [2004, 2019]
• Beliveau Davis, Ashley Lindsay, BA (Acadia University), MBA (Alberta), APO Development Mgr, Office of Advancement [2009, 2019]
• Bell, Catherine E, BA (Regina), LLB (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin [1989, 2000]
• Bell, Neil R, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Harvard University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept [1983, 2003]
• Bell, Rhonda C, BSC (Waterloo), MSC (Waterloo), PHD (Cornell University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1999, 2008)
• Belland, Rene Jean, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Memorial U of Nfld), PHD (Memorial U of Nfld), Associate Director, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1993, 2019)
• Belletutti, Mark John, BSC (Guelph), MD (Ottawa), MSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2006, 2019)
• Bello, Aminu, BS (Usmanu Danfodiyo University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2010, 2019)
• Belosevic, Miodrag, BSC (Manitoba), MSC (Manitoba), PHD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1988, 1997)
• Bench, Clover, BSC (California Davis), MSC (California Davis), PHD (Saskatchewan), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2009, 2019)
• Bennett, David J, BSC (McGill University), PHD (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (1996, 2004)
• Berg, Peter Klaus, DSC (Cambridge), Professor, Augustana - Sciences (2015, 2015)
• Bergens, Steven H., BSC (Toronto), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Chicago), Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1993, 2006)
• Berger, Arno, BA (Vienna U of Technology), BSC (Vienna U of Technology), MS (Vienna U of Technology), MSC (Vienna U of Technology), PHD (Vienna U of Technology), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2004, 2016)
• Bernard, Ian James, BCOM (Alberta), CMA (Alberta), Cataloguing Coordinator, Libraries - Information Resources (2002, 2019)
• Berry, Fred B., BSC (British Columbia), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2019)
• Berry, Tanya R., BSC (Victoria), MA (Victoria), PHD (Victoria), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Research & Innovation (2005, 2016)
• Berthiaume, Luc G, BSC (Sherbrooke), PHD (Sherbrooke), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Cell Biology Dept (1995, 2009)
• Betti, Mirko, BSC (University of Bologna), PHD (University of Bologna), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2008, 2019)
• Betz, Sonya Faye, BA (Saskatchewan), MA (Alberta), MLIS (Alberta), Librarian , Libraries - Information Resources (2002, 2019)
• Beyerly, Jennifer, BES (Waterloo), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2015, 2019)
• Bezemier, Cor-Paul, BSC (Delft U of Tech), MSC (Delft U of Tech), PHD (Delft U of Tech), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2018, 2019)
• Bhavnani, Rahima Amirali, BSC (New Mexico State), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2019)
• Bhargava, Ravi, MD (Ottawa), DCE (DCE), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1999, 2014)
• Bhatia, Maya Pilar, BSC (Queen’s University), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences (2001, 2019)
• Bhavsar, Amit P, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2017, 2019)
• Bhutani, Mohit, MD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2019)
• Bialowas, Darryl Somer, Director of Programs, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2005, 2019)
• Bigam, David Lee, BMEDS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2009)
• Bigelow, Ian Alexander, BA (Laurentian), BA (Western Ontario), MLIS (Western Ontario), Cataloguing Coordinator, Libraries - Bibliographic Services (2016, 2019)
• Bilash, Olena Sheila Elaine, BA (Alberta), BA (Saskatchewan), BA (Winnipeg), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (1992, 2001)
• Billingsley, Barbara Ann, BA (Alberta), LLB (Alberta), LLM (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (1998, 2011)
• Bimbo, Katalin, PHD (Indiana University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (2008, 2015)
• Bindiganavile, Vivek S., BTECH (Banaras Hindu), MASC (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2005, 2019)
• Binhammer, Katherine J, BA (York University), MA (York University), PHD (York University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1995, 2010)
• Binkley, Peter, BA (Toronto), MA (Toronto), MLIS (Western Ontario), PHD (Toronto), Digital Init Tech Librarian, Libraries - Information Technology Services (2001, 2019)
• Birbeck, Taniya Elizabeth Sophie, Director, PGME Administration, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Post Grad Medical Education (2000, 2019)
• Birch, Daniel William, BSC (Queen's University), MD (McMaster University), MSC (Queen's University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2004, 2011)
• Birchall, Stephen Jeffrey, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2015, 2019)
• Birkman, Carol Sybil Hodgson, BSC (California State), MSC (California), PHD (California), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2001, 2019)
• Birion, Vincent Lucien, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2019)
• Bissonnette, Anne Marie Eveline, BA (University of Montreal), MA (State U of NY Binghamton), PHD (Ohio State University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Human Ecology Dept (2009, 2019)
• Bistritz, Lana Marie, BSC (McGill University), MD (Alberta), MHSA (Illinois Chicago), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
• Bjornson, Curtis Peter, BA (Alberta), DIPLOMA (Northern AB Inst Tech), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Engineering - Centre for Cooperative Education (1998, 2019)
• Blair, Heather Alice, BEO (Saskatchewan), DPHIL (Arizona), MED (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (1996, 2008)
• Blake, Shennella Trumeta, BCOM (Alberta), Recruitment & Intl Officer, Office of the Registrar - National Recruitment (1999, 2019)
• Bleackley, Robert C, BSC (Birmingham), PHD (Birmingham), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (1975, 1989)
• Blevins, Gregg G, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2019)
• Blinova, Vladislava, MA (Tomsk State University), Faculty Service Officer, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Human Ecology Dept (2003, 2019)
• Blizzard, Kara Pauline, BA (Alberta), MA (Queen's University), MLIS (Western Ontario), Public Services Librarian, Libraries - Public Services 1 (2007, 2019)
• Black, Emily, PhD (Illinois Urbana), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2006, 2019)
• Blialand, Ian Richard, BSC (Calgary), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Augustaana - Sciences (1998, 2019)
• Blondeim, Frances Leigh, BFA (Alberta), Associate Director, Learning Services - Museums & Collections Services (1998, 2019)
• Bobet PhD, Jacques, BSC (University of Montreal), MSC (Waterloo), PHD (Waterloo), Faculty Service Officer, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (1986, 2019)
• Bodnar, Mykhaylo, BA (Alberta), Career Advisor, Student Services - Career Centre (2003, 2019)
• Boechler, Patricia Martha, BA (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1994, 2015)
• Bogdanovic, Dancy, APO Admin Manager, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pharmacology Dept (2011, 2019)
• Boily, Frederic, BA (University of Quebec), MA (Laval University), PHD (Laval University), Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2003, 2014)
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Corcoran, Kathleen Anne, BMUS (Alberta), MMUS (Alberta), Associate Professor, Augustana - Fine Arts & Humanities (1999, 2019)

Cordat, Emmanuelle, MSC (Jean Maetz Lab Villfranche), PHD (Antipolis), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2007, 2019)

Corkum, Philip, BA (Dalhousie), MA (Dalhousie), MA (King’s Clg U of London), PHD (California LA), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (2005, 2019)

Cormier, Damien Clement, AM (MA) (Minnesota), BA (Manitoba), MA (Minnesota), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2012, 2019)

Cornish, Anthony Sean, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Mgr Microarray Facility, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1999, 2019)

Corriveau-Bourque, Catherine, BS (McGill University), MD (Sherbrooke), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2011, 2019)

Coulden, Richard Anthony, BS (Royal Military Clg Sci), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2009, 2009)

Coupland, Nicholas J., Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (1996, 2007)

Coumeya, Kerry S, BA (Western Ontario), MA (Western Ontario), PHD (Illinois Chicago), Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (1997, 2000)

Courtney, Mark, MD (Ottawa), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)

Couture, Claude, BA (University of Montreal), MA (University of Montreal), PHD (University of Montreal), Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (1988, 2000)

Couture, Selena, BA (Queen’s University), BED (British Columbia), MA (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (2016, 2019)

Covel, Christine Lynn, BSCN (Calif State U L Beach), MSCN (Calif State U L Beach), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Nursing (2016, 2019)

Craig, William, BSC (Brandon University), MDCM (McGill University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2019)

Creaser, Robert A, BSC (Australian National), PHD (La Trobe University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (1992, 2000)

Creutzig, Thomas, PHD (Hamburg), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2013, 2019)

Cribben, Ivar, BA (Dublin Trinity Clg), MSC (Univ College Dublin), PHD (Columbia University), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2012, 2019)

Crisciutti, Alison Sara., Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2017, 2019)


Cruz Noguez, Carlos Alonso, BSC (Ntl Autonomous U Mexico), MSC (Ntl Autonomous U Mexico), PHD (Nevada Reno), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2013, 2019)

Cui, Ying, BS (Qingdao Tech), MS (Renmin U of China), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2005, 2019)

Cujec, Bibiana, MD (Laval University), MED (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2008)

Cummine, Jacqueline Rae, BA (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine - Communication Sciences & Disorders (2005, 2019)

Currie, Claire Anna, BSC (Western Ontario), PHD (Victoria), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2007, 2019)

Currie, Philip John, BSC (Toronto), MSC (McGill University), PHD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2005, 2006)
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Curtis, Jonathan, BSC (Southampton), MSC (Guelph), PHD (Wales Swansea), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2007, 2015)
Curtis, Sarah, BSC (Memorial U of Nfld), MD (Memorial U of Nfld), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2004, 2019)
Cutumisu, Maria, BS (Bucharest), DSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2000, 2019)
Coyler, Katherine Michelle, BA (Toronto), MLIS (Toronto), Librarian A, Libraries - Public Services 1 (2016, 2019)
Cymbaluk, Connie Jane, Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Extension - Registration Office (1999, 2019)
Czach, Elizabeth, BA (Toronto), MA (Concordia), PHD (Rochester), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2007, 2019)
Da Costa, Alexandre, BS (Cornell University), DSC (Cornell University), MS (Cornell University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2015, 2019)
Da Costa, Dia, BSW (Delhi), DPHIL (Cornell University), MSOSC (University of Warwick), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2015, 2018)
da Costa, Jose L, BSCN (British Columbia), EDD (British Columbia), MA (Calif State Polytechnic), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1993, 2005)
Dacks, Joel Bryan, BSC (Alberta), MSC (British Columbia), PHD (Dalhousie), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Cell Biology Dept (2007, 2019)
Dahlyke, Sherry, BSC (British Columbia), MSc (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Nursing (2014, 2019)
Dai, Feng, DPHIL (Beijing Normal), MSC (Beijing Normal), PHD (Xuzhou Normal University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2002, 2014)
Dailey-O’Cain, Jennifer JL, BA (Michigan State), MA (Michigan), PHD (Michigan), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept (1997, 2014)
Dalal, Neil Akshay, BA (Vermont), MA (California Institute of Integ), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (2009, 2019)
Damant, Ronald William, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2017)
Damji, Karim F., BSC (Alberta), BSC (British Columbia), BSC (British Columbia), FRCS (Ottawa), MBA (Queen’s University), MD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthamology Dept (2008, 2008)
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• Davidge, Sandra T, BS (Massachusetts), MS (Washington State), PHD (Vermont), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1996, 2006)
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• Davidson, Judy Louise, BPE (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (1999, 2019)
• Davies, Evan, BASC (Waterloo), PHD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2009, 2019)
• Davies, JoAnne Elizabeth, BSC (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Health Sciences Council (HSC) (1998, 2019)
• Davies, Martin, BSC (Regina), PHD (Saskatchewan), FSO Assoc Teaching Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pharmacology Dept (1993, 2019)
• Davis, Corey Sean, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty Services Officer, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1995, 2019)
• Davis, John Patrick, BS (Washington State), MA (Northwestern), PHD (Northwestern), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2008, 2019)
• Davis, Walter, BA (University of Kansas), MA (University of Kansas), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (2007, 2019)
• Davison, Mary Ellen, BSC (Alberta), Assistant Chair, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2004, 2019)
• Davoine, Francis, BSC (Laval University), MSC (Laval University), PHD (Laval University), Associate Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2004, 2019)
• Dawson, Michael Rw, BA (Western Ontario), MA (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (1987, 1996)
• De Fabrizio, Lucy Mary Ann, AM (MA) (British Columbia), BA (McMaster University), BED (Western Ontario), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Education - International Initiatives (1999, 2019)
• De Freitas, Teresa Lynn, BSCN (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2019)
• De Klerk, Arno, Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2009, 2013)
• De Leon, Ann E, BA (Wellesley College), MD (John Hopkins), PHD (John Hopkins), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept (2007, 2019)
• de Montigny, Marc, BSC (Laval University), MA (Laval University), PHD (University of Montreal), Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (1995, 2007)
• de Vries, Gerda, BSC (Waterloo), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1998, 2008)
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• Decorty, Raymond George, BSC (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (1999, 2009)
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• Dreger-Lude, Melanie, BA (Denver), MA (Washington University), MFA (Northwestern), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (2013, 2019)
• Driver, Robert George, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2000, 2006)
• Drozd, Stuart Chester, BA (Alberta), MLS (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2003, 2019)
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• Duke, Kajsa Kelly, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Polytechnic Sch of Montreal), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1998, 2019)
• Duke, Michael J, BSC (Hull), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer B, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1992, 2019)
• Dulai, Sukhdeep Kaur, MD (Alberta), MHSC (British Columbia), MSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2006, 2019)
• Dumberry, Mathieu, BSC (Sherbrooke), MSC (British Columbia), PhD (Harvard University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2008, 2019)
• Dumont, Marilyn Patricia, BA (Alberta), DIPL (Mount Royal College), MFA (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2000, 2019)
• Dunch, Ryan, BA [Australian National], MA (British Columbia), PhD (Yale University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (1998, 2015)
• Dunn, Erica Irene, MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Psychologist, Student Services - Counselling & Clinical Services (2008, 2019)
• Dunn, John Glen Hunter, BSC (Loughborough U of Tech), MA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (1997, 2011)
• Dunn, Joshua Cabel, BA (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Psychologist, Student Services - Counselling & Clinical Services (2003, 2019)
• Dunn, William E, BA (McGill University), MA (North Carolina), PhD (Cornell University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2003, 2017)
• Duquette, Janelle, BSC (East Anglia), Faculty Serv Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2014, 2019)
• Durau, Guillaume, BA (Laval University), DSOC (University of Quebec), MA (Laval University), Assistant Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2015, 2019)
• Durse, Serdar, MD (Hacettepe University), PhD (Aston University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2007, 2007)
• Dust, Thomas J, BED (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), DMUSED (Indiana), MMUSED (Indiana), Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (1988, 2008)
• Dyck, Heather Anne, BED (Alberta), Stewardship Officer, Office of Advancement (2008, 2019)
• Dyck, Jason Ronald Bradley, BSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1996, 2008)
• Dyck, Michael K, BSC (Manitoba), MSC (Guelph), PhD (Laval University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2004, 2015)
• Dyck, Miles Franklin, BSC [Saskatchewan], MSC [Saskatchewan], PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2003, 2019)
• Dyson, Benjamin James, BSC (Leeds University), DPS (York), MSC (Lancaster), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (2018, 2019)
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• Eastgaard, Sara N, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), MHSC (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2014)
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</tr>
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<td>Elezzabi, Abdulhamem Youssif</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Kadi, Ayman</td>
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<td>BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PHD (Alberta)</td>
<td>Professor, Faculty of Medicine &amp; Dentistry - Medicine Dept</td>
<td>1990, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellison, Michael J</td>
<td>BSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto)</td>
<td>Professor, Faculty of Medicine &amp; Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept</td>
<td>1989, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmallah, Ehab S</td>
<td>BEE (Alexandria University), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Waterloo)</td>
<td>Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science</td>
<td>1988, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery, Derek</td>
<td>BSC (British Columbia), MD (Calgary), MASC (British Columbia)</td>
<td>Professor, Faculty of Medicine &amp; Dentistry - Radiology &amp; Diagnostic Imaging Dept</td>
<td>1999, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engel, Maureen Mary</td>
<td>BA (Carleton University), MA (Toronto), PHD (Alberta)</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - English &amp; Film Studies Dept</td>
<td>1999, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ens, Christine Maria</td>
<td>BCOM (Alberta)</td>
<td>Engineering Co-op Coordinator, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office</td>
<td>2011, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ens, Gerhard J</td>
<td>BA (Manitoba), MA (Manitoba), PHD (Alberta)</td>
<td>Professor, Faculty of Arts - History &amp; Classics Dept</td>
<td>1997, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensslin, Astrid Christina</td>
<td>ARTSD (R Charles U Heidelberg), BMUS (University of Stuttgart), CERTED (Leeds University), MA (Eber Karl U Tubingen)</td>
<td>Professor, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept</td>
<td>2016, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epp, Roger Ivan</td>
<td>BA (Alberta), MA (Queen’s University), PHD (Queen’s University)</td>
<td>Professor, Provost &amp; Vice-President Academic - University of Alberta North</td>
<td>1997, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epperson, Brent Loren</td>
<td>MPA (Montana State)</td>
<td>Graduate Student Ombudsperson, Student Services - Dean of Students</td>
<td>2012, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eppert, Claudia</td>
<td>BA (New Brunswick), BEd (Toronto), MA (Toronto), MED (Toronto), PHD (Toronto)</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept</td>
<td>2006, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Erbilgin, Nadir, BS (Istanbul University), MS (Stephen F Austin State), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2007, 2017)
• Escudero, Carolina, MD (McMaster University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2017, 2019)
• Esmail, Shaniff H, BA (Manitoba), BSCOT (Alberta), MSCOT (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (1994, 2015)
• Estabrooks, Carole Anne, BN (New Brunswick), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Nursing (1997, 2005)
• Etsell, Thomas H, BASC (Toronto), MASC (Toronto), PhD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (1975, 1981)
• Eurich, Dean Trevor, BSP (Saskatchewan), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, School of Public Health (2001, 2016)
• Evans, David Hugh, BSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2003, 2003)
• Evans, Joshua David, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2000, 2019)
• Evenden, Maya, BSC (Victoria), MSC (Simon Fraser), PhD (Simon Fraser), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2002, 2016)
• Everson, Lisa Maureen, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), FSO- Assist Teaching Prof, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2019)
• Evoy, Stephane, BSC (Polytechnic Sch of Montreal), MSC (Polytechnic Sch of Montreal), PHD (Cornell University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2004, 2013)
• Ewanshyn, Peggy Sue, MLIS (Alberta), Public Services Librarian, Libraries - Public Services 2 (2006, 2019)
• Enckworth, Justin Adrian, BSC (Alberta), MBBCH (Royal College of Surgeons), MSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2017)

• Fagnan, Laurier Albert, BMUS (Alberta), MMUS (Laval University), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (1998, 2016)
• Fahlman, Richard P., BSC (Simon Fraser), PhD (Simon Fraser), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2006, 2018)
• Fahmy, Yasser, BA (American U in Cairo), MA (Southern Illinois), PhD (Southern Illinois), Associate Professor, Augustana - Social Sciences (2004, 2019)
• Fainsinger, Robin L, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBBCH (Cape Town), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1992, 2006)
• Fair, Ivan J, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Victoria), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (1998, 2004)
• Fallone, B. Gino, BSC (McGill University), MSC (University of Montreal), PhD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1999, 1999)
• Fan, Xiaoli, BA (Wuhan U of Technology), MS (Wuhan U of Technology), PhD (State University of New York), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2017, 2019)
• Faramarzi, Monireh, PHD (Swaziland), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2014, 2019)
• Farmer, Anna, BSC (Dalhousie), BSC (Mount St Vincent), MPH (Hawaii), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2006, 2019)
• Fassbender, Konrad Peter, BA (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1997, 2019)
• Fast, Janet E, BHEC (British Columbia), MSc (Guelph), PhD (Cornell University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Human Ecology Dept (1989, 2000)
• Fatum, Rasmus, BA (Copenhagen), MA (Copenhagen), PhD (California Santa Cruz), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Marketing, Business Economics and Law (2001, 2012)
• Fauteux, Brian Alexander, PhD (Concordia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Music Dept (2015, 2019)
• Favero, David, BSC (Brown University), PhD (Pennsylvania State), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2013, 2019)

• Fawcett, Susan Laureen, Faculty Service Officer B, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2014, 2019)

• Febrario, Maria, BS (Fordham University), BSC (Fordham University), PhD (Cornell University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2013, 2013)

• Fedosejevs, Robert, BSC (Toronto), PhD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (1980, 1988)

• Feisst, Deborah Ann, BED (Manitoba), MLIS (Alberta), Public Services Librarian, Libraries - Public Services 2 (1999, 2019)

• Ferguson, Michael James, Mgr/Xray & Crystallography Lab, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1998, 2019)

• Ferguson-Pell, Martin, BSC (Exeter), PhD (Strathclyde), Professor, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin (2007, 2007)

• Fernandez Munoz, Rodrigo Andres, PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2016, 2019)

• Fernandez-Patron, Carlos, MSC (Technical U of Dresden), PHD (R Charles U Heidelberg), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (1998, 2018)

• Ferrazzi, Priscilla, DPHIL (Queen’s University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2015, 2019)

• Fetterly, Christopher Ryan, APO Stdtnt Placmnt Officer, Faculty of Science - Administration (2014, 2019)

• Fidyk, Alexandra, Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2009, 2019)

• Field, Catherine Jane, BSC (Guelph), MSC (Toronto), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1991, 2003)

• Field, Richard Harold George, BSC (Waterloo), MBA (McMaster University), PhD (Toronto), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (1985, 1992)

• Fingegan, Barry A, MBBCHBA (Natl U of Ireland), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (1986, 1999)

• Finlay, Warren H, BSC (Alberta), MSCE (Alberta), PhD (Stanford University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1987, 1993)

• Fisher, Bruce William, BSC (Carleton University), MD (Ottawa), MSC (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1992, 2007)

• Fisher, Robert, BCOM (Saskatchewan), MBA (York University), PHD (Colorado), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Marketing, Business Economics and Law (2007, 2007)

• Flaim, Eric, BSC (York University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer B, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2002, 2019)

• Flannigan, Mike, BSC (Manitoba), MS (Colorado State), PHD (Cambridge), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2010, 2010)

• Fleck, Brian Andrew, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Laval University), PHD (Queen’s University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2000, 2011)

• Fletcher, Fay Louise, BSCPE (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (1999, 2017)

• Fliegel, Larry, BSC (Manitoba), MSC (Calgary), PhD (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (1987, 2000)

• Flood, Cathy, MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1993, 2013)

• Flood, Patrick, BS (Indiana University), PHD (Chicago), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2012, 2012)

• Flores Mir, Carlos, BSC (U Cayetano Heredia), DDS (U Cayetano Heredia), MSC (U Cayetano Heredia), PHD (U Cayetano Heredia), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2002, 2015)

• Fuet, Nicole Renee, Associate Director, Supply Management Services - Business Services (1989, 2019)

• Flynn, Morris Robert, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (California San Diego), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1998, 2019)

• Fuged, Dana Corinne, BA (Alberta), Director, Career Education and Coaching, Alberta School of Business - MBA Office (2010, 2019)

• Foley, Edan, BSC (Univ College Galway), MSC (Cologne), PHD (Cologne), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2004, 2015)

• Fong-Wong, Sylvia, Finance Partner, Financial Services - Admin (2017, 2019)
• Foote, August L., BSC (Louisiana State), MSC (Louisiana State), PHD (Utah State), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Devonian Botanic Gardens (1998, 2013)
• Foote, Jennifer Ann, BA (Alberta), DPHIL (Concordia), MED (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2004, 2019)
• Forbes, Karen, BSC (Simon Fraser), MD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2005, 2019)
• Forhan, Mary, BSCOT (McMaster University), DPHIL (McMaster University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2013, 2019)
• Forrest, Julian Patrick Hugh, BFA (Mount Allison), DEC (Champlain Regional College), MFA (Alberta), Associate Professor, Augustana - Fine Arts & Humanities (2003, 2019)
• Forth, Gregory L, BA (Simon Fraser), MLITT (Oxford), PHD (Oxford), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (1986, 1995)
• Fossati Pereira, Sebastian Ignacio, BA (the Republic Mont), MA (Washington Seattle), PHD (Washington Seattle), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2010, 2019)
• Foster, William Milton, BA (Alberta), MBA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Augustana - Social Sciences (1998, 2016)
• Fouad, Karim, BSC (Constance), PHD (Constance), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2001, 2009)
• Fox, Karen M, BA (the Pacific), MA (Pittsburgh), PHD (Minnesota), Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (1997, 2009)
• Frail, Kimberly J., BA (Memorial U of Nfld), MLIS (Dalhousie), Public Services Librarian, Libraries - Public Services 2 (2001, 2019)
• Francescutti, Louis H, BSC (Concordia), MD (Alberta), MPhil (John Hopkins), PHD (Alberta), Professor, School of Public Health (1995, 2006)
• Franks, James Kenneth, BA (British Columbia), MARCHV (British Columbia), Associate University Archivist, Libraries - Information Resources (1997, 2019)
• Freeman, Mark Russel, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Cornell University), PHD (Cornell University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (1994, 1999)
• Frei, Christoph, BMath (E Tech Hochsch Zurich), PHD (E Tech Hochsch Zurich), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2010, 2019)
• Friedland, Hadley Louise, Faculty of Law - Admin (2008, 2019)
• Froese, Duane, BSC (Lethbridge), MSC (Calgary), PHD (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2003, 2014)
• Frolov, Valeri P, DSC (PN Lebedev), MSC (Moscow St Pedagogical), PHD (PN Lebedev), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics (1993, 1993)
• Frost, Carol Margaret, BSC (Alberta), MSC (McGill University), PHD (Canterbury), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2001, 2019)
• Fu, Yangxin, MD (Harbin Medical), MSC (Harbin Medical), PHD (Kyoto University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2009, 2019)
• Fujiwara, Esther, BA (Bielefeld), MA (Bielefeld), PHD (Bielefeld), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2007, 2019)
• Fuller, Danielle, BA (Durham), MA (Leeds University), PHD (Leeds University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2008, 2018)
• Funk, Gregory, BSC (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2000, 2008)
• Fyshe, Alona Marie Ambrose, BSC (Alberta), MS (Alberta), PHD (Carnegie Mellon), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2003, 2019)
Gaenzle, Michael G, BSC (Hohenheim University), MSC (Oregon State), PHD (Hohenheim University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2005, 2011)

Gagne, Christina Lee, BA (Alberta), MA (Illinois Chicago), PHD (Illinois Chicago), Professor, Faculty of Science - Psychology Science (2001, 2011)

Gajewski, Cezary, BFA (Alberta), MDES (Alberta), MFA (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (1999, 2019)

Galovan, Adam, BA (Utah State), MS (Brigham Young), PHD (Missouri), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Human Ecology Dept (2015, 2019)

Galvani, Valentina, DPHIL (Milan), MSC (Milan), MSC (Milan), MSC (Purdue University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2005, 2019)

Gamal El-Din, Mohamed Galal, BSC (Cairo University), MS (Wayne State), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1995, 2008)


Gammon, John A, BS (Yale University), MS (California Davis), PHD (California Davis), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences (2006, 2008)

Gamper, Armin, DSC (State University of New York), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2014, 2019)

Gan, Thian Y., BE (Malaya), MSE (Texas Austin), PHD (Washington Seattle), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1993, 2002)

Gannon, Terry J, BSC (Alberta), MSC (McGill University), PHD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1998, 2002)

Garber, Judith A, BA (Kent State), MA (Maryland), PhD (Maryland), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1999, 2019)

Garcia, Grachella Guintu, MA (Guelph), Associate Director Programming, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Campus & Community Recreation (2009, 2019)

Gareau, Paul Luc, PHD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Native Studies (2016, 2019)

Gares, Sheryl Lynn, BSC (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Augustana - Sciences (1994, 2019)

Garneau, Terra Jaye, BSC (Alberta), Research Facilitator, Vice-President Research - Research Services (FIRC) (2000, 2019)

Garrison, Melanie Tamara, BSC (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Health Sciences Council (HSC) (2014, 2019)

Garriston, Scott Russel, BSC (British Columbia), MD (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2019)

Gavie-Lok, Sandra, MA (Calgary), PHD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (2003, 2019)

Gavin, Theresa D, BA (Simon Fraser), MA (Virginia Polytech Inst), PHD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (1999, 2013)

Gaudet, Janice Cindy, Assistant Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2017, 2019)

Gaudry, Adam James Patrick, PHD (Victoria), Associate Professor, Faculty of Native Studies (2016, 2019)

Gaunt, Heather, BTECH (BC Institute of Technology), Faculty Serv Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2015, 2019)

Gauthier, Morgan Alyxse, BA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Arts - Music Dept (2005, 2019)

Gay, David B, BA (Queen's University), MA (Queen's University), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1998, 2004)

Gehman, Joel, BSC (Cornell University), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2012, 2019)

Gellatly, Ian R, BA (Western Ontario), MA (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (1998, 2009)

Georgiou, Georgios Kyriacou, BED (Cyprus College), DPHIL (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2002, 2017)

Ghaemi, Sina, BSC (Sharif U of Tech), MSC (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2007, 2019)

Ghosh, Mahua, BM (Delhi), CHB (Delhi), CHB (Delhi), DME/DSCI (Saskatchewan), MBBS (Delhi), PHD (Saskatchewan), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2019)
• Ghoul, Sadok, BS COM (Inst Superieur Gestion Tunis), MBA (Laval University), PhD (Laval University), Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2006, 2016)
• Gibbs-Davis, Julianne, BA (Arizona State), PhD (Northwestern), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (2008, 2019)
• Gibson Hollow, Anna Marie, MARCHV (British Columbia), Director, Advancement Records, Office of Advancement (2013, 2019)
• Gibson, Lindsay, BA (Simon Fraser), DED (British Columbia), DIPPROF (Victoria), MA (British Columbia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2015, 2019)
• Gibson, Monica, BDS (Nitte University), MS (Baylor), MS (Ohio State University), PhD (Baylor), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2016, 2019)
• Gibson, William Robert, MD (University of Sheffield), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2013, 2019)
• Gier, Christina Bindslev, BA (Idaho), CERT (Duke University), MA (Duke University), PhD (Duke University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Music Dept (2005, 2019)
• Gierl, Mark John, BA [Alberta], MED (Alberta), PhD (Illinois Chicago), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept [1997, 2006]
• Gilles, Stefan, PhD (Muenster), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2011, 2019)
• Gilmour, Susan Mhairi, MD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1997, 2013)
• Gingras, Murray Kenneth, BSC (Alberta), DIPL (Northern AB Inst Tech), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (1998, 2009)
• Gingrich, Douglas M, BSC (Waterloo), MSC (Toronto), PhD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (1993, 2001)
• Girardeau, Adam Philip, APO Admin Manager, Information Services & Technology - Teaching & Learning Services (2005, 2019)
• Girgis, Rose, FRCP (C) [Alberta], MBCHB [Alexandria University], MSC [Alberta], Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1998, 2019)
• Giuliani, Fabrizio, MD (Bari), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2019)
• Glancy, Eva Crozier, Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept (2014, 2019)
• Glanfield, Florence Anne, BED [Alberta], BSC [Alberta], MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2007, 2013)
• Glaser, Vern L, BBA [California], MBA (Duke University), Assistant Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2014, 2019)
• Glover, John N M, BSC [Dalhousie], PhD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (1996, 2006)
• Gnarpe, Judith, BSC (Copenhagen), PhD (Copenhagen), Associate Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2013, 2019)
• Goddard, Ellen W, BAGRSC (Guelph), MSC (Guelph), PHD (La Trobe University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2000, 2000)
• Gniadecki, Robert, MD (Copenhagen), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2015)
• Gndehou, Sedami Ursula Alix Carine, Assistant Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2013, 2019)
• Godward, Elliott W, BAGRSC (Guelph), MSC (Guelph), PHD (La Trobe University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2000, 2000)
• Goebel, Nancy Elaine, BA [Camrose Lutheran College], MLIS [Alberta], Head Librarian/Augustana, Libraries - Public Services 1 (2004, 2019)
• Goetz, Helly Rachel, MD [Tel Aviv University], Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2008, 2019)
• Gokiert, Rebecca Jayne, BSC [Alberta], MED [Alberta], PhD [Alberta], Associate Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics Dept (2003, 2019)
• Goldstein, Cheryl E., BA [the Pacific], MD [Tel Aviv University], Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2019)
• Gonzalez-Abraldes, Juan, MD (University of Santiago de Comp), MSC (Atonomous U Barcelona), PHD (Barcelona), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2013, 2018)
• Gonzalez-Paez, Cristian Fernando, BA [Tel Aviv], MA (Dalhousie), Regional Manager (Americas), University of Alberta International (2001, 2019)
• Good, Kenton Bruce, BA [Alberta], MLIS [Alberta], Web Development Librarian, Libraries - Information Technology Services (1996, 2019)
• Gooding, Sarah Ann, BSC [Toronto], Assist Chair Research/Academic, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2003, 2019)
• Goodman, Karen J, BA (California S Barbara), MA (California LA), MPH (California LA), PHD (California LA), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2012)
• Goodwin, Donna Lynn, BPE (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Faculty Affairs (2004, 2012)
• Goping, Ing Swie, BSC (Queen’s University), MSC (Western Ontario), PHD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (1999, 2018)
• Gorassini, Monica Ann A, BSC (Guelph), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (1999, 2011)
• Gosgnach, Simon, BSC (Waterloo), MSC (Manitoba), PHD (Manitoba), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2006, 2019)
• Goss, Greg G, BSC (McMaster University), PHD (Ottawa), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1997, 2005)
• Gotell, Lise A, BPA (Carleton University), MA (York University), PHD (York University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Womens & Gender Studies (1997, 2009)
• Gotte, Matthias, PHD (Max Planck Institute), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2009, 2014)
• Goughan, Sean, BA (Western Ontario), MA (McMaster University), PHD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2001, 2016)
• Goulden, Keith J, MD (Western Ontario), MPH (Dundee), FSO- Assoc Teaching Prof, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2019)
• Gourishankar, Sita, BMEIDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Harvard University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
• Govender, Zareen Naaz, ABA (Alberta), BCOM (Alberta), Manager Data Analytics, Office of Advancement (2012, 2019)
• Gow, Gordon, BA (Simon Fraser), MA (Calgary), PHD (Simon Fraser), Associate Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2005, 2019)
• Gowrishankar, Manjula, MBBS (Colombo), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1997, 2014)
• Grabia, Vanessa Katherine, BA (Alberta), MA (Pennsylvania State), Assistant Chair/Administration, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2003, 2019)
• Grace, Andre P, BED (Memorial U of Nfld), MED (Memorial U of Nfld), PHD (Dalhousie), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2006)
• Graf, Daniel, PHD (Freie Universitat Berlin), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2014, 2019)
• Graham, Coiene G, BSC (Alberta), MED (Alberta), St Manager/Strat Initiatives, Office of Advancement (1993, 2019)
• Graham, Michelle M, MD (Ottawa), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2013)
• Gramit, David E, BSC (Carleton University), MA (Duke University), PHD (Duke University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Music Dept (1991, 2003)
• Gramlich, Leah Marie, BMEIDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2013)
• Grant, Darren Richard, BSC (Western Ontario), MSC (Carleton University), PHD (Carleton University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2010, 2019)
• Grant, Robert F, BSCAGR (Guelph), PHD (Natal), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1988, 2006)
• Graves, Roger, BA (Waterloo), BED (Toronto), MA (Waterloo), PHD (Ohio State University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2008, 2008)
• Greabeiel, Joan Eileen, BMUS (Alberta), MBA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (1999, 2019)
• Green, Lee Albert, MD (Michigan State), MPH (Michigan State), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2011)
• Green, Stephanie J, AS (U College of the Fraser Valley), BS (British Columbia), PHD (Simon Fraser), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2018, 2019)
• Greenshaw, Andrew J, BSC (Liverpool), PhD (Wales), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (1986, 1996)
• Greer, Joan E, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Free U Amsterdam), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (1999, 2014)
• Greiner, Russell, BSC (Calif Inst of Tech), MSC (Stanford University), PHD (Stanford University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1997, 1997)
• Grekul, Jana Marie, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Grier, Glenn G, BS (Loyola University), MA (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (1986, 2019)
• Grieve, Elizabeth Anne, AMLS (Alberta), BA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Grose, Laura Michelle, BTECH (BC Institute of Technology), Faculty Serv Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2014, 2019)
• Gross, Donald W, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2017)
• Gross, Douglas Paul, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (1999, 2014)
• Gruener, Andrea Jennifer, BSC (McMaster University), MSC (Waterloo), PHD (Brown University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2019)
• Gu, Yu, BA (Kenyon College), MA (Harvard University), PHD (Harvard University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2004, 2018)
• Guan, Leluo, BSC (Wuhan University), MSC (Kyoto University), PHD (Kyoto University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2001, 2015)
• Guardado, Martin, MED (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2009, 2018)
• Guay, Nicolas, BS (Laval University), MS (Chicago), PHD (Chicago), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2009, 2019)
• Guigard, Selma Emily, BSC (U Joseph Fourier), MSC (Guelph), PHD (Guelph), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1998, 2019)
• Guillotte, Lauren Mary, AM (MA) (Mount Holyoke College), BA (Ripon College), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Psychology Science (2008, 2019)
• Guirguis, Lisa Marian, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Wisconsin), Associate Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2019)
• Gul, Mustafa, PHD (Central Florida), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2011, 2019)
• Gunes, Pinar Mine, BA (Bogazicki University), MS (Arizona), MS (Arizona), MS (Maryland), PHD (Maryland), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2014, 2019)
• Gupta, Manisha, BENG (Bombay), DENG (Yale University), MSEE (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst), PHD (Yale University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2009, 2019)
• Gupta, Nitesh, Manager, Info & Data Analytics, VFO Infrastructure Information and Analytics (2018, 2019)
• Gupta, Rajender, BTECH (IIT Hikaragpur), MTECH (IIT Dhilli), PHD (Newcastle), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2006, 2006)
• Guptil, Christine A, DPHIL (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2015, 2019)
• Gutfriend, Klaas S, MD (Johannes Gutenberg), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1998, 2019)
• Guthrie, MaryLee, BS (Missouri), Regional Director, Major Gifts, Faculty of Nursing (2015, 2019)
• Gutierrez PhD, Xavier, BA (Atonomous U Barcelona), DPHIL (New Brunswick), MED (Atonomous U Barcelona), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept (2013, 2019)
• Gyenes, Gabor, MD (Semmelweis U of Med), PHD (Karolinska Institute), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2018)
• Haagsma, Margriet, BA (University of Groningen), MPHIL (Cambridge), PHD (University of Groningen), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - History Classics Dept (2001, 2019)
• Haave, Neil Christian, BSC (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Augustana - Sciences (2004, 2017)
• Hackborn, William Walter, BMATH (Waterloo), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Augustana - Sciences (2004, 2004)
• Hacke, Uwe, PHD (Chr Albrecht U of Kiel), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2007, 2016)
• Hackett, Christopher James, BA (Manitoba), MA (Manitoba), Discipline Officer, Student Services - Student Conduct & Accountability (1999, 2019)
• Haeubl, Gerald, MINTBUS (Vienna), PHD (Vienna), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Marketing, Business Economics and Law (1995, 2011)
• Hagen, Michelle, Social Media Manager, Vice-President University Relations (2018, 2019)
• Haggerty, Kevin D, BA (Carleton University), MA (Toronto), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (2000, 2019)
• Halbert, Fiona Rae, MBA (Alberta), Asst Registrar, Student Financ, Office of the Registrar - Student Financial Support (2004, 2019)
• Hall, Dennis G, BSc (Sherbrooke), PHD (Sherbrooke), Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1997, 2005)
• Hall, Jocelyn, BSC (Arizona), PHD (Wisconsin Madison), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2006, 2019)
• Hall, Linda May, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Alberta), PHD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2001, 2013)
• Hall, Robert A, BSc (New Brunswick), MSc (Queen's University), PHD (Queen's University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2006, 2015)
• Hallin, Akel Lennart, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Princeton), PHD (Princeton), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2007, 2007)
• Halloran, Brendan Philip, BSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2019)
• Halloran, Kieran Michael, MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2019)
• Halloran, Philip F, MD (Toronto), PHD (London), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1987, 1987)
• Hallstrom, Lars, BA (Calgary), MA (Purdue University), PHD (Purdue University), Professor, Augustana - Social Sciences (2009, 2015)
• Halpenny, Elizabeth, BA (Wilfred Laurier), MENVST (York University), PHD (Waterloo), Associate Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (2006, 2019)
• Hamann, Andreas, BSc (Hamburg), MSC (State U of New York), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2005, 2015)
• Hamilton, Marlene Ann, BSc (Toronto), MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
• Hamilton, Peter G, BSc (the Witwatersrand), MBCHB (the Witwatersrand), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1990, 2007)
• Hamilton, Susan, BA (McMaster University), MA (Toronto), PHD (Hull), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1989, 2008)
• Hammad, Ahmed Mohamed, BSc (Mansoura University), MENG (Cairo University), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1998, 1999)
• Hammond, James R, BSc (Western Ontario), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pharmacology Dept (2001, 2012)
• Han, Bin, BSc (Fudan University), MSc (Academia Sinica), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1999, 2007)
• Han, Jie, BSc (Tsinghua University), PHD (Delft U of Tech), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2009, 2019)
• Han, Jih, Annual Giving Associate, Office of Advancement (2013, 2019)
• Hanington, Patrick Carleton, BSc (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, School of Public Health (2002, 2019)
• Hanna, Gabriel, BSc (Laurentian), PHD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (2009, 2019)
• Hannesson, Mark Joel, BMUS (Brandon University), MMUS (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Music Dept (1999, 2019)
• Hannigan, Timothy Robert, BA (Queen’s University), DPHIL (Oxford), MSC (London Sch of Econ), Assistant Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2015, 2019)
• Hans, William, BEd (Nebraska Wesleyan University), DPS (Arizona State), MED (Minnesota), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2012, 2019)
• Hanstock, Christopher C, BSc (Staffordshire), PHD (Staffordshire), Faculty Service Officer B, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (1994, 2019)
• Haq, Andrea Maria, BS (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), MD (Calgary), MHSC (Duke University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2009, 2019)
• Harder, Geoffrey Stephen, MLIS (Alberta), Associate University Librarian, Libraries - Information Resources (2001, 2019)
Harder, Keith Bradley, BED (Calgary), BFA (Calgary), MVA (Alberta), Professor, Augustana - Fine Arts & Humanities (2004, 2007)

Harder, Lois Katherine, BA (Alberta), MA (York University), PHD (York University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1998, 2010)

Harley, Dwight David, BED (British Columbia), MA (British Columbia), PHD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2000, 2019)

Harley, Jason AM (MA) (McGill University), BA (McGill University), DPHIL (McGill University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2014, 2019)

Harms, Janelle J, BSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Waterloo), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1991, 2008)

Harnett, Tanya Lynn, BFA (Alberta), DIPLOMA (Grant MacEwan Comm Coll), MFA (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (1995, 1999)

Harol, Corrinne M, BA (Massachusetts), MA (Boston College), PHD (California LA), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2004, 2019)

Harper, Sherilee, BSC (Queen’s University), MSC (Guelph), PHD (Guelph), Associate Professor, School of Public Health (2018, 2019)

Harrington, Joanna, BA (British Columbia), BLAW (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (2004, 2009)

Harrington, Lesley, BA (Toronto), MA (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (2012, 2016)

Harrington, Louise M, MA (London), PHD (London), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2013, 2019)

Harrington, Jeffrey Richard, BMDSc (Alberta), BMUS (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2012)

Harris, John P, BA (Manitoba), MA (Manitoba), PHD (Illinois Urbana), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (1999, 2019)

Harris, Neil S, BSC (Otago), PHD (Otago), Faculty Services Officer, Faculty of Science - Administration (1999, 2019)

Harrington, Lesley, BA (Toronto), MA (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (2012, 2019)

Harvey, Gillian Stephanie, BDES (Alberta), MA (Leeds), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Design Dept (1995, 2019)

Harynuk, James, BSC (Waterloo), PHD (Waterloo), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (2007, 2019)

Hashemian, Leila, BSC (Amir Kabir U of Tech), DPHIL (Tarbiyat Modarr), MSC (Tarbiyat Modarr), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2016, 2019)

Hashisho, Zaher M, MS (American U of Beirut), PHD (Illinois Urbana), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2007, 2017)

Hasmath, Reza, DPHIL (Cambridge), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (2013, 2019)

Hastman, Leslie L, BCOM (Manitoba), Program Director, Alberta School of Business - Executive Education (2016, 2019)

Hastman, Ryan Alan, BCOM (Alberta), Director, Major Gifts, Office of Advancement (2012, 2019)

Hatt, Kierstin Carolyn, BA (Carleton University), MA (St Mary’s University, Halifax), PHD (McGill University), Associate Professor, Augustana - Social Sciences (2004, 2019)

Hawkes, Michael Thomas, BENG (McGill University), MD (Alberta), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1999, 2019)
• Hayduk, Leslie A, BSC (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PhD (John Hopkins), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (1981, 1986)
• Hayes, Robert Edward, BENG (Tech U of Nova Scotia), BSC (Dalhousie), PHD (Bath), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (1985, 1993)
• Hayward, Dana, BED (York University), BSC (Toronto), DPS (McGill University), MS (McGill University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (2018, 2019)
• Hayward, Denyse Vowles, BSC (Alberta), DMEDSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Hayward, Robert S A, MD (Queen’s University), MPH (John Hopkins), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1997, 2009)
• Hayward, Ryan B, BSC (Queen’s University), MSC (Queen’s University), PHD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1999, 2004)
• Hazes, Bart, MSC (University of Groningen), PhD (University of Groningen), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2000, 2019)
• He, Fangliang, BSC (Nanjing Agric), MS (Victoria), MSC (Chinese Acad Sc), PHD (University of Montreal), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2003, 2007)
• Heaman, Larry M, BSC (Western Ontario), MSC (McMaster University), PHD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (1994, 2000)
• Heather, Margaret Jane, BA [Alberta], MFA [Alberta], Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (1998, 2017)
• Hebbert, Jacqueline, BSC (Dalhousie), MD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Medicine Division (2002, 2019)
• Heck, Kelty Francis, BA [Alberta], Assistant Registrar, NR, Office of the Registrar - National Recruitment (2009, 2019)
• Hegmann, Frank A, BSC (Carleton University), MSC (McMaster University), PHD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (1997, 2008)
• Height, Michelle Louise, MCOM (Alberta), Career Coordinator, Alberta School of Business - Business Career Services and Co-operative Education Program (1997, 2019)
• Heiman, Jaymie Patricia, BA [Alberta], MA [Wisconsin State], PHD [Wisconsin State], Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2010, 2019)
• Heimpel, Moritz, BA [California], MD [John Hopkins], PHD (John Hopkins), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (1999, 2019)
• Heinke, Craig Owen, BA [Carleton College], MA (Harvard University), PHD (Harvard University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2008, 2018)
• Hemmati, Arman, BSC [Calgary], PHD (Calgary), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2018, 2019)
• Hemmings, Denise Gayle, BSC [Alberta], PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1994, 1999)
• Henderson, Cynthia J, Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1996, 2019)
• Hendrickson, Jocelyn Nicole, BA [Washington Seattle], DPHIL [Emory], MA (Ulster), PHD (Emory), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2012, 2019)
• Hendry, Michael, MSCE (Saskatchewan), PHD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2012, 2019)
• Hendzel, Michael J., BSC (Brandon University), PHD (Manitoba), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2010, 2009)
• Hennin, Hani, BENG (McGill University), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (1989, 1989)
• Henry, Alison Taylor, BSC (Queen’s University), MLS [Alberta], Public Services Librarian, Libraries - Public Services 1 (2006, 2019)
• Heo, Giseon, BSC (Sacred Heart College for Women), MSC (Carleton University), PHD [Alberta], Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (1998, 2017)
Herd, Christopher, BS (Queen’s University), PHD (New Mexico), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2002, 2014)

Hernandez Ramirez, Guillermo, BSC (Autonomous U CentrAmer), DPHIL (Purdue University), PHD (Purdue University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2012, 2019)

Herrera, Gonzalo, MBA (Alberta), Assoc Dir Office of Corp & Fnd, Office of Advancement (2008, 2019)

Heyes, Cressida J, BA (Oxford), MA (McGill University), PHD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1999, 2009)

Hickman, Sherry, Manager, Product & Equipment, Supply Management Services - Procurement & Contract Management (2011, 2019)

Hicks, Elizabeth Anne, BSC (British Columbia), DPHIL (Alberta), MD (Calgary), MSC (British Columbia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1999, 2019)

Hicks, Matthew, BSC (Victoria), MD (Calgary), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1998, 2019)

Hickson, Clive Nigel, BED (Avery Hill College), MA (Victoria), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2000, 2015)

Hide, Peter N. DIPARTD (Croydon College), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (1977, 1984)

Hidson, Thomas Hugh, BED (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MBA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Office of the Registrar - Undergraduate Records (1999, 2019)

Higgins, Marc, BED (Ottawa), BSC (New Brunswick), MED (Lakehead University), PHD (British Columbia), Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2017, 2019)

Hijmans, Steven, BA (University of Groningen), PHD (University of Groningen), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2000, 2019)

Hilario, Carla Theresa, BSN (British Columbia), MSN (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Nursing (2018, 2019)

Hildebrand, Ainslie M, MD (Manitoba), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2019)

Hill, Joseph Bennion, BA (Brigham Young), PHD (Yale University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (2012, 2019)

Hillen, Thomas J., BSC (Muenster), MSC (Eber Karl U Tubingen), PHD (Eber Karl U Tubingen), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2001, 2006)

Hillier, Tracey Lynn Banfield, BSC (St Francis Xavier), MD (McMaster University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2005, 2019)

Hindle, Abram, BSC (Victoria), MSC (Victoria), PHD (Waterloo), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2011, 2019)

Hirji, Alim, MD (McMaster University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2019)

Hitt, Mary, BSC (Missouri), PHD (California), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2003, 2019)

Ho, Allan T.T., Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2008, 2019)

Ho, Chester Ho-Kai, BA (Cambridge), MBBCH (Cambridge), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2017, 2017)

Hoben, Matthias, DPNURS (University of Applied Sciences), MSC (Martin Luther University), PHD (Martin Luther University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Nursing (2014, 2019)

Hobman, Marita Louise, BSC (Goteborg), MSc (Goteborg), MBA (Goteborg), Assistant Chair, Admin, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2012, 2019)

Hobman, Thomas C, BSc (Manitoba), MSc (Manitoba), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Cell Biology Dept (1994, 2005)

Hocking, Jennifer, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anatomy Dept (2011, 2019)

Hodggets, Sandra Lee, BSC (McMaster University), DPHIL (Alberta), MSCOT (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2002, 2019)

Hodggets, William Ernest, BA (Western Ontario), MSC (Western Ontario), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine - Communication Sciences & Disorders (2002, 2019)

Hodgins, Stephen Richard, MD (McGill University), MSC (McGill University), Associate Professor, School of Public Health (2017, 2019)


Hoeg, Darren, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2017, 2019)
• Hogan, James David, BSC (New Brunswick), BSC (Prince Edward Isl), PHD (New Brunswick), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2015, 2019)
• Hoglund, Wendy L.G., BSC (Victoria), MA (Victoria), PHD (Victoria), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (2008, 2019)
• Holmes, Charles FB, BSC (Essex), MSC (Calgary), PHD (Dundee), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (1990, 2002)
• Holovati, Jelena Lecak, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2002, 2019)
• Holroyd, Brian Ross, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1993, 1999)
• Holt, Andrew, BSC (Dundee), MPHIL (Cambridge), PHD (Cambridge), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2003, 2019)
• Holt, Kate Kay, BED (Alberta), Stewardship Officer, Office of Advancement (2006, 2019)
• Holt, Nicholas Locke, BSC (Loughborough U of Tech), MSC (Exeter), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (1999, 2012)
• Homik, Joanne Elizabeth, MD (Manitoba), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2018)
• Hood, Glynnis Anne, BA (Victoria), MSC (Northern British Columbia), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Augustana - Sciences (2000, 2016)
• Horner, Lisa K, BA (Point Loma College), MD (California San Diego), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2008, 2008)
• Hryn, Janet Elaine, Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2017, 2018)
• Hossain, Masum, BSC (Bangladesh U of Eng & Tech), MSC (Queen's University), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2013, 2019)
• Houghton, Michael, BSC (East Anglia), PHD (London), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2010, 2010)
• Houston, Stanley C, MD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1990, 2005)
• Hrimiuc, Dragos Dv, BSC (University Al.I.Cuza), PHD (University Al.I.Cuza), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1998, 2019)
• Hryshko, Dmytro, BA (Sumy State University), MA (Kiev Mohyla Academy), PHD (Houston), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2006, 2019)
• Hu, Yaozhong, BSC (Jiangsu U of Sci & Tech), MSC (Chinese Acad Sc), PHS (University Louis Pasteur), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2004, 2017)
• Huang, Biao, BSC (Jiangsu U of Sci & Tech), MSC (Chinese Acad Sc), PHD (University Louis Pasteur), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2004, 2017)
• Huang, Haifang, BA (Renmin U of China), MA (New Brunswick), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2008, 2019)
• Hubbard, Basil Paul, BSC (Ottawa), PHD (Harvard University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pharmacology Dept (2015, 2019)
• Hubbard, Tasha Alaine, BA (Saskatchewan), MA (Saskatchewan), PHD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Native Studies (2005, 2019)
• Huber, Janice Irene, BED (Alberta), DED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (1996, 2016)
• Huck, John Scott, BA (Alberta), MLIS (Alberta), Metadata Librarian, Libraries - Bibliographic Services (2000, 2019)
• Hudson Breen, Rebecca Erin, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2017, 2019)
• Huett, Suzanne Marcella, Senior Director, Camp. Operat., Office of Advancement (2018, 2019)
• Hughes, Judith, BSC (McGill University), MD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2005, 2009)
• Hughes, Christine Anne, BSCPHM (Alberta), PHARM (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1997, 2016)
• Hughes, Karen-Mae Dorothea, BA (Alberta), BMGMT (Lethbridge), MA (Alberta), PHD (Cambridge), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (1994, 2008)
Hughes, Sarah C, BSC (Lethbridge), MSC (Calgary), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2006, 2019)
Hughes, Steve Leroy, Health Info Privacy Advisor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - MED MedIT (2009, 2019)
Hume, Stacey Lynn, BSC (Alberta), FCCMG (Calgary), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (1994, 2019)
Humphries, Paul W, BEd (Toronto), BSC (Waterloo), MD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1998, 2004)
Hunter, Darryl, BA (Saskatchewan), DED (Regina), MED (Regina), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2015, 2019)
Hunter, Kathleen Frances, BSCN (Alberta), MN (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Nursing (2004, 2018)
Hurd, Peter, BSC (Carleton University), MSC (Simon Fraser), PhD (Stockholm), Professor, Faculty of Science - Psychology Science (2001, 2015)
Hurley, Natasha, AB (Mount St Vincent), AM (MA) (Western Ontario), DART (Rutgers University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2007, 2019)
Huson, Mark R., BS (Canisius College), MS (Rochester), PhD (Rochester), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (1993, 2013)
Hutchison, Cameron, BA (McMaster University), BLAW (Osgoode Hall Law Sch), LLB (Toronto), LLM (Nottingham), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (2004, 2016)
Huynh, Hien Q, MD (Monash University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2003, 2019)
Hvenegaard, Glen Timothy, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Victoria), Professor, Augustana - Sciences (2004, 2007)
Hwang, Christine, BA (Toronto), MLIS (Toronto), Librarian B, Libraries - Public Services 1 (2009, 2019)
Hyakutake, Momoe Tina, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynecology Dept (2005, 2019)
Hyde, Christopher, Senior GSR Officer, Vice-President University Relations (2016, 2019)
Hyshka, Elaine Eleanor, BA (Alberta), MA (Toronto), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, School of Public Health (2007, 2019)
Imanpour, Ali, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2017, 2019)
Ingham, Robert J., BSC (Simon Fraser), PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2009, 2019)
Ingolfsson, Armann, BSENG (Buffalo), PhD (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), SM (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (1995, 2016)
Ingraham, Mary L., BMUS (Mount Allison), MA (Victoria), PhD (Nottingham), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Music Dept (2003, 2016)
Inness, Michelle L, BSC (St Mary’s University, Halifax), MA (Guelph), PHD (Queen’s University), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2005, 2019)
Irwin, Katherine, BCOM (Guelph), Assoc. Director (Advancement), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences - Development (2003, 2019)
Ivanova, Natalia, MSC (St Petersburg), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2009, 2019)
Iwasaki, Clara Chiyoko, BA (Reed College), MA (California LA), PHD (California LA), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - East Asian Studies Dept (2016, 2019)
• Iwuc, Richard Anthony, BS (Manitoba), MBA (Manitoba), Treasury Portfolio Manager, Financial Services - Treasury (2009, 2019)
• Iyer, Ashwin, BASC (Toronto), MASC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2009, 2019)
• Jackson, Jesse, BSC (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), PHD (McGill University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2018, 2019)
• Jackson, Margot Karen, BSCN (Alberta), MA (Gonzaga), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Nursing (2003, 2019)
• Jacobs, Rene, BSC (Memorial U of Nfld), PHD (Memorial U of Nfld), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2002, 2019)
• Jacobsen, Niels-Erik Bech, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2004, 2019)
• Jacquet, Marianne Thérèse, Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2017, 2017)
• Jaeger, Wolfgang, DIPLOMA (Chr Albrecht U of Kiel), PHD (Chr Albrecht U of Kiel), Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1995, 2003)
• Jagersand, Martin, MSC (Chalmers U of Tech), MSC (Rochester), PHD (Rochester), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2000, 2016)
• Jagodzinski, Jan, BEd (Alberta), BFA (Notre Dame College), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (1982, 1994)
• Jahroudi, Nadia, BSC (Sussex), PHD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2019)
• Jain, Venu, MBBS (Government Medical College), PHD (Texas), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2007, 2019)
• Jamal, Karim, BCOM (Manitoba), MSC (British Columbia), PHD (Minnesota), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (1989, 2002)
• James, Deborah Eileen, BSCPHM (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Dir/Initiative & Ind Relations, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Office of Research Admin (1997, 2019)
• James, Kendall Martin, BCOM (Alberta), APO, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Cell Biology Dept (1990, 2019)
• Jamieson, Krista Jean, AM (MA) (Amsterdam), BA (Toronto), MLIS (McGill University), Admin/Prof Officer, Libraries - Information Resources (2015, 2019)
• Janke, Fred, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
• Jar, Pean-Yue Ben, BS (National Taiwan), MS (Rutgers University), PHD (Rutgers University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1999, 2004)
• Jaremko, Jacob, MD (Calgary), PHD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2003, 2019)
• Jänkä, Juhani, DPHIL (Joensuu), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Linguistics Dept (2013, 2016)
• Jay, Jennifer W, BA (British Columbia), MA (British Columbia), PHD (Australian National), Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (1986, 1997)
• Jeerakathil, Thomas, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
• Jefferies, Cameron Scott Graham, BSC (Alberta), LLB (Alberta), LLM (Virginia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (2008, 2019)
• Jeffrey, Scott R, BSC (Guelph), MSC (Guelph), PHD (Minnesota), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (1992, 2006)
• Jennings, Jennifer E, BCOM (Carleton University), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (1999, 2014)
• Jennings, P Devereaux, BA (Dartmouth College), MA (Stanford University), PHD (Stanford University), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2001, 2003)
• Jensen, Brita Josephine Lund, BSC (Simon Fraser), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2004, 2019)
• Jeon, Byeong Hwa, BSC (Seoul National), MSC (University of Tokyo), PHD (University of Tokyo), Assistant Professor, School of Public Health (2012, 2019)
• Jetha, Mary Margaret, BED (Calgary), BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2006, 2019)
• Jhamandas, Jack H, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1987, 1997)
• Jhangri, Gian Singh, BSC (Kurukshetra), MSC (Alberta), MSC (Punjabi University), Faculty Serv Officer B, School of Public Health (1987, 2019)
• Ji, Yonghua, BSC (University of Science and Tech), MS (Washington Seattle), MSC (Inst of Theoretical Physics), PHD (Texas Dallas), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (2003, 2019)
• Jiang, Bei, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2006, 2019)
• Jiang, Hai, BSC (Peking University), MSC (Peking University), PHD (Waterloo), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2007, 2015)
• Jiang, Huaying, BSC (Tsinghua University), PHD (California State), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2016, 2019)
• Jindal, Kakash, MBBS (University of Kashmir), MD (Indian Inst Med Sci), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2003)
• Jing, Yindi, BSC (SC & Tech China), MSC (California Inst of Technology), PHD (California Inst of Technology), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2008, 2018)
• Jirsch, Jeffrey, BSC (McGill University), MD (Toronto), MSC (Queen’s University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
• Jobin, Shalene Marie Charlotte, MA (Victoria), Associate Professor, Faculty of Native Studies (2000, 2019)
• Joffe, Mark A, MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1993, 2010)
• Johnson, Jeffrey A, BSCPHM (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Arizona), Professor, School of Public Health (1996, 2005)
• Johnson, Matthew, BA (Manhattan College), MS (Kansas State), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Human Ecology Dept (2012, 2019)
• Johnson, Paul Edwin, BA (Alberta), BFA (Saskatchewan), MA (Alberta), Professor, Augustana - Fine Arts & Humanities (2004, 2004)
• Johnson, Thomas Earl, BA (California), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty Services Officer, Faculty of Science - Psychology Science (1981, 1991)
• Johnson, Tracy, Space Planner, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - MED Facilities & Operations (2017, 2019)
• Johnston, Lindsay Kirsten, BA (Dalhousie), MA (Ottawa), MLIS (Alberta), Public Services Manager HSS, Libraries - Public Services 2 (1999, 2019)
• Johnston, Stephen Thomas, BSC (McGill University), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2015, 2015)
• Johnston, Wendy, BSC (Toronto), MD (Queen’s University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2014)
• Johnstone-Bedell, Emerald Sharon, Assistant Curator, Learning Services - Museums & Collections Services (2018, 2019)
• Jomha, Nadr Mohamed, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2015)
• Jones, Brian, BSC (Liverpool), PHD (Ottawa), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (1977, 1986)
• Jones, Catherine Allysion, BA (Winnipeg), BSC (Saskatchewan), DIPPHTH (Saskatchewan), DPHIL (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (1997, 2014)
• Jones, Kelvin Edward, BSC (Simon Fraser), PHD (Simon Fraser), Associate Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (2001, 2019)
• Jones, Kevin, BSS (Ottawa), MA (Carleton University), PHD (Brunel University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2011, 2019)
Jones, Patricia R, BCOM (Alberta), BS (Alberta), Research Facilitator, Vice-President Research - Research Services (FIRC) (1998, 2019)
Jones, Zhi Lin, BCOM (Tianjin Col Fin and Ec), MED (Calgary), PHD (Alberta), Assoc. Dir. Ed. Abroad-Services, University of Alberta International (1999, 2019)
Jones-Bourque, Julia Mary Allison, Research Facilitator, University of Alberta International (2000, 2019)
Joseph, Dileepan, BSENG (Manitoba), PHD (Oxford), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2004, 2019)
Joseph, Timothy Grain, PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1996, 2017)
Joshi, Suresh Raj, BSC (Alberta), Enterprise Content Manager, Information Services & Technology - Enterprise Applications (2013, 2019)
Jou, Hsing Chuan, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2019)
Jou, Mien Ko, Senior Recording Officer, Office of Advancement (1996, 2019)
Joynt, Chloe Ann, BSC (Simon Fraser), MD (Calgary), MSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2003, 2019)
Juby, Angela, MBCHB (Zimbabwe), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
Julien, Olivier, BSC (Laval University), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2005, 2019)
Jung, Jan Alexander, BSC (Warsaw), PHD (Warsaw), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (1987, 2000)
Jurasz, Paul Konrad, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1998, 2019)
Jabbar, Kaori, BA (Osaka U of Educ), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - East Asian Studies Dept (1999, 2019)
Kabatoff, Charmaine Natalie, Consultant, Rsrch Ethics (REB), Vice-President Research - Research Ethics Office (REO) (2005, 2019)
Kachkar, Randa, BA (Alberta), Associate Director, Parking, Ancillary Services - Parking (2012, 2019)
Kachur, Jerrold Lyne, BEd (Saskatchewan), BSCPE (Saskatchewan), MED (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1996, 2013)
Kadambi, Michaela Anne, BSC (Brandon University), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Psychologist, Student Services - Counselling & Clinical Services (1998, 2019)
Kahane, David J, BA (Concordia), MA (McGill University), PHD (Cambridge), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1997, 2012)
Kal,.dt, Amy, BA (McGill University), MA (McGill University), PHD (Minnesota), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (2000, 2014)
Kal, Manfred Joachim, APO Admin Manager, Alberta School of Business - External Relations (2017, 2019)
Kalluri, Meena, DIP (Drexel College of Medicine), DIP (Southern California), MD (Tamil Nadu Medical Univ), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2019)
Kalra, Sanjay, BSC (Toronto), MD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2015)
Kane, Kevin P, AB (California Berkeley), PHD (California LA), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (1991, 2001)
Kang, Shih-Chung, BS (Natl Cheng Kung), MS (National Taiwan), PHD (California State), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2018, 2018)
Kantoch, Michal J, MD (Warsaw), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1994, 2006)
Kantor, Paul F, MBBS (Stellenbosch), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1996, 2012)
Kanuka, Heather Anne, BA (Alberta), BEd (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1999, 2010)
Kao, Dina Hui-Jen, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2019)
Kapasi, Ali Mustansir, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2019)
Kaplinsky, Eran S, JD (Toronto), LLB (Tel Aviv University), LLM (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Law (2007, 2019)
Kapoor, Dip Prakash, BA (Delhi), BCOM (Alberta), MBA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1996, 2013)
- Kar, Satyabrata, DPHIL (London), MPHIL (Utkal University), MSC (Utkal University), PHD (Utkal University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2009)
- Karapetrovic, Stanislav, MSC (Manitoba), PHD (Manitoba), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2000, 2005)
- Kariuki, James Keffa, BSC (Kenyatta), MSC (Kenyatta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Augustana - Science (1998, 2019)
- Karmali, Shahzeer Aaz, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2019)
- Karpenko, Nikita, MSC (Leningrad), PHD (Leningrad), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2003, 2013)
- Karst, Justine Delaney, BSC (Alberta), DSC (British Columbia), MSC (McGill University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1999, 2019)
- Karumudi, Rambabu, BTECH (Nagarjuna), MTECH (Banaras Hindu), PHD (Victoria), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2007, 2019)
- Karunamuni, Rohana J, BSC (Colombo), MSC (Michigan), PHD (Michigan), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1985, 2006)
- Karvellas, Constantine Jason, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2010, 2019)
- Kashlak, Adam, BSC (McGill University), MSC (John Hopkins), PHS (Cambridge), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2017, 2019)
- Kassam, Narmin Habib, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1996, 2015)
- Kassiri, Janani, BSC (Toronto), BTECH (Banaras Hindu), PHD (Victoria), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2007, 2019)
- Kassiri, Zamaneh, BSC (Toronto), BTECH (Banaras Hindu), PHD (Victoria), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2007, 2019)
- Katz, Steven, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2008, 2019)
- Kaur, Aditya, BA (Delhi), MBA (Delhi), MS (Rochester), PhD (Rochester), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (1996, 2019)
- Kaul, Padmaja Ravikanti, BA (Delhi), MS (Rochester), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1998, 2017)
- Kaushal, Aileen Ann, BCOM (Alberta), Director, Recruitment, Alberta School of Business - MBA Office (2011, 2019)
- Kav, Nataraj, BSC (Bharathiar University), PHD (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2002, 2011)
- Kavanough, Jeffrey, BSC (Sonoma State), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2005, 2019)
- Kawchuk, Gregory N, BSC (Calgary), MPhil (Cambridge), PHD (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2004, 2014)
- Kearney, Ramona A, MD (Memorial U of Nfld), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (1992, 2008)
- Kecinski, Maik, BS (University of Magdeburg), MS (University of Magdeburg), PHD (Kaiserslautern), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2016, 2019)
- Keelan, Monika Maria, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (1994, 2019)
- Keeling, Stephanie Oksana, BSC (Bharathiar University), MD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
- Keenan, Louanne Patricia, BA (Alberta), DIPDHYG (Alberta), MEd (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1999, 2019)
- Kellogg, Catherine, BA (York University), MA (York University), PHD (York University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1999, 2018)
- Kelly, Gary D, BA (Oxford), BA (Toronto), DPHIL (Oxford), MA (Oxford), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1976, 1984)
- Kelly, Karen Diane, BSCN (Alberta), MSC (Queen’s University), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Nursing (1996, 2019)
- Kemezis, Adam, AB (Stanford University), PHD (Michigan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2007, 2019)
Kennard, Michael, BA (Guelph), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (2007, 2019)
Kennedy, David Melville, BA (Dalhousie), MFA (Yale University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (2013, 2019)
Kennedy, Michael David Joseph, BPE (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (1998, 2019)
Kennedy-Plant, Heather Anne, BA (Alberta), Manager, Faculty of Education - Undergraduate Student Services (2000, 2019)
Kent, Edward Joseph, BA (Western Ontario), MA (Waikato), PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2009, 2019)
Kent, Stephen A, BA (Maryland), PhD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (1987, 1997)
Kermoal, Nathalie J, MA (Nantes), PhD (Ottawa), Professor, Faculty of Native Studies (2001, 2014)
Kerr, Bradley James, BSC (McGill University), PhD (King’s Clg U of London), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2007, 2019)
Khabbazian, Majid, BSC (Sharif U of Tech), MASC (Victoria), PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2012, 2019)
Khadaroo, Rachel, BSC (McMaster University), MD (McMaster University), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2009, 2019)
Khajehoddin, Sayed Ali, BSC (Isfahan U of Tech), MSC (Isfahan U of Tech), PhD (Queen’s University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2013, 2019)
Khan, Khurshid A, MBBCH (University of Jos), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2019)
Khan, Renny, BSC (McGill University), DEC (John Abbott College), MPOLSC (Alberta), Director/Intl Programs, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - MED International (1999, 2019)
Khan, Steven Kamaluddin, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2017, 2019)
Khazaei, Hamzeh, BSC ( Amir Kabir U of Tech), MSC ( Amir Kabir U of Tech), PhD (Manitoba), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2017, 2019)
Kherani, Tamizan, BSC (Concordia College University), MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2006, 2019)
Khoo, Nee Scze, MD (Wales), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2009, 2019)
Khurana, Rshmi, MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
Kiang, Tony, BS (British Columbia), DPHIL (British Columbia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2017, 2019)
Kiddoo, Dacie Ann, BMEDSC (Alberta), FRCS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2004, 2019)
Killingsworth, Cyndi, BA (Concordia), DIPL (John Abbott College), Admin/Prof Officer, Human Resource Services - Job and Organizational Design (2006, 2019)
Kim, Amy, Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2011, 2019)
Kim, Chun II, BSC (Dong-A University), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2005, 2019)
Kim, Daniel, BSC (City U of New York), MD (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
Kim, Esther Sung, BSC (Alberta), MS (Arizona), PhD (Arizona), Associate Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine - Communication Sciences & Disorders (2009, 2019)
Kim, Mi-young, BS (Pohang University), PhD (Pohang University), Assistant Professor, Augustana - Sciences (2009, 2019)
Kimber, Shane Km, MD (Queen’s University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1992, 2019)
- King, Gregory M, BSC (Carleton University), DSC (University of Berne), MSC (Carleton University), Assistant Professor, Augustana - Sciences (2018, 2019)
- King, Sharla Joan, BPE (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1996, 2019)
- King-Jones, Kirst, BS [Free U of Berlin], PHD [Free U of Berlin], Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2006, 2019)
- Kirova, Anna, BED (Sofia), PHD (Sofia), Professor, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2000, 2010)
- Kish, Gregory, BSENG (Western Ontario), DIPEE (Conestoga College), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2015, 2019)

- Kitchen, John K, BA [St Mary’s College], MA (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (1998, 2019)
- Kitteringham, Salena Renee, APO Comm, Mrkt & PR Mgr, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - MED Advancement (2000, 2019)
- Klarenbach, Scott Wilfred, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2015)
- Klassen, John Stephen, BSC (Queen’s University), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1998, 2008)
- Klassen, Timothy William, AB (Dalhousie), BA (Toronto), MLSIS (Dalhousie), Head Librarian/Sci & Tech Lib, Libraries - Public Services 1 (2012, 2019)
- Kleib, Manal Ibrahim, BN (Jordan), MBA (Leicester), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Nursing - Deans Office (2016, 2019)
- Klein, Douglass, BSC (Western Ontario), MD (Ottawa), MSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
- Kline, Loren W, BSC (Buena Vista College), MSC (Oklahoma State), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (1974, 1985)
- Kloobkowski, Mariusz A, BSC (N Copernicus U Torun), PHD (N Copernicus U Torun), Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1989, 2000)
- Klumpp, Tilman, AA (Hohenheim University), MA (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2012, 2016)
- Kneteman, Norman Miles, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1987, 1994)
- Knight, W. Andy, BA [McMaster University], MA (Dalhousie), PHD (York University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1998, 2001)
- Knish, Steve, BSC (State U of NY Plattsburgh), MA (York University), PHD (Alberta), Psychologist, Student Services - Counselling & Clinical Services (1999, 2019)
- Koch, Charles Robert, BSC (Alberta), MS (Stanford University), PHD (Stanford University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2001, 2008)
- Koch, Katherine Adriana, AB (Alberta), MLSIS (Alberta), Head Librarian/Education/Phys, Libraries - Public Services 2 (2011, 2019)
- Kooieh, Donald Leo, BCOM (Alberta), Senior Financial Accountant, Financial Services - Accounting & Reporting (2000, 2019)
- Kolacz, Henryk, MSC (Adam Mickiewicz U Poznan), PHD (Adam Mickiewicz U Poznan), Faculty Services Officer, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1997, 2019)
- Kolber, Michael Robert, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
- Kololf, Bora, BS (Bilkent University), MSC (Northwestern), PHD (Northwestern), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (2006, 2019)
- Kolopenuk, Jessica Ann, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Native Studies (2007, 2019)
- Kolinski, Hanna Katherine, MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2001, 2019)
- Komarokova, Alexandra Evgenjiwna, DENG (Alberta), MENG (Bauman Moscow State Tech), MSC (Bauman Moscow State Tech), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2010, 2019)
- Kondrak, Grzegorz, MSC (Alberta), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2002, 2016)
- Kong, Linglong, BS (Beijing Normal), MS (Peking University), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2003, 2019)
- Konhauser, Kurt, BSC (Toronto), PHD (Western Ontario), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2001, 2007)
• Konkin, Dorothy Jill, BA (Carleton University), BSC (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2017)
• Kononenko, Natalie, BA (Radcliffe), MA (Harvard University), PHD (Harvey Mudd College), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept (2004, 2004)
• Koppelhus, Eva B, MSC (Copenhagen), PHD (Arhaus University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2005, 2019)
• Koppula, Sudha, BSC (Alberta), MELINSC (Western Ontario), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1999, 2019)
• Korbutt, Gregory S, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), MCLINSC (Free U of Brussels), PHD (Free U of Brussels), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1994, 2007)
• Korda, Andrea Leigh, BA (Queen's University), DART (California State), PHD (California S Barbara), Assistant Professor, Augstana - Fine Arts & Humanities (2010, 2019)
• Komik, Colleen Marilyn, BCOM (Alberta), Manager Financial Statements, Financial Services - Accounting & Reporting (2012, 2019)
• Korownyk, Christina Suzanne, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
• Korver, Douglas Ray, BSCAGR (Saskatchewan), MSC (Delaware), PHD (California Davis), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1997, 2010)
• Kost, Claudia, MA (Johannes Gutenberg), MSC (Purdue University), PHD (Arizona), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Modern Languages and Cultural Studies Dept (2003, 2019)
• Kost, Larry W, BSC (Calgary), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Cambridge), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1993, 2000)
• Kostov, Sanja, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), , Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2019)
• Koutouzi, Denise Ann, BA (St Francis Xavier), DPHIL (Wales), MA (Queen's University), MLS (Alberta), Associate University Librarian, Collections (1999, 2019)
• Kouturizin, Michael A, BSENG (New Brunswick), PHD (Waterloo), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1997, 2002)
• Kowalewsky, Sarah, Assistant Director, Alberta School of Business - External Relations (2007, 2019)
• Kozyrsky, Anita, BSENG (Alberta), PHD (Manitoba), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2008, 2014)
• Krauss, Carsten Bertram, BSC (RWTH Aachen), PHD (R Charles U Heidelberg), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2007, 2019)
• Krawchenko, Volodymyr, PHD (National Academy of Sciences), PHS (Ukrainian Academy of Science), Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2011, 2012)
• Krawchinsky, Vadim, BSC (Irkutsk State Technical), PHD (Irkutsk State Technical), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2001, 2014)
• Kreekhkin, Rouslan, BS (Moscow Inst of Physics & Tech), MS (Moscow Inst of Physics & Tech), MS (Notre Dame), PHD (Moscow Inst of Physics & Tech), PHD (Notre Dame), Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2007, 2018)
• Kresta, Suzanne M, BSENG (New Brunswick), MSC (Leeds), PHD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (1992, 1999)
• Kroecker, Karen Ivy, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
• Krogman, Naomi T., BA (Illinois Chicago), MA (Utah State), PHD (Colorado State), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (1997, 2012)
• Krotz, Sarah, BA (McGill University), DPHIL (Western Ontario), MA (Toronto), PHD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2008, 2019)
• Krzymien, Witold A, MENG [Tech U of Poznan], PHD [Tech U of Poznan], Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept [1986, 1991]
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• Thompson, Richard Bryan, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (1995, 2016)
• Thompson, Stephanie E, BS (Dalhousie), MD (Dalhousie), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2019)
• Thorlakson, Jessica Janice-Dawn, BA (Grant MacEwan Comm Coll), MLIS (Alberta), Librarian A, Libraries - Public Services 1 (2012, 2019)
• Thorlakson, Lori, BA (Queen’s University), MSC (London Sch of Econ), PHD (London Sch of Econ), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (2008, 2019)
• Thundat, Thomas George, BSC (Kerala Agric), PHD (State U of NY Albany), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2010, 2010)
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• Varsave, Jerry A, BA [Helsinki], MA [Helsinki], PHD (Vanderbilt), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1999, 1999)
• Vasanthan, Thavaratnam, BSCAGR [Peradeniya], MSC [Reading], PHD [Memorial U of Nfld], Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1996, 2007)
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• Vehring, Reinhard, Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2009, 2015)
• Veinot, Jonathan, BSC [Western Ontario], PHD [York University], Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (2002, 2012)
• Velazquez Martinez, Carlos Alberto, BSC [Guadalajara], MSC [NIT Autonomous U Mexico], PHD [Alberta], Associate Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2002, 2019)
• Veldhuyzen Van Zanten, Sander, MD [Amsterdam], MPH [Harvard University], MSC [McMaster University], PHD [Amsterdam], Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine & Dentistry Dept (2006, 2006)
• Vermette, D’Arcy Gordon, BA [Saskatchewan], LLB [Toronto], LLB [Ottawa], LLM [QueensOntario], Associate Professor, Faculty of Native Studies (2013, 2019)
• Vethanayagam, Dilini, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2019)
• Vette, Albert Herman, MASC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2013, 2019)
• Veugelers, Paulus Joannes, MSC (Wageningen Agricultural), PHD (Amsterdam), Professor, School of Public Health (2004, 2007)
• Vidakovic, Sandra, Cyclotron Facility RSO, Risk Management Services - Environmental Health & Safety (2003, 2019)
• Villatoro, Valentin, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2012, 2019)
• Villeneuve, Anne-José, Assistant Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2015, 2019)
• Vine, Donna, BSC (Curtin), PHD (Western Australia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2004, 2019)
• Vinebrooke, Rolfe D, BA (Winnipeg), BSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1998, 2013)
• Viugagos, Harissios, MD (Aristotle U Thessaloniki), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2015)
• Voaklander, Donald Clair, BPE (Alberta), MSC (Queen’s University), PHD (Alberta), Professor, School of Public Health (1997, 2010)
• Vocioni, Anna M, Admin/Prof Officer, Office of the Registrar - Exams & Timetabling (1985, 2019)
• Vohra, Sunita, BA (Queen’s University), BMDSc (Dalhousie), FRCP (C) (Toronto), MD (Dalhousie), MSC (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2003, 2009)
• Vogel, Isabelle, BSC (British Columbia), MD (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2019)
• Voronova, Anastassia, DPHIL (Guelph), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2018, 2019)
• Wagner, Doris, BA (Okanagan U College), MLIS (Western Ontario), Public Services Librarian, Libraries - Public Services 2 (2015, 2019)
• Wagner, Viktoria, BSC (Georg Aug U Gottingen), MSC (Georg Aug U Gottingen), PHD (Martin Luther University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematical Sciences (2018, 2019)
• Waghray, Amad Lea, BCOM (Athabasca University), MENVST (York University), MLIS (Alberta), Government Documents Librarian, Learning Services - Copyright Office (2009, 2019)
• Waldron, John WF, BA (Cambridge), Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2000, 2000)
• Walji, Anil, MD (Nairobi), PHD (London), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anatomy Dept (1997, 2000)
• Walker, Aron Lionel, BSCPHM (Alberta), Pharmacy Manager, Student Services - University Health Centre (2006, 2019)
• Walker, Gordon James, BPAS (Regina), PHD (Virginia Polytech Inst), Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Academic Programs (1997, 2009)
• Walker, Janet, Exec Officer to the President, University of Alberta Presidents Office (1997, 2019)
• Wallace, Elizabeth A., BA (McGill University), MLIS (McGill University), Collections Libr, SciTech/Bus, Collections (2011, 2019)
• Walter, Jens, Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept 2006, (2014, 2019)
• Walter, Michael A, BSC (Guelph), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (1993, 2006)
• Walton, Jennifer, BSC (Queen’s University), MD (Queen’s University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2007, 2019)
• Wan, Hayley, BSC (Manchester Metro), MPHIL (Manchester Inst of S & T), PHD (Durham), Organic Chem Lab Director, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (2009, 2019)
• Wang, Hao, BMATH (U Sc & Tech of China), BSC (U Sc & Tech of China), PHD (Arizona State), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2009, 2019)
• Wang, Jia, Deputy Director, Provost & Vice-President Academic - China Institute (2007, 2019)
• Wang, Kangkang, BS (Tsinghua University), Assistant Professor, Alberta School of Business - Marketing, Business Economics and Law (2013, 2019)
• Wang, Ke, BBA (Hong Kong Polytech), Assistant Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (2015, 2019)
• Wang, Xiaodong, BSC (Harbin Inst of Tech), PHD (Harbin Inst of Tech), PHD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1999, 2004)
• Wang, Xihua, BSC (Peking University), MA (Boston University), PHD (Boston University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2012, 2019)
• Wang, Zhixiang, PHD (Simon Fraser), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (1999, 2008)
• Wanjaratne, Chandra Mekela, BCOM (Alberta), Manager, Information Mgmt, Vice-President Research - Research Services Office (1991, 2019)
• Ward, Christopher John, BSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2000, 2019)
• Ward, David R, Real Estate Property Manager, Ancillary Services - Real Estate Development (1997, 2019)
• Washington, Marvin, BS (Northwestern), MS (Northwestern), PHD (Northwestern), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2006, 2017)
• Waskiewicz, Andrew J, BA (Western University), PHD (Washington Seattle), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2003, 2013)
• Watanabe, Akiko, AB (Queen’s University), MA (Yale University), MPHIL (Yale University), PHD (Yale University), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2004, 2019)
• Watanabe, Masahiro, BENG (Toho University), MBA (Chicago), PHD (Yale University), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2009, 2019)
• Watanabe, Sharon M, MDCM (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1994, 2010)
• Watson, Ellen Rose, BED (Saskatchewan), MED (Regina), Admin/Prof Officer, Centre for Teaching and Learning - Instructional Services (2014, 2019)
• Watt, Bonita Jean, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2003, 2017)
• Webber, Christine, BSC (Saskatchewan), DSC (Calgary), MSC (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anatomy Dept (2009, 2019)
• Weber, Andrzej W, MA (Adam Mickiewicz U Poznan), PHD (Adam Mickiewicz U Poznan), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (1993, 2006)
• Weber-Pillwax, Cora Kathleen, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1999, 2018)
• Weinkauf, Justin, MD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
• Weis, Ezekiel, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), MPH (Harvard Sch of Public Health), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2002, 2019)
• Weiss, Kathleen, BFA (New Mexico), MFA (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (2003, 2013)
• Welchman, Jennifer, BA (Massachusetts), MA (John Hopkins), PHD (John Hopkins), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (1998, 2009)
• Welsh, Robert, BA (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2013)
• Wen, Kevin Chia-Wei, BSC (British Columbia), MD (Queen’s University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2013, 2019)
• Wesley, Jared Jay Hanley, ARTSD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1998, 2019)
• Wesselius, Janet Catherina, BA (Alberta), MPHIL (Inst for Christian Studies-Tor), PHD (Inst for Christian Studies-Tor), Associate Professor, Augustana - Fine Arts & Humanities (2000, 2019)
• West, Lori J, PhD (Oxford), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2005, 2005)
• Westaway, David, BSC (Sussex), PhD (London), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2006)
• Westbury, Chris F, BA (McGill University), BPHIL (McGill University), PhD (McGill University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Psychology Science (1998, 2015)
• Westerman, Richard, BA (Cambridge), MPHIL (Cambridge), PhD (Cambridge), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (2011, 2019)
• Westover, Lindsey Marie, BSC (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2011, 2019)
• Westervick, Rachel, BSC (Queen's University), PhD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (1996, 2007)
• Wharton, Thomas Joseph, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PhD (Calgary), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1998, 2019)
• Whetton, William, BA (Ottawa), BA (York University), MA (York University), PhD (York University), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2001, 2016)
• WhiskeyJack, Lana Mae, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2000, 2019)
• White, Jonathan Samuel, BMEDSC (Queens U Belfast), MB (Queens U Belfast), PhD (Queens U Belfast), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2006, 2016)
• White, Martha, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2003, 2019)
• White, William Stuart, AB (Alberta), BPA (Athabasca University), Assistant Chair/Administration, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2013, 2019)
• Whitfield, Kyle, BES (Waterloo), MSC (Guelph), PhD (Waterloo), Associate Professor, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2005, 2019)
• Whittaker, Jacqueline Lee, BPT (Alberta), DMEDSC (Southampton), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2012, 2019)
• Whittal, Randy Murray, BSC (Guelph), PhD (Alberta), Mgr/Mass Spec Chem Lab, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1999, 2019)
• Wiart, Lesley Elizabeth, BPT (Alberta), MSCPT (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2006, 2019)
• Widder, Sandy Lee, BSC (Calgary), FRCS (Calgary), MD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2008, 2019)
• Wiebe, Joseph R., BTH (Cdn Mennonite Bible Clg), DPHIL (McMaster University), MDI (Duke University), Assistant Professor, Augustana - Fine Arts & Humanities (2015, 2019)
• Wiebe, Sandra A, BA (Winnipeg), PhD (Minnesota), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (2009, 2019)
• Wieler, Marguerite, AB (Winnipeg), BSC (Alberta), DPHIL (Alberta), MS (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (1999, 2018)
• Wier, Heather, BCDM (St Mary’s University, Halifax), PHD (Cornell University), Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (1992, 2013)
• Wiesenthal, Christine Susan, BA (Manitoba), MA (Manitoba), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1994, 2005)
• Wild, Thomas Cameron, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, School of Public Health (1997, 2008)
• Wilkinson, Craig W, BSC (Alberta), DVM (Western Coll Vet Med), Director of Animal Care, Vice-President Research - Infrastructure Support (2001, 2019)
• Wille, Holger, PhD (Hamburg), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2012, 2019)
• Williams, David Charles, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Missouri), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2019)
• Williams, Florence Judith, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (2015, 2019)
• Williams, Kenneth Todd, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Drama Dept (2005, 2019)
• Williamson, Deanna Lynn, BSCN (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Human Ecology Dept (1996, 2019)
• Williamson, Janet A, BA (Alberta), MLIS (Western Ontario), Public Services Librarian, Libraries - Public Services 1 (1998, 2019)
• Williamson, Janice, BA (Carleton University), MA (York University), PhD (York University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1987, 1998)
• Willing, Benjamin, BSA (British Columbia), PhD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2013, 2019)
• Willis, James G., APO Admin Manager, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1994, 1999)
• Willoughby, Pamela R, BA (Trent University), MA (Alberta), PhD (California LA), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (1986, 2007)
• Willows, Norreen, BSC (Calgary), MA (Calgary), PhD (McGill University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2000, 2019)
• Wilman, Alan Howard, BSC (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (1997, 2011)
• Wilson, Donna M, BSCN (Alberta), MSCN (Texas), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Nursing (1990, 2003)
• Wilson, Gordon Ward, BE (Manitoba), MSC (Saskatchewan), PhD (Saskatchewan), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1999, 2010)
• Wilson, Ian Douglas, BSENG (Clemson University), DPHIL (Alberta), MA (Gordon-Conwell Theological Sem), Assistant Professor, Augusta - Fine Arts & Humanities (2009, 2019)
• Wilson, Sheena Lynn, BA (Alberta), DART (Alberta), Associate Professor, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2000, 2019)
• Wilson, Siobhan Alexandra, BSC (McMaster University), MSC (British Columbia), PHS (British Columbia), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2018, 2019)
• Wilton, Shauna Coleen, BA (Manitoba), MA (Carleton University), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Augusta - Social Sciences (1999, 2019)
• Wiltse, Lynne Valerie, BED (Victoria), DED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (1999, 2019)
• Wimmer, Randolph John, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1990, 2015)
• Wine, Eytan, BMDSC (Tel Aviv University), MD (Tel Aviv University), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2009, 2019)
• Winship, Ian Robert, BSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (1998, 2019)
• Winton, Timothy, BSC (Queen’s University), MD (Queen’s University), MSC (Queen’s University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2019)
• Wishart, David S, BSC (Alberta), MPhil (Yale University), PhD (Yale University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1988, 2003)
• Wismer, Wendy V, MSC (Guelph), PhD (Guelph), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2000, 2019)
• Wolfe, Ruth Rebecca, BA (Saskatchewan), MPH (Columbia University), PhD (Alberta), Director, MPH Practice Office, School of Public Health (2002, 2019)
• Wolokow, Robert, BSC (Waterloo), PhD (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2003, 2003)
• Wolokko, John David, BSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1998, 2019)
• Wong, Clarence Kar Wah, BSC (Calgary), MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
• Wong, Eric Yin-Lok, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (McMaster University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1997, 2019)
• Wong, Gane Ka-Shu, BASC (British Columbia), PhD (Cornell University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2007, 2007)
• Wong, Jaime Gustav, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Queen’s University), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2018, 2019)
• Wong, Kenny, BSC (Victoria), MSC (Victoria), PHD (Victoria), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1999, 2019)
• Wong, Kevin Kristoffer, Investment Analyst, Financial Services - Treasury (2011, 2019)
• Wong, Leonard Kenneth, BCOM (Alberta), Business Manager, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2019)
• Wong, Winnie W S, FRCP (C) (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1996, 2012)
• Wood, Roderick J, LLB (Saskatchewan), LLM (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (1987, 1997)
• Woodhouse, Linda, BA (Western Ontario), BS (Toronto), DPHIL (Toronto), MA (Western Ontario), Associate Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2011, 2019)
• Woodland, Sarah, BSC (Wales), PhD (Durham), Faculty Serv Officer, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2011, 2019)
• Woodside, Michael Thomas, BSC (Toronto), PhD (California Berkeley), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2006, 2017)
• Woolgar, Eric G, BSC (Memorial U of Nfld), MSC (Toronto), PhD (Toronto), Faculty Services Officer, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1997, 2019)
• Woronuk, Bradley Hugh, BCOM (Grant Macewan Comm Coll), Associate Dir, Advancement, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2014, 2019)
• Worrall, Adam, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education - School of Library and Information Studies (2015, 2019)
• Wozniak, Richard W, BSC (Michigan State), PHD (Rockefeller University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Cell Biology Dept (1994, 2004)
• Wright, Adrienne Mary Patricia, BSC (Univ College Dublin), MSC (Birmingham), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (1999, 2019)
• Wright, Erin Daniel, BSC (McGill University), MDCM (McGill University), MED (Toronto), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2007, 2012)
• Wright, James, BSC (Simon Fraser), DPHIL (British Columbia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine - Computing Science (2018, 2019)
• Wright, Robert, BSC (Winnipeg), MD (Manitoba), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2019)
• Wu, Cynthia Mung Jueng, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2019)
• Wu, Jianping, BSC (Zhejiang Normal), MSC (Agricultural), PHD (South Yangtze University), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2006, 2015)
• Wuest, Frank R., BSC (Technical U of Dresden), PhD (Technical U of Dresden), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2008, 2013)
• Wuetherick, Kristy Lynne, BA (Alberta), Senior Officer Student Programs & Services, Faculty of Arts - Undergraduate Student Services Office (2000, 2019)
• Wujastyk, Dagmar, DPHIL (R Fried-Wilh U of Bonn), MA (R Fried-Wilh U of Bonn), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2015, 2019)
• Wujastyk, Dominik, Professor, Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2015, 2015)
• Wyard-Scott, Loren Martin, BSC (Alberta), MSC [Alberta], Faculty Service Officer, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2000, 2019)
• Wylie, Douglas R, BSC (Western Ontario), MA (Queen’s University), PhD (Queen’s University), Professor, Faculty of Science - Psychology Science (1994, 2005)

• Xiao, Li, BA (Int Bus & Econ), MPA (Syracuse University), Assistant Professor, Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (2015, 2019)
• Xu, Sheng-Jun, Assistant Professor, Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2017, 2019)
• Xu, Wilson W, BENG (Xian Jiaotong), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (1996, 2000)
• Xu, Yingfeng, BA (NE London Polytech), MA (State U of NY Buffalo), PHD (State U of NY Buffalo), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (1989, 2019)
- Xu, Yunjie, BSC (Xiamen University), MSC (Xiamen University), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Science - Chemistry (1998, 2010)
- Xu, Zhenghe, BSC (China U Mining Tech), MSC (China U Mining Tech), PHD (Virginia Polytech Inst), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (1997, 2000)

- Yacyshyn, Elaine Ann, MD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2019)
- Yager, Jerome Y, MD (Manitoba), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2003, 2003)
- Yamamoto, Shelby Suzanne, BA (Calgary), BSC (Toronto), MSC (Toronto), PHD (R Charles U Heidelberg), Assistant Professor, School of Public Health (2016, 2019)
- Yanez Garza, Juan Pablo, BE (Monterrey), ME (Uppsala), PHD (Humboldt U Of Berlin), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2016, 2019)
- Yang, Herbert, BSC (Hong Kong), MSC (Simon Fraser), MSEE (Pittsburgh), PHD (Pittsburgh), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2000, 2001)
- Yang, Jaynie F, BSC (Queen’s University), MSC (Waterloo), PHD (Waterloo), Professor, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (1987, 1999)
- Yang, Lihung, BA (Shanghai Int St), MA (Shanghai Int St), PHD (Alberta), Assistant Chair Administration, Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (2003, 2019)
- Yanishevsky, Yarden, MD (Semmelweis U of Med), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2019)
- Yanow, Stephanie Kim, BSC (McGill University), Associate Professor, School of Public Health (2008, 2019)
- Yardley, Jane E, PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor, Augustana - Social Sciences (2014, 2019)
- Yaskin, Vladyslav, MSC (Kharkov University), PHD (Missouri), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2008, 2019)
- Yaskiw, Chad Matthew, BCOM (Alberta), Senior Treasury Analyst, Financial Services - Treasury (2008, 2019)
- Yeung Laiwah, Roseanne Oye-Pihn, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2019)
- You, Jia-Huai, BS (Kweichow), MS (SC & Tech China), PHD (Utah), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1986, 1997)
- Youn, Minn-Nyoung, BCOM (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), PHD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2012, 2019)
- You, Ji-Huai, BS (Kweichow), MS (SC & Tech China), PHD (Utah), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1986, 1997)
- Young Leslie, Heather E, BA (McMaster University), MA (McMaster University), PHD (York University), RN (George Brown College), Dir., SocSc&Hum, Grant Asst, Vice-President Research - Field Research Office (2014, 2019)
- Young, Elizabeth Marie, BA (Alberta), Associate Director Development, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Development & Alumni Affairs (2007, 2019)
- Young, Howard S., BSC (Trinity University), PHD (Connecticut), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2001, 2012)
- Young, James D, BSC (Edinburgh), PHD (Edinburgh), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (1990, 1990)
- Youn, John W, BMUS (Lethbridge), DIPENG (Southern AB Inst Tech), Director Strat Planning & Data, Ancillary Services (1998, 2019)
- Yu, Jaime Chiyan, BSC (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
Yu, Tong, BS (Tsinghua University), MS (Tsinghua University), PHD (Cincinnati), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1999, 2019)
Yu, Xinwei, BSC (Peking University), MSC (Peking University), PHD (Calif Inst of Tech), Associate Professor, Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2008, 2019)
Yuan, Yan, BSC (Nanjing), MMATH (Waterloo), MSC (Michigan State), PHD (Waterloo), Associate Professor, School of Public Health (2011, 2019)
Yue, Jessica Tin Yan, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2015, 2019)
Yuksel, Nese, BSCPHM (Alberta), PHARMD (State U of NY Buffalo), Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2004, 2016)
Zackodnik, Teresa C, BA (Saskatchewan), MA (Waterloo), PHD (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1996, 2008)
Zahara, Justine, BA (Saskatchewan), Regional Director, Learning Services - Vice-Provost Learning Services (2014, 2019)
Zaiane, Osmar Rachid, BSC (Tunis II), MSC (Laval University), MSC (Paris I), PHD (Simon Fraser), Professor, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1999, 2009)
Zaugg, Michael, MBA (Alberta), MD (Zurich), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2005, 2007)
Zemp, Roger James, BSC (Alberta), MASC (Toronto), PHD (California Davis), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2007, 2017)
Zeng, Hongbo, BS (Tsinghua University), MS (Tsinghua University), PHD (California S Barbara), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2002, 2016)
Zepeda-Gomez, Sergio, MD (La Salle University), Associate Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2019)
Yue, Jessica Tin Yan, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2015, 2019)
Zhang, Zhi, BSC (Tsinghua University), MS (Tsinghua University), PHD (Princeton), Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2007, 2017)
Zheng, Qiaoying, BS (Shanxi Agric), MS (Chinese Acad Sc), Business Manager, Faculty of Extension - Operations (2003, 2019)
Zheng, Yao, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (2017, 2019)
Zhong, Lexuan, BSC (Tongji University), MSC (Tongji University), PHD (Concordia), Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2015, 2019)
Zhou, Li, BA (Renmin U of China), MA (Illinois Urbana), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (2010, 2019)
Zhu, David Z, BSC (Shanghai Jiao Tong), MENG (British Columbia), MSC (Shanghai Jiao Tong), PHD (British Columbia), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (1997, 2004)
• Zhu, Guozhong, DBA (Texas A & M University), Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business - Marketing, Business Economics and Law (2015, 2019)
• Zhu, Lin-Fu, MD (Shanghai), Faculty Service Officer B, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1994, 2019)
• Ziff, Bruce, BA (Carleton University), LLB (Ottawa), MLITT (Oxford), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (1981, 1994)
• Zijlstra, Ruurd T, BSC (Drenten Agric. College), PHD (Illinois State), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2004, 2011)
• Ziolkowski, Sandra Louise, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Internship Coordinator, Faculty of Arts - Psychology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Zivkovic, Marko, BA (Belgrade), MA (Chicago), PHD (Chicago), Associate Professor, Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (2006, 2019)
• Zochodne, Douglass, Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2014)
• Zuidhof, Martin Jacob, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1999, 1999)
• Zuo, Mingjian, BS (Shandong Inst Tech), MS (Iowa State), PHD (Iowa State), Professor, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1990, 1999)
• Župko, John Alexander, BA (Waterloo), DPHIL (Cornell University), MA (Cornell University), Professor, Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (2013, 2013)
• Zwagenbaum, Lonnie, MD (Toronto), MSC (McMaster University), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2005, 2013)
• Zwiazek, Janusz, MSC (Silesia), PHD (Manitoba), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1989, 2000)
• Zwick, Katherine Jane, BA (Acadia University), MA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Manager of Student Affairs, Student Services - Dean of Students (2003, 2019)
• Zygun, David Andrew, BSC (Alberta), MD (Toronto), MSC (Calgary), Professor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2012, 2012)

Special "Continuing" Academic Staff

Note: The following staff members of the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, except for the fact that their contracts of employment are not under the Board-AASUA Agreement, are considered to have University responsibilities and to function fully as if they were members of the “Continuing” academic staff listed in Continuing Academic Staff, above.

• Acker, Jason Paul, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Adam, Benjamin Alexander, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Office of Education (2006, 2011)
• Adatia, Ian Thomas Ka, MBCHB (Bristol), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2015, 2016)
• Alobaidi, Rashid, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2011, 2018)
• Alrajhi, Yaser, MD (King Abdul-Aziz), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2010, 2016)
• Amanie, John, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2004, 2016)
• Bach, Phil Vu, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Surgery (2003, 2012)
• Bainey, Kevin Rohan, MSC (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
• Basi, Sanraj Kaur, BS (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2006, 2016)
• Belch, Andrew R., BSC (Toronto), MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1993, 2016)
• Bigras, Gilbert, MD (University of Montreal), PHD (U PM France Grenoble), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2005, 2016)
• Butts, Charles, BSC (Lethbridge), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2002, 2016)
Charlton, Carmen Lynn, DPHIL (McMaster University), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2006, 2016)

Chowdhury, Ryan Hossain, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2012, 2016)

Chu, Michael Patwin, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Medicine (2002, 2011)

Chu, Quincy Siu-Chung, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2005, 2016)

Chui, Linda Wai-Ling, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2005, 2016)

Cote, David Walli Joseph, BA (Concordia), FACS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MPH (Harvard University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2016)

Croxen, Matthew A, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2018, 2018)

Crotzer, Matthew, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Undergrad Medical Education (2018, 2019)

Danielson, Brita Lavender, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2004, 2016)

De Zanche, Nicola Francesco, PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2008, 2016)

Deschenes, Jean, MD (Laval University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2006, 2016)

Dingle, Tanis, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2017, 2018)

Drews, Steven J, BA (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2014, 2016)

Duff, Jonathan Peter, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2019)

Easaw, Jacob Chirakkattu, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Undergrad Medical Education (1997, 2005)

El-Hakim, Hamdy, MBCHB (Ain Shams University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2005, 2016)

Fairchild, Alysa Melanie, BSC (McGill University), MD (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2007, 2016)

Fairey, Adrian Stuart, BA (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2016)

Fathimani, Kamran, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2011, 2019)

Fawcett, Vanessa, BSC (British Columbia), MD (British Columbia), MPH (Harvard University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2015, 2016)

Freed, Darren Halstead, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PhD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2013, 2016)

Gabos, Zsolt, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2008, 2016)

Giannakopoulos, Nadia Vicki, FACP (Washington University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (1999, 2016)

Godbout, Roseline, BSC (New Brunswick), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1995, 2016)

Grundy, Paul Edward, BSC (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)

Guiffoyle, Regan Michelle, BSC (McGill University), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2012, 2016)

Huang, Fleur Swee Pinn, FRCPG (Toronto), MD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Oncology (2012, 2012)

Hyderi, Abbas, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Women and Children’s Health Research Institute (2016, 2016)

Izevbaye, Ifere, DPHIL (Alabama), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2012, 2016)

Jacka, Michael J, MD (Toronto), MSC (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2000, 2015)

Jain-Ghai, Shailly, BSC (Toronto), MD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2012, 2016)

Jans, Hans-Sonke Friedrich, DIPPHYS (R Charles U Heidelberg), MSC (Alberta), PhD (R Charles U Heidelberg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2003, 2016)

Jeffery, Caroline Chung, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2017, 2018)

Jha, Naresh, MBBS (Delhi), MBCHB (Delhi), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1999, 2016)

Joseph, Kurian J, DIP (Kerala), MBBS (University of Calicut), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2006, 2016)

Joy, Anil Abraham, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2003, 2016)

Kim, Michael Joon, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2018, 2018)

King, Karen Marie, BSC (Regina), MD (Alberta), MSC (Regina), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2005, 2016)

Kolinsky, Michael Paul, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2016, 2016)
• Sloboda, Ronald S, BSC (Manitoba), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1996, 2016)
• Smylie, Michael, BSC (Guelph), MBCHB (Leicester), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1997, 2016)
• Snelgrove, Ryan, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2017, 2018)
• Sosova, Ivetta, PHD (Universidad Nacional), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2004, 2016)
• Spratlin, Jennifer Lynn, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2001, 2016)
• Steciw, Stephen, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2006, 2016)
• Sun, Xuejun, BAGRSC (Shanxi Agric), MSC (Paul Sabatier), PHD (Paris-Sud XI), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2001, 2016)
• Svenson, Lawrence Walter, BSC (Alberta), School of Public Health (2001, 2018)
• Thiesen, Adacio Leonel, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Univ Fed de Santa Catarina), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2009, 2016)
• Tonkin, Kasia Sonia, MBBS (King’s Clg U of London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1999, 2016)
• Tsui, Albert King-Yeung, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2018, 2018)
• Turner, Simon Robert, Department of Educational Psychology (2010, 2011)
• Tyrrell, Gregory John, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2000, 2016)
• Usmani, Nawaid, BA (McMaster University), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2007, 2016)
• Van Diepen, Sean Frederick, MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2006, 2016)
• van Lundegehm, Frank, MD (R Fried-Wilh U of Bonn), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2013, 2016)
• Venner, Christopher Paul, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Venner, Peter Marcus, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1998, 2016)
• Wachowicz, Keith David, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2009, 2016)
• Walker, John William Thomas, BS (Alberta), MD (Calgary), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Medicine (2002, 2005)
• Wang, Haili, DMEDSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Warkentin, Bradley John, BSC (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2007, 2016)
• Watt, Man-Jor, MBBS (Chinese U of Hong Kong), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept Admin (2018, 2018)
• Weinfield, Michael, BA (Oxford), PHD (London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1996, 2016)
• Wiebe, Ericka Margaret, BSC (Wilfred Laurier), MD (Western Ontario), MSC (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2013, 2016)
• Wong, Joshua Nick-Kar, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Surgery (2001, 2014)
• Yahya, Atiyah, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Yasui, Yutaka, BENG (Kyoto U Foreign St), DPHIL (John Hopkins), Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2013, 2016)
• Yee, Don, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2004, 2016)

Academic Affiliates

Note: The following individuals are employed by another organization and have been seconded to the University of Alberta on a full-time or part-time basis. Their duties are deemed to be the same as continuing faculty.

• Ambrose, Divakar, BVSC (Tamil Nadu Agricultural), MVSC (Tamil Nadu Agricultural), PHD (British Columbia), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2002, 2016)
• Anderson, Axel Edward, BSC (British Columbia), MSC (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2011, 2016)
Professor Emeriti

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |

- Abbott, Harvey L, BA (Memorial U of Nfld), BA (Memorial U of Nfld), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1967, 2005)
- Abu-Laban, Baha R, Vice President of Research (1999, 2007)
- Adams, Wesley J, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences - Dept of Agric, Food and Nutri Science (1971, 1999)
- Adria, Marco, BA (Athabasca University), BMUS (Alberta), MA (Trent University), PHD (Aston University), Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2000, 2019)
- Akabutu, John J, MD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Pediatrics (1972, 2019)
- Alderman, Richard Rb, Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (1999, 2004)
- Allegretto, Walter, BASC (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1970, 2019)
- Allen, Marion N, BN (New Brunswick), MSC (Western Ontario), PHD (Case Western Reserve), Faculty of Nursing (1985, 2013)
- Allen, Peter S, BSC (Leeds), PHD (Leeds), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Biomedical Engineering (1983, 2009)
- Allen, Theresa M, BSC (Ottawa), PHD (Dalhousie), RT (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Pharmacology (1977, 2013)
- Allison, Bruce N, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Yale University), Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2001, 2007)
- Almon, Bert L, BA (Texas), MA (New Mexico), PHD (New Mexico), Department of English (1968, 2013)
- Amrhein, Carl G, BSC (Pennsylvania State), PHD (State U of NY Buffalo), Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences (2003, 2019)
- Andersen, Ken F, BSC (British Columbia), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1971, 2010)
- Antonelli, Peter L, BS (Syracuse University), MA (Syracuse University), PHD (Syracuse University), Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1970, 2019)
- Apedale, Leonard P, BSC (McGill University), PHD (Iowa State), Vice President Research - Research Services Office (1966, 2005)
- Archer, Walter Elmer, BA (Alberta), BED (Alberta), MA (Cornell University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (1999, 2016)
- Arnal, Marc Claude, BA (Manitoba), CERTED (Manitoba), PHD (Alberta), Campus Saint-Jean (2000, 2018)
- Arnold, Stephen H, BA (Oregon), PHD (Oregon), Faculty of Arts - Office of Interdisciplinary Studies (1970, 2007)
- Arora, Balraj BK, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry (2000, 2004)
- Asch, Michael I, BA (Chicago), PHD (Columbia University), Vice President Research - Research Services Office (1971, 2008)
- Assheton-Smith, Marilyn Islay, BSC (Alberta), MPH (Minnesota), PHD (Alberta), Department of Educational Policy Studies (1974, 2005)
- Auger, Edmund A, BA (Wilfrid Laurier), MSC (London), PHD (California), Campus Saint Jean - Academic Admin (1976, 2013)
- Austin, Wendy Joan, BSCN (Alberta), MEd (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (1985, 2019)
- Ayling, Ronald RF, Department of Drama (1999, 1999)
- Bachynsky, John A, BSCPHM (Saskatchewan), MSC (Philadelphia Clg Pharm), PHD (Wisconsin), Faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1991, 2006)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree Details</th>
<th>Department/Program</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bagchee, Shyamal</td>
<td>BA (Delhi), MA (Vocovabharati), MA (McMaster), PhD (York), FRSA</td>
<td>Professor of English and Film Studies (1982, 1991)</td>
<td>1982, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggs, Ivan</td>
<td>BA (Memorial U of Nfld), BSC (Memorial U of Nfld), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta)</td>
<td>Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1973, 2007)</td>
<td>1973, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey, Arthur W</td>
<td>BSA (British Columbia), MS (Oregon State), PhD (Oregon State)</td>
<td>Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences - Dept of Agric, Food and Nutri Science (1966, 2009)</td>
<td>1966, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baine, David A</td>
<td>BA (British Columbia), EDD (British Columbia), MA (British Columbia)</td>
<td>Department of Educational Psychology (1972, 2003)</td>
<td>1972, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker, Charles G</td>
<td>DMD (Manitoba), MSc (Toronto)</td>
<td>Faculty of Medicine &amp; Dentistry - Dentistry (1980, 2009)</td>
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• Whitehouse, Ronald L, BSC (Nottingham), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dept of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (1968, 2003)
• Whitinger, Raleigh G, BA (British Columbia), PHD (British Columbia), Department of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1972, 2014)
• Whitson, David J, BA (Toronto), BA (Toronto), MED (Ont Inst Studies in Ed), PHD (Queensland), Department of Political Science (1987, 2013)
• Whittaker, John D, BSENG (Alberta), PHD (City U London), SM (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), Department of Mechanical Engineering (1975, 2007)
• Wiebe, Leonard Irving, BSC (Saskatchewan), DSC (Sydney), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Sydney), Faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2001, 2016)
• Wiebe, Rudy H, Department of English (1967, 2010)
• Wiens, Douglas P, BSC (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), PHD (Calgary), Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1987, 2019)
• Wiens, Harold H, BA (Waterloo Lutheran Sem), Department of Music (1975, 2019)
• Wilberg, Robert B, BED (Alberta), MS (Oregon), PHD (Oregon), Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation - Sport Instruction (1966, 2005)
• Wilcock, Robert W, BA (Hull), PHD (Khartoum), Department of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1969, 2019)
• Wilde, Warren Deloy, BED (Alberta), MA (Michigan State), PHD (Michigan State), Department of Elementary Education (1969, 2005)
• Wilkinson, Bruce W, Department of Economics (1999, 2001)
• Williams, Beverly Ann, BSCN (Alberta), DIPNURS (Calgary), MN (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (1995, 2019)
• Williams, David Charles, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Missouri), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2019)
• Williams, Michael C, BSENG (Wisconsin Madison), MS (Wisconsin Madison), PHD (Wisconsin Madison), Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1990, 2016)
• Williamson, Janice, BA (Carleton University), MA (York University), PHD (York University), Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (1987, 2019)
• Wilson, Katherine J, BA (Alberta), DIPPROF (Alberta), MED (Oregon), PHD (Oregon), Department of Elementary Education (1989, 2019)
• Wilson, David J, BSC (Manitoba), MS (Minnesota), PHD (Minnesota), Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (1971, 2007)
• Wilson, John D, BSC (Canterbury), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Guelph), Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (1985, 2019)
• Wilson, Leonard S, BED (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Essex), Department of Economics (1979, 2012)
• Wilson, Mark Vh, BSC (Toronto), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Department of Biological Sciences (1973, 2013)
• Wilson, Robert R, BA (Chicago), DIPL (McGill University), MA (Chicago), PHD (Oregon), Department of English (1967, 1999)
• Wolfeardt, Johan F, BSc (the Witwatersrand), DPhil (the Witwatersrand), MSC (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1987, 2019)
• Wolfe, Frederick H, PhD (Texas Tech University), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences - Dept of Agric, Food and Nutri Science (1968, 2003)
• Wong, Yau Shu, BSc (Southampton), MSC (Oxford), PhD (Oxford), Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1984, 2019)
• Wood, Marilyn J, BSN (British Columbia), DRPH (California), MPH (California), Faculty of Nursing (1987, 2006)
• Wood, Reginald Kenneth, BE (Saskatchewan), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Northwestern), Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1966, 2003)
• Woodard, Paul M, BScF (Vermont), MS (Washington Seattle), PhD (Washington Seattle), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences - Department of Renewable Resources (1977, 2013)
• Wormsbecker, Gordon T, BSc (Alberta), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1961, 2005)
• Wright, John, Faculty of Education (1999, 1999)

• Xia, Zi Hui, BS (Tsinghua University), MS (Tsinghua University), PhD (Tsinghua University), Department of Mechanical Engineering (1987, 2015)
• Yakimets, Walter John, BSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Surgery (2001, 2018)
• Yeh, Francis Cho C, BSc (Calgary), PhD (Calgary), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences - Department of Renewable Resources (1985, 2014)
• Young Laiwah, Albert A C, BSc (Glasgow), MBChB (Glasgow), MSC (Glasgow), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Pharmacology (2001, 2014)
• Yewchuk PhD, Carolyn Rose, BA (Queen’s University), MED (Calgary), PhD (Alberta), Department of Educational Psychology (1975, 2006)
• Young, Beth, BA (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Department of Educational Policy Studies (1999, 2017)
• Young, Catherine Denise, BA (McMaster University), MA (McMaster University), PhD (Toronto), Faculty of Arts - Economics Dept (1989, 2019)
• Young, Darius, BSc (Colorado State), MED (Colorado State), PhD (Ohio State University), Department of Secondary Education (1969, 2005)
• Young, David E, BA (Indiana), BD (Yale University), MA (Hawaii), PhD (Stanford University), Department of Anthropology (1970, 2002)
• Young, Jean H, BSc (Northwestern), PhD (Northwestern), Department of Elementary Education (1971, 1999)
• Young, John R, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Department of Educational Policy Studies (1970, 2006)
• Young, Kue, BSc (McGill University), CM (SUR) (McGill University), DPhil (Oxford), MD (McGill University), MSC (Toronto), School of Public Health (2013, 2019)
• Young, Richard A, BA (London), MA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Department of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1969, 2008)
• Young, Wo-Sang V, BSc (Hong Kong), MS (Purdue University), PhD (Purdue University), Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1980, 2010)

• Zakariasen, Ken L., BA (Minnesota), CBUSADM (Harvard University), DDS (Minnesota), MS (Minnesota), MSC (Case Western Reserve), PhD (Minnesota), School of Public Health (2004, 2019)
• Zemrrou, Edwin Ed, Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (2008, 2009)
• Zizler, Vaclav V, MSC (Charles University), PhD (Charles University), Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2000, 2005)

Clinical Emeriti

• Boulton, James J, BSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2016, 2018)
• Daniel, Edwin, BA (John Hopkins), MA (John Hopkins), PhD (Utah), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Pharmacology (2000, 2010)
• Field, Colin, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Field, Gordon Colin, BSC (Guelph), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1998, 2016)
• Greenwood, Paul V, BSC (Leeds), MBCHB (Leeds), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Loomis, Joan Elizabeth, BPT (Alberta), DipPT (Alberta), MEd (Alberta), Department of Physical Therapy (1976, 2011)
• Petruk, Kenneth Cameron, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Oncology (2002, 2011)
• Rennie, Robert P, BSC (Manitoba), MSC (Manitoba), PHD (Glasgow), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2000, 2016)
• Shaw, Andrew R E, BSC (London), PHD (Southampton), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Turner, M Joan, BSC (Pittsburgh), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Department of Oncology (1994, 2010)
• Venner, Peter Marcus, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1998, 2016)

Librarian Emeriti

• Buckingham, Jeanette F, BA (Saskatchewan), MLS (Alberta), University of Alberta Library - Health Sciences (1969, 2019)
• Carter, Kathleen E, BA (Calgary), BLS (Alberta), University of Alberta Library - Bibliographic Services (1974, 2019)
• Distad, N. Merrill, BA (Minneapolis), MA (Minnesota), MLS (Toronto), PhD (Toronto), University Libraries - Information Resources (1987, 2015)
• Ingles, Ernest B, BA (Calgary), MA (Calgary), MLIBR (British Columbia), Libraries - Chief Librarian Office (1990, 2019)
• Jones, David Leonard, BSC (McMaster University), MLS (Western Ontario), University of Alberta Library - Science (1980, 2013)
• Law, Margaret Zelman, BA (Carleton University), BED (Dalhousie), MBA (Athabasca University), MLS (British Columbia), Libraries - Chief Librarian Office (1997, 2018)
• McClary, Maryon Louise, BA (Alberta), BEd (Alberta), MLS (Hawaii), University of Alberta Library - HASSL Reference (1980, 2019)
• Reichardt, Randall Paul, BSC (Manitoba), MLS (Alberta), Libraries - Public Services 1 (1983, 2019)
• Rooney, Sieglinde Eh, BA (Saskatchewan), BLS (Toronto), MA (Alberta), University of Alberta Library - Office of the Chief Librarian (1965, 2006)

Associate and Adjunct Staff

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |

• Aalhus, Jennifer Lynn, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1999, 2016)
• Abba-Aji, Adam, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MBA (Uni. Coll. Dublin), MBBS (Nigeria), MRCS (City U. London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2016, 2003)
• Abbasi Dezfooly, Nader, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2003)
• Abbasi, Marjan, CCFP (Alberta), MD (Tehran), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Abdel Latif, Dalia Mohamed, MBCHB (Zagazig University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2006)
• Abdelgadir, Dalal, MBBS (Khartoum), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2015, 2016)
• Abdul Jabbar, Wicam Khalid, BA (Al-Turath University College), CERTED (Al-Mustansiriya University), MA (Baghdad), MA (California State), MA (Lakehead University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2011, 2019)
• Abdulrahman, Yasmin, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2017, 2018)
• Abdulsamad, Atef, MB (Al-Fateh), MBCH (Al-Fateh), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Abood, Saifee, MBCHB (Baghdad), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Abraham, Sinoj, PhD (Ajou University), Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2007, 2019)
• Abrams, Douglas Norman, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2005, 2016)
• Abusweider, Samer, MD (Al-Fateh), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2013, 2016)
• Aceron, Raymond Jonathan, MN (Toronto), Faculty of Nursing (2000, 2016)
• Acharya, Hernish Jayant, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Achen, Blaine Mathew, BSC (Alberta), BT [Prairie Bible College], MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2005, 2016)
• Ackerman, Thomas E, MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2015)
• Ackermann, Wendy Christine, MBCHB (University Free State), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Ackland-Snow, Julia, BSC (Bristol), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2004, 2016)
• Ackroyd, Ryan Jeffrey, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Adamko, Darryl J, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Adams, Bailey Marjorie, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2006, 2017)
• Addison, Mark J.W., MBCHB (Cape Town), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Adeagbo, Bamiudele, FACP (North Carolina State), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2012, 2016)
• Adebayo, Francis O, MBBS (Ilorin), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2014)
• Adeeb, Samer M, BSC (Ain Shams University), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2007, 2019)
• Adesida, Adetola, BSC (Essex), MSC (Essex), PhD (Manchester Metro), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2009, 2019)
• Adham, Tamer, MD (Ain Shams University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2016)
• Adkins, Robin A., BA (Manitoba), MA (Manitoba), PhD (Manitoba), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2006, 2016)
• Agbor, Terence, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2018, 2018)
• Agoumi, Mehdi, FRCP (C) (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2015, 2013)
• Aguilar, Hector Noel, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2004, 2013)
• Aguillon, Gail Louise, MHSC (Athabasca University), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2015, 2016)
• Agusto, Carlissara Andres, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2012)
• Agynpong, Vincent, BChir [Sc & Tech GHA], MD (Dublin Trinity Clg), MSc (Univ College Dublin), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2013, 2016)
• Ahmad, Itikhar, MBBS (the Punjab), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2013, 2016)
• Ahmad, Rubena, BPE (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Ahmadinejad, Saeed, MD (Ahvaz University School of Med), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2001, 2016)
• Ahmed, Bilal A, BSC (Toronto), MD (Toronto), MHSc (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept Non-Budgeted (2015, 2016)
• Ahmed, Ghalib, BSC [British Columbia], MD (Queen's University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2004, 2016)
• Ahmed, Rabia, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (2009, 2019)
• Ahn, Diane Shinyoung, FRCS (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2016, 2016)
• Aiken, Amanda Marie, FRCP (C) (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2012, 2018)
• Aitchison, John D, BSC (McMaster University), PhD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Cell Biology Dept (2002, 2019)
• Aitchison, Katherine, BA (Oxford), MD (Oxford), PhD (King's Cig U of London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2011, 2019)
• Aitken, Kathryn Elizabeth Helen, BSC [Simon Fraser], MSc (British Columbia), PhD (British Columbia), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2008, 2009)
• Ajamian, Faria, MD (Tehran), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2006, 2016)
• Akbar, Shafiq, MBBS (Karachi), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
• Akindele, Florence, MBBS (Obafemi Awolowo), MPH (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Akinjise, Idowu, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Obafemi Awolowo), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Akinnowonu, Anthony, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2018, 2018)
• Akintola, Deji Raphael, CCFP (McMaster University), MBBS (Ilorin), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
• Aksikas, Ilyasse, BMATH (Chouaibn Doukkali), MMATH (Catholic U of Louvain), PHD (Catholic U of Louvain), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2007, 2016)
• Alhajjaj, Hajjaj Saleh, BDS (King Saud), MBA (McGill University), MSC (Manitoba), MScD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2014, 2016)
• Alabbas, Abdullah Essa, MD (Arabian Gulf University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2015, 2016)
• Al-Agha, Rany Bassam, MB (Royal College of Surgeons), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Al-Aulkabi, Mohammed, FRCS (Alberta), MBBS (King Saud), MD (King Saud), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2013, 2016)
• Alami Laroussi, Nassiba, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2019, 2019)
• Al-Attar, Hyder, FRCR (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2016, 2016)
• Al-Aklabi, Mohammed, FRCS (Alberta), MBBS (King Saud), MD (King Saud), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2013, 2016)
• Al-Agha, Rany Bassam, MB (Royal College of Surgeons), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Alhassani, Ghassan, MD (Mosul University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2010, 2013)
• Alherbish, Aws, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2013)
• Alhulaimi, Naji, FRCP (C) [Alberta], MD (King Fahd U Petr Min), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
• Ali, Declan W, BSC (Toronto), PhD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2001, 2016)
• Al-Kayssi, Nabil, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MBCHB (Al-Mustansiriya University), MSc (Al-Nahrain University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Al-Musawi, Aws, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2019, 2019)
• Al-Naami, Ghassan, MD (Jordan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
• Al-Naami, Ghassan, MD (Jordan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
• Al-Naami, Ghassan, MD (Jordan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
• Al-Naami, Ghassan, MD (Jordan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
• Alonso, Erik Jose, BSC (McMaster University), MD (Dublin Trinity Clg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2009, 2016)
Alsufyani, Noura Ahmed, BDS (King Saud), MSC (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2010, 2016)
Altamirano-Jimenez, Isabel, BA (Natl. School of Anthropology), MA (Political Sociology Rsch Inst), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Native Studies (2001, 2019)
Altayeb, Samee, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
Alvarez, Jose, MSC (Texas Austin), PHD (Texas Austin), Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2015, 2019)
Alves, Cecilia Brito, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2007, 2017)
Aly, Abdel-Rahman, FRCP (C) (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
Amigo, Pablo, MD (National U Buenos Aires), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2019)
Amin, Leena, MD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
Amirfazli, Alidad, BSC (Tehran), MASC (Concordia), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2004, 2016)
Amusan, Isaac Olakunle, BSC (University of Ife), MBCHB (University of Ife), MSC (South Africa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
Anand, Mona, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2007, 2016)
Anand, Vijay, BSC (Queen's University), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2019)
Andersen, Christian Trevor, BA (Queen’s University), MA (Queen’s University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (1999, 2019)
Andersen, John Clemens, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
Anderson, Colin, BSC (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2001, 2019)
Anderson, Jarrod Robert, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Alberta), CFPC-EM (Western Ontario), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2005, 2016)
Anderson, Kelly, BSC (Sheffield), MD (Alberta), MD (Sheffield), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
Anderson, Ronald Ray, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
Anderson, Tyler Joseph, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Alberta), CFPC-EM (McGill University), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2015)
Anderson-Hill, Kimberly Ivy, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1998, 2016)
Andreouk, John Ronald, BMEOSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
Andrew, Gail, MD (McGill University), MDCM (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2013)
Andrew, Robert Ronald, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2019, 2019)
Andriashek, Diana, BS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2001, 2016)
Andruchow, Jennifer Leah, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2002, 2016)
Andrusky, Kathryn Louise, BMEOSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
Antonye, Patience Abekor, BSCN (Ghana), MPH (Ghana), PHD (London), Faculty of Nursing (2013, 2016)
Annand, Stephen Joseph, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2010)
Antney, Kristin Lee, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
Anton, Cristina Adela, BMA\textsc{th} (University of Craiova), DPHIL (Alberta), MSC (University of Craiova), PHD (Romanian Academy), Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2005, 2016)
Anton, Natalie Rita, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
Antoniuk, Angela Marie, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2016)
Antonucci, Sherry Rodrigues, BA (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2005, 2008)
Antunes, Marcia O., MD (Universidade de Brasilia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2004, 2016)
Anwar, Safiul, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
• Anwar, Syed S, BM (Dow Medical College), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2006, 2016)
• Anyia, Anthony Sunday Oyatheemhi, BSC (Ambrose Alli), MSC (Ambrose Alli), PHD (Humboldt U Of Berlin), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2008, 2016)
• Ao, Peter Fang, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Apostol, Georgeta, MD [U MedPharm Iuliu Hatieganu], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2012, 2016)
• Appavoo, Sheila, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2005, 2016)
• Aradi, Abdussalam A.A., MBBCH (Al-Fateh), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Arain, Mubashir Aslam, MBBS (Dow Medical College), MPH (University of Sheffield), PHD (University of Sheffield), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Arazy, Ofer, BSC (Tech-Israel Inst of Tech), MBA (Tech-Israel Inst of Tech), PHD (British Columbia), Alberta School of Business - Accounting, Operations and Information Systems Dept (2010, 2016)
• Arbo, Trudy Caryl, BSC (Alberta), PHARMD (Idaho State), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2011)
• Ardal, James S, BSC (Edinburgh), MBCHB (Edinburgh), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Ardan, Pouya David, DMD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2015, 2016)
• Ardis, Jennifer Kimberley, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2019, 2019)
• Arrent, Robin, BS (St. Bonaventure University), MD (State U of NY Buffalo), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2010, 2015)
• Argals, Ivars Juris, MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Ariano, David Milton, MD (Brandon University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2006, 2016)
• Armijo Olivo, Susan Luz, PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2009, 2019)
• Armstrong, Diana Lynn, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2012, 2018)
• Armstrong, Fraser Winston, BCOM (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
• Armstrong, Gavin, MB (Queens U Belfast), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2008, 2016)
• Armstrong, Glen Lawrence E D, BSC (University College of Cariboo), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Armstrong, Ian George, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2010)
• Armstrong, J Bradford, BS (Calgary), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Armstrong, J Neil, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2014, 2016)
• Armstrong, Paul Mark D, BS (Toronto), MD (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1997, 1999)
• Arndt, Jody Elizabeth, BSC (Calgary), BSC (Victoria), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
• Arnett, Gordon, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Arnyk, Keith Edward, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2005, 2016)
• Arps, Gina Marie, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), DVM (Western Col Vet Med), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Arshad, Muhammad A, BSC (Punjabi University), MSC (Punjabi University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2001, 2015)
• Arya, Neelam, BSC (King’s Coll U of London), FRCS (Royal College of Surgeons), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2013, 2016)
• Ashbolt, Nicholas, PHD (Tasmania), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2013, 2019)
• Ashforth, Robert A, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2015)
• Ashiani, Setareh Hazrati, BSC (Monash University), MSC (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2014, 2019)
• Ashworth, Nigel L, MBCHB (Leicester), MD (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), School of Public Health (2001, 2019)
• Askar, Majdi, CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MBCHB (Al-Fateh), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Askew, Gordon, MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2010, 2016)
• Astorga, Maria, BSC [Santo Tomas], FRCP (C) (Manitoba), MD [Santo Tomas], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2012, 2016)
• Atchison, Katherine, MD [Saskatchewan], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
• Atkinson, Lana Lee, BA [Alberta], MLIS [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2019)
• Atkinson, Nigel, Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (1998, 2016)
• Au, Anita Garman, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Aulakh, Avininder Singh, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2008, 2016)
• Auld, Michael Edward, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2003, 2016)
• Aung, Steven K H, MBBS (Inst of Med 1 Yangon), PhD (Copenhagen), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Ausford, Allen E, BMedSc [Alberta], MD [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Aye, Lwin May, FRCP (New York University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Aziz, Khalid, BA [Cambridge], FRCP (C) [Alberta], MBBS (London), MD (Cambridge), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (2007, 2019)
• Babenko, Oksana Illivna, BA [Kharkov University], MA [Alberta], PHD [Alberta], Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2004, 2019)
• Babiuk, Barry Clayton, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Bach, Hedy Emeline, BEd (Calgary), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Deans Office (2007, 2015)
• Backlin, Samuel A., CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), CFPC-EM (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Badenhorst, Jacobus Johannes, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
• Bader, Ibrahim, MD [University of Garyounis], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Bagherli, Ali Reza, CFPC-EM (Manitoba), MD [Iran U of Med Sc Tehran], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2015, 2016)
• Bagshaw, Sean, BA [Windsor], MD (Calgary), MSC [Calgary], School of Public Health (2007, 2019)
• Baiden, Greg, Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2006, 2006)
• Bailey, Allan Leroy, BSC (Lethbridge), BSC (Queen’s University), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2019)
• Bailey, Darrin Leslie, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2008, 2016)
• Bailey, Robert J, BA (Ottawa), MD (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Bailey, Tracey Marie, BA (Alberta), BLAW (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - John Dossetor Health Ethics Centre (2004, 2016)
• Baird, Amanda Pauline, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Bakal, Jeffrey Alexander, BS (Northern British Columbia), MS (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2013)
• Bakan, Abigail B, ARTSD (York University), Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (2006, 2016)
• Baker, Chad Franklin, BS (Alberta), CERT (British Columbia), FRCS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (1999, 2016)
• Baker, Jane Louise, BA (Oxford), MBCHB (Oxford), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2014)
• Baker, Kristi, BSC (McGill University), PHD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2015, 2019)
• Baksh, Shairaz, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2003, 2018)
• Bakshi, Neeja, BS (Temple University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2013)
• Bakshi, Tuhin, MBCHB (Patna University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2013)
• Balachandra, Brinda, BS (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Balachandra, Krishna, BM (Manitoba), BS (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2008, 2016)
• Balachandra, Thambirajah, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Baldonado, Narciso, FRCP (C) (Memorial U of Nfld), MD (Saint Louis), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2010, 2016)
• Baldwin, Lesley Nicole, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2003, 2010)
• Baldwin, Leslie Ann, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Ball, Brandon Jonah, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2007, 2019)
• Ball, Geoff Denis Charles, BSC (British Columbia), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag. Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1996, 2019)
• Ballermann, Charlotte Anne, FRSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2008, 2016)
• Ballermann, Mark Andrew, BSC (Lethbridge), MSC (Calgary), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2002, 2011)
• Balyk, Robert A, MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Bamforth, Fiona, BSC (Guys Hosp U of London), MBCHB (Guys Hosp U of London), MSC (London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2005, 2016)
• Banasch, Heidi Leeanne, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2009, 2009)
• Banasch, Jan Louise, BM (Nottingham), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pharmacy Dept (2007, 2001)
• Banerji, Kunal, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2001)
• Banmann, Daniel Henry, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Bannach, Bernard, BA (Guelph), MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2000, 2016)
• Bara, Barry Michael, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2004, 2016)
• Baracos, Vickie E, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Nottingham), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag. Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1984, 1999)
• Barclay, Paul Edward, Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2019, 2019)
• Barer, D J, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2000, 2015)
• Barford, Sean William, MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2005, 2015)
• Barker, Andrew, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2012, 2014)
• Barker, Susan, BSC (Salford), CERTPG (Manchester Metro), MSC (Durham), PHD (Lancaster), Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2012, 2016)
• Barlow, Ashley Anne, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Barnard, Eduard, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2019, 2019)
• Baron, Jeffrey James, BMEIDSC (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1999, 2016)
• Baron, Leonard Bernard, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (1999, 2016)
• Barone Adesi, Giovanni I, LAUREA (Padua), MBA (Chicago), PHD (Chicago), Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2008, 2016)
• Barr, Cameron Stephen, BSC (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Barranoin, Lois Kay, AMLS (Alberta), BA (Eastern Mennonite College), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2000, 2017)
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• Barreth, Drew, BMEIDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2001, 2016)
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• Basappa, Naveen Shanker, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1999, 2016)
• Basarab, John A, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2004, 2016)
• Basaraba, Jade Elizabeth, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2011, 2012)
• Basikys, Andrius, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Bateman, Kendall, MD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2009, 2016)
• Bates, Susan, MD (State University of New York), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2014, 2016)
• Baecht, Margaret Maud, BSC (Toronto), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2011, 2013)
• Baugh Littlejohns, Lori K, BA (Calgary), MSC (Boise State University), School of Public Health (2011, 2017)
• Bauman, Mary Elisabeth, BA (Waterloo), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2011, 2016)
• Baur, Martin Joseph, MD (British Columbial, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2013, 2009)
• Baydala, Lola Teresa, BSC (Alberta), FRCP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (London Sch Hyg Trop Med), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2000, 2019)
• Baydock, Sandra, BS (Manitoba), BSC (Winnipeg), DIP (Alberta), DIPL (Dalhousie), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2003, 2019)
• Beach, Jeremy, MBBS (U Newcastle Upon Tyne), MD (U Newcastle Upon Tyne), School of Public Health (2001, 2019)
• Beach, Marla Helen, BMEIDSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2015, 2016)
• Beamish, Leigh Alison, BSC (British Columbial, CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Beasley, Gerald Richard, AMLS (Univ Coll U of London), BA (Oxford), MA (Oxford), Faculty of Education - School of Library and Information Studies (2013, 2017)
Beauchemin, Karen A, BSC (McGill University), MSC (Laval University), PHD (Guelph), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2005, 2016)

Beaudoin, Alwynne, BSC (Leeds), MSC (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (1998, 2016)

Beaulieu, Christian, BSC (Manitoba), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1999, 2019)

Beaupre, Lauren Alison, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2019)


Beckie, Hugh J, BSA (Saskatchewan), BSC (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Manitoba), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2009, 2016)

Bector, Neeraj Sanjeen, MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2016, 2019)

Beekman, Richard Andrew, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2010, 2014)

Belhoud, Richard Andrew, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2010, 2014)

Behmanesh, Saeid, MD (Johannes Gutenberg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2010, 2016)

Behn Smith, Daniele, BA (Winnipeg), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
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Bell, Christine Heather, DMD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2014, 2016)

Bell, James Edward, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
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Belzil, Jeanne Marie, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2003, 2016)

Benade, Gerhard, BSC (Alberta), MBA (Brunel University), MBCHB (Stellenbosch), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Benkert, Bronwyn, PhD (Waterloo), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2016, 2016)

Bennett, Athena, BSC (Victoria), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2006, 2019)

Bennett, David J, BSC (McGill University), PHD (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (1996, 2019)

Bennett, Krista Lynn, BSC (Alberta), CER (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)

Bennett, Matthew Alan, BPT (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2016)

Bennett, Ogonda Ada, MD (Moscow Setchenov Med Acad), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2014, 2005)

Bentz, Christine McKenzie, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2009, 2010)

Benusic, Michael Anthony, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2010)

Benz, Jennifer Lynn, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2010)

Bercovitch, Marvin H, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)

Berdusco, Edward, BSC (Guelph), CCFP (Alberta), CFPC-EM (Alberta), MD (Toronto), PHD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)

Berg, Dale Franklin, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2016)

Berg, Sally Katherine, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2004, 2016)

Berg, Shannon Marie, DPHIL (British Columbia), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2015, 2016)

Bergh, Barry Richard, DDS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2011, 2016)
• Bitangcol, John Conrad, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2001, 2016)
• Bjorge, Anthony Leon, BS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2015, 2016)
• Black, Gail L, BSC (British Columbia), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2008, 2018)
• Black, Robert C, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1986, 2018)
• Black, Timothy, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2016)
• Blackadar, Robyn Elizabeth, AB (Calgary), MBA (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2003, 2016)
• Blackman, Maurice, MBCB (Dublin Trinity Cgl), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)
• Blackstock, Cynthia, BSC (British Columbia), MMGMTST (McGill University), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Education (2011, 2016)
• Blatchford, Sarah Fred, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (McGill University), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2014, 2019)
• Blais, Guy Robert, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Blais, Joseph Edgar, BSCPHM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2009, 2016)
• Blais, Joseph Edgar, BSCPHM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2009, 2016)
• Bland, Richard Charles, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), FACR (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1989, 2016)
• Blackstock, Cynthia, BSC (British Columbia), MMGMTST (McGill University), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Education (2011, 2016)
• Blumenschein, Pamela Lynn, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2003, 2016)
• Bond, David William, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Bondurant, Helen Margaret, BA (Alberta), MS (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2014, 2016)
• Bondurant, Helen Margaret, BA (Alberta), MS (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2014, 2016)
• Boon, Herman Larry, BA (Alberta), BED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Deans Office (1999, 2016)
• Boora, Parveen Singh, FRCS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2002, 2016)
• Borowicz, Anna Marjanna, BSC (Manitoba), MD (Toronto), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2006, 2016)
• Borrelli, Alex Sergio, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2006, 2016)
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• Bostick, Geoffrey Paul, BPT (Saskatchewan), BSCPE (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2006, 2019)
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• Botha, Noreen, MBBS (Pretoria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Bouch, Peter J., MBCHB (Pretoria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Boughen, Greg Clement, BEd (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Boulanger, Michel Jr, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Boulanger, Pierre, BSC (Laval University), MSC (Laval University), PhD (University of Montreal), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2019)
• Bouliane, Martin Joseph, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2009, 2016)
• Bourque, Stephane Louis, BSC (Queen’s University), PhD (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2009, 2019)
• Bow, Michael Richard, BSC (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1993, 2016)
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• Bowering, Cordell K, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Bowker, Samantha Lyndsey, BA (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (1999, 2000)
• Bowman, Michael, BSC (Guelph), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2012, 2016)
• Box, Adrian, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2018, 2018)
• Boychuk, Lesia R, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Boyington, Curtiss Reid, BA (Queen’s University), BS (Wilfred Laurier), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
• Boyko, Boris William, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Boyle, Riley Matthew, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2007, 2016)
• Braam, Geert Branko, MD (Utrecht), MSC (Utrecht), PhD (Utrecht), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (2006, 2019)
• Bradford, Brent Daniel, BEd (Alberta), DIPLOMA (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2003, 2017)
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• Bremness, Andrew, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)
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• Breton, Jessica Mary, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MRCP (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2005, 2019)
• Buchinski, Michael, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2000, 2011)
• Buck, Richard, BED (Winnipeg), BSC (Winnipeg), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
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• Buka, Irena, MD (Dundee), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1999, 2017)
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• Burger, Leon, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Stellenbosch), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Burgess, Adam Reginald, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2019)
• Burkart, Layton Dale, CFPC-EM (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2000, 2016)
• Burke, Benjamin Lester, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2005, 2014)
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• Calhoun, Erin Jennifer, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Calhoun, Laura Lucia, AB (Alberta), AM (MA) (Royal Roads University), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2014, 2016)
• Callahan, David John, BSC (Toronto), MD (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2019)
• Calusseri, Dana, MD (U Med & Pharm TirguMures), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2012, 2019)
• Calvert, Laurie Ann, Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2005, 2008)
• Calvert, Robert Andrew, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2016, 2019)
• Cameron, Nairne, BSC (Queen’s University), MA (Ottawa), PHD (Ottawa), School of Public Health (2004, 2017)
• Cameron, Natalia Marie, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
• Cammarata, Laurent, BSC (St. Michael’s College), DPHIL (Minnesota), MA (St. Michael’s College), Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2010, 2019)
• Campbell, Barbara E, BSC (Calgary), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2000, 2016)
• Campbell, Curtis Fraser, BA (Manitoba), BSC (Calgary), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2013, 2016)
• Campbell, David D, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Campbell, Elroy, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2019, 2019)
• Campbell, Garth Lee, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Campbell, Jeffery Donald, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2015, 2016)
• Campbell, Kim, ARTSD (London Sch of Econ), Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (2014, 2016)
• Campbell, Patricia M, BED (Winnipeg), EDD (Toronto), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Campello, Ricardo J.G.B, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2019, 2019)
• Campisi, Judy, PHD (State U of NY StonyBrook), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2010, 2016)
• Cancel, Duplicate ID use 0366148, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Cancel, Duplicate ID use 0390294, BS (Calgary), BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2011, 2016)
• Cancel, Duplicate ID use 0866113, BA (Alberta), LLB (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2004, 2016)
• Cancel, Records Correction, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2019, 2019)
• Caners, Richard Theodore, BCOM (Manitoba), BSC (Manitoba), MSC (Manitoba), PHD [Alberta], Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2003, 2013)
• Canham, Hal Bradford, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Calgary), CFPC-EM (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2007, 2016)
• Cankaya, Uzem Zeynep, BSC (Middle East Tech), MA (McGill University), PHD (Carleton University), Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2004, 2016)
• Canterbury, Laura, BS (Washington University), MD (Texas), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2014, 2007)
• Capstick, Valerie Anne, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1990, 2019)
• Captan, Virgil Vasile, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2015)
• Carbyn, Ludwig, BA (Mount Allison), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1998, 2016)
• Cardinal, Katharina Beare, BSC (Calgary), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
• Cardinal, Nicole Eliza, BSC (Concordia College University), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2012)
• Cardinal, Robert H, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2001, 2016)
• Carew, Daniel Alexander, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Carey, Jason P, BASC (Ottawa), MSC (Queen’s University), MSE (Ottawa), PHD (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2004, 2019)
• Carmichael, Don, DPHIL (Toronto), Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (2008, 2016)
• Carmichael, Donald J, BA (Queen’s University), MA (Queen’s University), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (1970, 2015)
• Carney, Dominic Patrick, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (1999, 2018)
• Carney, Valerie Louise, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Arkansas), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2012, 2016)
• Carpenter, Thirza Lianne, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2013)
• Carr, Frances Marie, MBCHB (Leeds University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Carr, Joan Susan, MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2004, 2015)
• Carr, Padraic Edmund, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)
• Carr, Stuart Nigel, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2012, 2016)
• Carrero Araujo, Gustavo Andres, BSC (University of Los Andes), MSC (University of Los Andes), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (1999, 2018)
• Carroll, Alan, MB (Dublin Trinity Clg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)
• Carr-Stewart, Sheila, BA (Bishop’s University), DIPGRAD (Boston University), MA (New Brunswick), MED (Dalhousie), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1998, 2019)
• Cascarden, John Anthony, BSC (Alberta), FRCR (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2016, 2019)
• Carter, Christine Marie, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2001, 2016)
• Carter, Clifford S, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2003, 2016)
• Carter, Linda Joan, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Carter, Robert T, BMEOCSI (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Carter, Stephen Peter, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2016)
• Caryk, Janet Marie, BSC (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2016, 2018)
• Casey, Joseph R, BSC (Queen’s University), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (1996, 2019)
• Cash, Sean, BA (John Hopkins), MA (Michigan), MSC (California Berkeley), PHD (California Berkeley), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2010, 2016)
• Caspar, Sienna, MA [Simon Fraser], Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2014, 2016)
• Cassim, Mohamed R, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Natal), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Castillo Abadia, Maria del Pilar, MD (Univ Nacional de Colombia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2003, 2005)
• Caulfield, Joanne Helen, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2019)
• Cave, Cathy Louise, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)
• Cave, Dominic Andrew, MBBS (London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2016)
- Cave, Marie T, MSC (Bristol), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1994, 2016)
- Cawagas, Virginia, BSC (Saint Louis), DIPEDUC (Notre Dame), MED (De La Salle), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1992, 2015)
- Cawsey, Sarah Irene, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2016)
- Ceccherini-Nelli, Alfonso, CRCP (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2016, 2016)
- Cembrowski, George S., BSC (Alberta), MD (Calgary), PHD (Wisconsin), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2005, 2017)
- Cena, Jonathan James, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2008)
- Cernohorsky, Karel, DMEDSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2019)
- Cervera Alvarez, Carlos, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2015, 2019)
- Chaba, Todd Peter, BSC (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2005, 2016)
- Chacra, Nadia, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008, 2009)
- Chafe, Susan Maria Jacinta, BMEDSC (Memorial U of Nfld), BSC (Memorial U of Nfld), LLB (Alberta), MD (Memorial U of Nfld), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2008, 2016)
- Chan, Alice Hill Wah, BPHARM (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), PHARMD (British Columbia), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2016)
- Chan, Alicia KJ, BSC (Waterloo), MD (Calgary), Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2009, 2019)
- Chan, Audrey A, BSC (Philosophy University), CERT (Philosophy University), FACS (Philosophy University), MD (Philosophy University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2015, 2014)
- Chan, Donald Richard, BSC (Manitoba), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Calgary), MSC (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Chan, Douglas, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2018)
- Chan, Jennifer Crystal, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
- Chan, K Ming, MD (Glasgow), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1998, 2019)
- Chan, Koon Wah Robert, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2012, 2019)
- Chan, Kris Hoi Kui, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2007)
- Chan, Mercedes, MBBS (Hong Kong), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (2014, 2018)
- Chan, Michael, MBBS (Hong Kong), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
- Chan, Stanley Mun-Chung, BSC (McMaster University), MD (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2004, 2014)
- Chan, Suzanne, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2009, 2018)
- Chan, Tara Yuen-Yen, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
- Chan, Tiffany Sharon, BSC (British Columbia), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
- Chan, Timothy Wai Chat, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2012)
- Chandrasenan, Kavitha, CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MBBS (Kerala), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2015)
- Chang, David, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2007)
- Chang, Eddie Chee-Ming, BSC (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2003, 2015)
- Chang, Jason, CCFP (Alberta), CFPC-EM (Alberta), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2007, 2015)
• Chang, Kan-fa, BSC (National Chung-Hsing), MSC (Washington State), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2008, 2016)
• Chang, Ruoh-Yeng, BSC (Calgary), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2018)
• Chang, Wei-Ching, BA (National Taiwan), MA (Minnesota), MSC (Oregon), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Chapados, Isabelle, MD (University of Montreal), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2005, 2016)
• Chapalski, Mark Bradley Emil, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), CFPC-EM [Coll. Family Physicians CAN -], MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
• Chapelsky, Sarah Anne, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1998, 2000)
• Chapman, Erin, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Chapman, Larry Ryan, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
• Chapman, Sean Brenham, CCFP (Alberta), CFPC-EM (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2019)
• Chapman, Sherry Ann, BA (Toronto), BSC (Toronto), MA (Toronto), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2015, 2019)
• Charbonneau, Rebecca, DMD/SC (Western Ontario), MRCP (Dathouie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Medicine Division (2013, 2016)
• Charbonneau, Shannon G., BSC (Ottawa), MD (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Chari, Anish Shyam, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Charlton, Jeff Robert, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)
• Charrois, Gregory John Robert, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (1999, 2008)
• Chatenay, Michael Paul, MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2005, 2016)
• Chatis, Verla, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2010, 2013)
• Chatterjee, Indraneal, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Chatterton, Craig Nicholas, DPHIL (Liverpool), MS (Liverpool), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2013, 2018)
• Chatur, Rehana, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2003, 2016)
• Chau, Huy Ngoc, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Chauhan, Upesh, CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MBBS (South Gujarat), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Chea, Rith, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Chekuri, Srinivasa, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Chen, Becky Biqi, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2019, 2019)
• Chen, Danny, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2008, 2016)
• Chen, Henry Jud-lae, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Chen, James Zheng, BSC (East China U of S & T), MSC (Jiangsu U of Sci & Tech), PhD (Zhejiang University), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2014, 2016)
• Chen, Jie, BSEE (Fudan University), MS (Fudan University), MSE (Maryland), PhD (Maryland), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2005, 2019)
• Chen, June Wen, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)
• Chen, Justin Zhan, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2016, 2016)
• Chen, Matthew Mannka, FRCP (C) (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2009, 2016)
• Chen, Sylvia Hsiao-Han, BSC (British Columbia), CERT (British Columbia), FRCS (Ottawa), MBA (McGill University), MDCM (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2015, 2016)
• Chen, Zhongchuan Will, FRCP (C) (Toronto), MD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2015, 2016)
• Cheng, Alan Hon-Yin, BSCPHM (Alberta), FRCP (C) [Alberta], MD (Queen's University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (1999, 2016)
• Cheng, Florence Jeanie, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2010)
• Cheng, Irene Lin-Oi, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1999, 2019)
• Cheng, Ronald Tak Kong, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2011, 2018)
• Cheng, Sonia Gabriela, MD (Natl Autonomous U Mexico), MSC (Natl Autonomous U Mexico), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2013, 2016)
• Cheniwchan, Marc A, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2000, 2016)
• Cherry, Colin Andrew, BSC (Acadia University), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2002, 2007)
• Cherry, Nicola, BSC (Wales), MD (McGill University), MPHIL (London), MSC (McGill University), PHD (London), School of Public Health (1999, 2019)
• Chetner, Micheal Phineas, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2005, 2016)
• Chetty, Vanessa, MBCHB (Natal), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Cheung, James, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Cheung, Lawrence Aloysius, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (1999, 2019)
• Cheung, Po Kee, MBBS (Hong Kong), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Cheung, Raymond Wayne, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1998, 2016)
• Chevalier, Therese Marie, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Chew, Brian Peng Aan, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2019)
• Chi, Jonathan Yuen Tao, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians CAN -1), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2006, 2019)
• Chia, Jonathan, FRCP (C) (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Medicine Division (2011, 2016)
• Chiam, Benjamin, BSC (British Columbia), MD (Queen's University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Chiang, Nga Mei Sheryl, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Chiarella, Angelo Bruno, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2008, 2016)
• Chibuk, Thea Katherine, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1999, 2016)
• Chihrin, Steve, MD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2014)
• Chimich, William Tony, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2000, 2008)
• Chin, James Howe, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2008)
• Chin, Justin Rashad, BS (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Winnipeg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2016)
• Chin, Wu Dn, MBCHB (the Witwatersrand), MDCM (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1985, 2019)
• Chiscop, Melissa Marion, BSC (Alberta), DIPDIHG (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2015, 2016)
• Chisholm, Mary Elizabeth, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Alberta), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Chiu, John Francis, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2008, 2016)
• Chiu, Paul, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
• Chiu, Peter Leonard, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Chmiliar, Linda Maureen, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2004, 2016)
• Cho, Sunny (Sun Hee), BSC (Chosun University), MSC (Chosun University), PHD (York University), Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2011, 2016)
• Cho, Victoria Yuen W, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Choi, Hei Hyunk Jung, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2009)
• Chokka, Pratap Rao, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2000, 2016)
• Chong, Tze-Feng, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2006, 2016)
• Choo, Kwan Ling, MN (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (2006, 2016)
• Chou, Eric Meng Hsieh, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2011, 2016)
• Choudhury, Ryan Mahbub, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
• Chow, Jeffrey Wai-Man, BSCPHM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2006, 2006)
• Chow, Ken, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Chow, Michael M, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2011, 2016)
• Chow, Stephen Wenli, BSC (Calgary), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2003, 2018)
• Chow, Ting Wu, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2002, 2011)
• Chowdhury, Texadi Ali, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
• Chowdury, Ryan Mahbub, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
• Chou, Eric Meng Hsieh, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2011, 2016)
• Chow, Samuel Kar-Kwan, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2011, 2016)
• Christensen, Jesse Craig, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2018, 2019)
• Christianson, Carley Lynne, BA (Saskatchewan), BED (Saskatchewan), MED (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2003, 2018)
• Chronopoulos, Julia Valerie, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1998, 1999)
• Chrzanski, Zbigniew, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Chu, Robert Chee-Ming, BSc (Dalhousie), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1988, 2018)
• Chue, Pierre Stanley, MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2007, 2011)
• Chung, Andrew Brian, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2011)
• Chung, Brendon, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2017, 2018)
• Chung, Kerri Lynn, FRCP (C) (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2003, 2018)
• Chung, Wai-Lan Carol, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2016, 2016)
• Church, Wayne, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Churchill, Kate A, MScOT (Toronto), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2015, 2016)
• Chychota, Norm, BSA (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Chyczij, Harold Robert, BSC (Ottawa), MD (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2005, 2016)
• Ciborowski, Jan JH, BSC (Toronto), MSc (Toronto), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2015, 2016)
• Cinats, John George, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Ciona, Curtis John, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2005, 2016)
• Cisar, Patrick George, BSC (Lethbridge), FRCP (C) (Saskatchewan), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2001, 2016)
• Clandinin, Dorothy J, BSc (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Clare, Shari Lynn, BSc (Alberta), DSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2015, 2016)
• Clarke, Gwendolyn Mae, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2000, 2016)
• Clelland, William E, BSc (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Clement, Dominique, BSc (Queen's University), MA (British Columbia), PHD (Memorial U of Nfld), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2008, 2019)
• Climenhaga, David B, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2007, 2016)
• Climenhaga, Harold W, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2007, 2016)
• Cobzas, Dana, BSc (Babes-Bolyai University), MSc (Babes-Bolyai University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Computing Science (1998, 2016)
• Coetsee, Louise J., MBChB (University Free State), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Coetsee-Khan, Akmal, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Cohen, Matthew, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)
• Colbourne, Penny Delores, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2001, 2018)
• Colbourne, Sandra Ann, BA (Oxford), BMedSc (Memorial U of Nfld), BSc (Memorial U of Nfld), MA (Oxford), MD (Memorial U of Nfld), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Colcy, Elizabeth Ann, BSc (Ontario), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anaesthesia & Pain Medicine (2004, 2016)
• Colebrook, John Murray, BMedSc (Alberta), CCPC (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), CFPC-EM (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Coleman-Miller, Glenda, BScN (Victoria), MHSA (Athabasca University), RN (Regina School of Nursing), Faculty of Nursing (2013, 2016)
• Collins, Kathleen, BMedSc (Alberta), FRCP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)
• Colliton, Irene Eliz, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
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• Eliasson, Teresa Elizabeth Cassy, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2006, 2016)
• Eliuk, Jim, BA (Alberta), MEd (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2014)
• Elliott, Frank Benjamin, BEd (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), DPHIL (Alberta), MEd (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2003, 2019)
• Elliott, Janet A, BASC (Toronto), MASC (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (1996, 1999)
• Elliott, John Francis, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (1990, 2019)
• Ellis, Christine Joanne, BSC (King's University College), CCFP (Cert Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• ElMaadawy, Sherif, BM (Cairo University), FRCPC (C) (Saskatchewan), MD (Cairo University), MSC (Cairo University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Medicine Division (2009, 2016)
• Elmusharaf, Mohamed, CCFP (Cert Family Physicians CAN -), MBBS (Khartoum), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• El-Rich, Marwan, MME (Polytechnic Sch of Montreal), PHD (Polytechnic Sch of Montreal), Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2010, 2017)
• Els, Charl, MBCHB (University Free State), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
• Elsawiniya, Abdelbaset, MD (Al-Fateh), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2005, 2016)
• Elwell, Leo Brent, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2005, 2019)
• Emery, Carolyn Ann, BSC (Queen's University), MSC (Calgary), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2001, 2003)
• Emery, Derek, BSC (British Columbia), MD (Calgary), MSC (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (1999, 2019)
• Emme, Michael J, DIPEDUC (Victoria), EDD (British Columbia), MA (British Columbia), Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (1999, 2016)
• Emmerton, Craig Andrew, Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2011, 2016)
• Enarson, Donald, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Enders, Eva C, BSC (Eber Karl U Tubingen), MSC (Hamburg), PHD (University of Montreal), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Science - Renewable Resources Dept (2010, 2015)
• Engels, Paul Thomas, FRCS (Alberta), MD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2004, 2016)
• English, Jordan Hales, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2004, 2016)
• Ennis, Liam, BA (Laurentian), MA (Massachusetts), PHD (Memphis), MA (Massachusetts), MD (Memphis), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2006, 2016)
• Entwistle, Lucy M, MDCM (Birmingham), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)
• Erasmus, Jacobus Francois, MBCHB ( Pretoria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Estabrooks, Carole Anne, BN (New Brunswick), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), School of Public Health (1997, 2019)
• Estey, Andrea, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2012, 2016)
• Estey, Eric Perley, MD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Estevão, Almeida Paula, BSC (Belgium), MD (Belgium), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Estes, Wai Sum, BA (Cambridge), MA (Oxford), MDCM (Oxford), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2013, 2018)
• Etches, Wai Sum, BA (Cambridge), MA (Oxford), MDCM (Oxford), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2010)
• Evernden, Christopher James, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2015, 2017)
• Ewanchuk, Mark Andrew, BEd (Alberta), BMEDSC (Alberta), BS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2009, 2015)
• Ewanowich, Carol Anne, BSc (Alberta), DPhil (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2001, 2016)
• Ewing, Christopher Paul, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2015, 2015)
• Ewing, John Paul, BEd (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2013, 2016)
• Faechner, Tyrone Roger, BSc (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1999, 2016)
• Fagarasanu, Andrei Dragoș, MD (U Med & Pharm C Davila), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2019)
• Fahliman, J. Richard P., BSc (Simon Fraser), PhD (Simon Fraser), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2006, 2019)
• Fahoum, Abulmajid, MD (Damascus), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Fainsinger, Robin L, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Cape Town), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1992, 2019)
• Fairbanks, Jessilyn Rae, DIPDHYG (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2013, 2016)
• Fairgrieve-Park, Susan, BSc (Calgary), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Fallis, Shari Lynn, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Fanaeeian, Joshua Toby, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2006, 2012)
• Farag, Erene Anwar Far, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Farag, Maria, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2019, 2019)
• Farhangfar, Arazm, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2010, 2014)
• Farish, Tanis Jean, BSc (Queen’s University), MEd (Victoria), PhD (Victoria), School of Public Health (2008, 2019)
• Farooq, Omar, MBBS (the Punjab), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2010, 2005)
• Farries, Alayne Margaret, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2019, 2019)
• Farries, Lawrence Roy, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2003, 2003)
• Fassbender, Konrad Peter, BSc (Alberta), BSc (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), School of Public Health (1997, 2019)
• Faulder, Douglas G, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Featherstone, Travis Raymond, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2014, 2016)
• Febbraio, Maria, BS (Fordham University), BSc (Fordham University), PhD (Cornell University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2013, 2019)
• Fedorow, Christine Anne-Marie, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (1999, 2016)
• Felix-Mah, Roxanne Marie, BSc (Alberta), MSC (Calgary), School of Public Health (2004, 2019)
• Felske, Cassandra Lucille, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2018, 2018)
• Fenniri, Hicham, BSc (Louis Pasteur School of Med), MSC (Louis Pasteur School of Med), PhD (Louis Pasteur School of Med), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2003, 2015)
• Fenniri, Keith Kentigern, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2000, 2019)
• Fenske, Theodore, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Ferguson, James P, BSc (Alberta), LMCC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Ferguson-Pell, Catherin, BSc (Eseter), PHD (Strathclyde), Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2007, 2019)
• Fernandez de Lara Nieto, Jose Luis, FRCS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2004, 2016)
• Fernando, Lalinda Ashan Chandrin, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2016, 2015)
• Ferrari, Robert, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
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• Ferrazzi, Priscilla, DPHIL (Queen’s University), School of Public Health (2015, 2019)
• Fewer, Willard Roy, BA (New Brunswick), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2010, 2016)
• Fiedrich, Elsa Clare, BSc [Simon Fraser], MD [British Columbia], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2014, 2016)
• Fielding, Arien Emily, MD [Calgary], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2011, 2016)
• Fields, David William, BSc [Alberta], MD [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Filipow, Larry J, BSc [Alberta], MSC [Alberta], PhD [Oxford], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2016)
• Fillion, Mariette Therese, BMedSc [Alberta], CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Findlay, J Max, DPhil [Alberta], MD [British Columbia], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1996, 2013)
• Findley, Rachelle Marie, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2011, 2013)
• Fingard, Jordan, BA (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2010, 2016)
• Fiorillo, Loretta, MD (Naples), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2019)
• Firth, Sharon A, School of Public Health (2019, 2019)
• Fischer, Barbara Lorna, BMedSc [Alberta], CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Fisher, Gary Anthony, PhD (Cranfield), Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2011, 2016)
• Fisher, Matthew Nicklas, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
• Fisher, Nancy, BA (York University), MA (Windsor), PhD (Windsor), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2015)
• Fisher, Steven Wayne Wilfred, BMedSc (Alberta), CFPC-EM (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2015)
• Fitzgerald, Kimberly Ann, BSc (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)
• Fitzsimmons, Carolyn J, BSc (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), PhD (Uppsala), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2009, 2016)
• Flanagan, Sean Daniel, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2004, 2016)
• Flanagan, Thomas Francis, BMedSc (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Flanders, Suzan Tram, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)
• Fleischauer, Michael D, MSC (Dalhousie), PhD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2006, 2016)
• Fletcher, Christopher, BES (Waterloo), MSC (University of Montreal), PhD (University of Montreal), Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (2011, 2016)
• Fletcher, Fay Louise, BScPE (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), School of Public Health (1999, 2019)
• Fletcher, Janice Theresa, BEd (Alberta), BSc (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (St Georges U of Med), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Flexer, William V, BSc (McGill University), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2014, 2019)
• Fliegel, Larry, BSc (Manitoba), MSC (Calgary), PhD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1987, 2019)
• Flood, Patrick, BS (Indiana University), PhD (Chicago), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2012, 2019)
• Flook, Nigel, BMedSc (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), FCFC (Fellow College Family Physician), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Flook, Robert William, BSc (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians CAN -), MBBS (Sydney), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2019)
• Florence, Peter Roderick, BSc (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Dalhousie), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2011, 2016)
• Flor-Henry, Pierre, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)
• Foisy, Michelle Marie, BSP (Alberta), CER (Algonquin College), PHAR D (Buffalo State College), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)
• Folescu, Simona, MD (Iasi(AICruza)), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2015, 2019)
• Foley, Edan, BSC (Univ College Galway), MSC (Cologne), PHD (Cologne), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Cell Biology Dept (2004, 2019)
• Fong, Anne Heung, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MDCM (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Fong, Jennifer Chun Yan, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2016, 2016)
• Fontaine, Amelie, BM (College Saint-Jean), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2011, 2016)
• Foolen, Catharina Henrica Gerardina Maria, MD (University of Maastricht), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Fuote, Jennifer Ann, BA (Alberta), DPHIL (Concordia), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2004, 2019)
• Foran, Allison, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2012, 2014)
• Ford, Victor, MBBCH (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2007, 2018)
• Forster, Mark, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Cape Town), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Furgie, Sarah E D, BMEDSC (Manitoba), BSC (Toronto), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2003, 2019)
• Forst, Darren David, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2009, 2019)
• Foster, Kevin John, BMEDSC (Alberta), BSC (Imperial Clg U of London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Foster, Robert Thomas, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2016, 2016)
• Fouad, Karim, BSC (Constance), PHD (Constance), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2001, 2019)
• Foulds, Jessica Lynn, BSC (Dalhousie), MD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2011, 2016)
• Fowke, Jane Susan, MBBS (Royal Free Hosp Sch of Med), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Fowler, Megan Anne, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2014, 2018)
• Fox, Richard John, MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2004, 2013)
• Franc, Jeffrey Michael, FCFP (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2002, 2016)
• Francescutti, Louis H, BSC (Concordia), MD (Alberta), MPHIL (John Hopkins), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1995, 2019)
• Frank, Sandi Christina, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2004, 2016)
• Franke, Karl Alastair, BPE (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1999, 2015)
• Fraser, Derek Victor Andrew, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2012, 2016)
• Fraser, Leah Monique, BA (Victoria), MA (Lakehead University), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2010, 2016)
• Fredlund, Delwyn, BE (Saskatchewan), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2003, 2016)
• Freed, Adam Christian, BENG (Alberta), BSC (Concordia College University), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2009, 2016)
• Freed, Darren Halstead, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PhD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2013, 2016)
• Freed, Jannine Louise Maria, BSCPHM (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2015, 2016)
• Freed, Joann, DPHIL (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (2013, 2016)
• Freeman, Lisa Kathleen, BSC (Simon Fraser), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Manitoba), MPH (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2016, 2016)
• Freitag, Derrick Glen, BSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2016)
• Friend, William C, BSC (Toronto), MD (McGill University), MSC (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2005, 2016)
• Friesen, Steven, BSC (Calgary), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2012, 2007)
- Frischkopf, Michael, BS (Yale University), MMA (Tufts University), PHD (California LA), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement [2 entries] (1999, 2019)
- Froelich, Christine Katherine, FRCP (C) (Fellow Royal Coll. Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2019)
- Froese, Debra, BOT (Manitoba), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2012, 2019)
- Frohlich, Breanne Taylor, BSC (Alberta), MCH (McGill University), MD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2001, 2016)
- Fryters, Susan, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2000, 2004)
- Fu, Winnie, BEE (McMaster University), MASC (McMaster University), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2015, 2016)
- Fu, Yangxin, MD (Harbin Medical), MSC (Harbin Medical), PHD (Kyoto University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept Non-Budgeted (2009, 2019)
- Fu, Yu Ling, BM (Harbin Medical), MSC (Harbin Medical), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Fuentes Conteras, Jorge Patricio, DPHIL (Alberta), MSCPT (Alberta), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2011, 2016)
- Fuentes Rodriguez, Sonia, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2017)
- Fuzezy, Anna Karolina, BSC (Toronto), FACP (John Hopkins), PHD (Wisconsin State), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2013, 2018)
- Fujiiwara, Aya, BA (Ritsumeikan), DPHIL [Alberta], MA (Alberta), MA (Tsukuba University), Faculty of Arts - History & Classics Dept (1999, 2019)
- Fujiiwara, Esther, BA (Bielefeld), MA (Bielefeld), PHD (Bielefeld), Faculty of Science - Psychology Science (2007, 2019)
- Fuller, Andrew Edward Charles, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2010, 2018)
- Fung, Christopher Ian Yew Fai, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2004, 2019)
- Fung, Daisy Charlene, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2006, 2019)
- Fung, Terry Lynne, BA (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
- Fyfe, Kenneth Richard, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Waterloo), Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2003, 2016)
- Fyfe-Brown, Ashley-Shan, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2019, 2019)
- Gabos, Istvan Rapert, MD (U Med & Pharm Targomuores), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2008, 2016)
- Gagnon, Isabelle, BSC (CEGEP de Drummondville), MD (Laval University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
- Gaine, Graham Sherwood, BSC (Toronto), MA (Waterloo), PHD (Waterloo), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2016, 2016)
- Gainer, Anita Lillian, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
- Galante, Samy Ruben, MBCHB (Rhodesia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
- Galipeau, Jill Kristen, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2019)
- Gallagher, Michael Brooks, BHSC (Queen’s University), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Gallagher, Sheila M, BSC (Tufts University), DNS (Alberta), MSC (Pace University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2008, 2016)
- Game, Kathleen, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), LMCC [License Med Council Canada], MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Gamez, Ryan David, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2003, 2016)
- Gan, Kenman Dang, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2000, 2006)
Gandham, Sandip Singh, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2016, 2016)

Gannon, Celine Monique, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)

Garady, Cherif, FRCP (C) (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2013, 2016)

Garbutt, Allan Stuart, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Western Ontario), MSC (Guelph), PHD (Guelph), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)

Garcea, Cristina Louise, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2003, 2016)

Garcia Guerra, Gonzalo, MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2010, 2016)


Garros, Daniel, BM (University of Passofundo), MD (University of Passofundo), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - John Dossetor Health Ethics Centre (2000, 2016)

Gaudelli, Cinzo, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2018, 2018)

Gaurav, Singla, DMD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2013, 2016)

Gawley, Emily, CCFP (Alberta), CFPC-EM (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MBCH (Dublin Trinity Clg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2012, 2016)

Gee, Angela Dawn, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2009)

Gee, Christopher Brian, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

Gelfand, Scott, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutics Sciences (2015, 2016)

Geilnas, Jean Pierre, MD (Laval University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2016, 2016)

Gendemann, Klaus D, BS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)

Genge, Angela Gaylene, BSC (Memorial U of Nfld), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Genuis, Stephen J, MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1985, 2016)

George, Anthony, MBCHB (Cape Town), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2016, 2016)

George, Rajan, BSC (Kerala), MSC (Kerala), PHD (Indian Inst of Sc), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (1989, 2016)

George-Phillips, Kirsten, BSCPHM (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)

Gerdung, Christopher Alan, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2004, 2011)

Gerges, Hanan, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MB (Cairo University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2015, 2016)

Germann, Kathryn Ann, BSN (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), RN (Royal Alexandra Nursing), School of Public Health (2008, 2016)

Gervais, Pierre Leo, BA (New Brunswick), BPE (New Brunswick), MHK (Windsor), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Faculty Affairs (1983, 2014)

Gervais, Roger Ovide, PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2001, 2016)

Ghali, Kamil, BMEDS (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

Ghani, Afshan, MBBS (Hamdard), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)

Gharghouri-Bergens, Joanne Eileen, BSC (Toronto), MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Ghiassi-Razavi, Rezvan, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Cape Town), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)

Ghitter-Mannes, Sandra Carol, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

Ghobrial, Tadros Ibrahim Riad, Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2007, 2019)

Ghosh, Sumantra Monty, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2016, 2016)

Ghosh, Sunita, BSC (Kanpur), MSC (Kanpur), PHD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2009, 2016)

Ghosh, Sunita, BSC (Kanpur), MSC (Kanpur), PHD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2009, 2016)

Ghostkeeper, Elmer Nelson, Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (1999, 2018)
- Ghoul, Sadok, BS COM (Inst Supérieur Gestion Tunis), MBA (Laval University), PhD (Laval University), Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2006, 2019)
- Giang, Clarence, BSc (Calgary), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
- Giantamaso, Tony, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Faculty Supported Groups (2004, 2013)
- Gibb, Ronald Ross, DDS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2014, 2016)
- Gibbs, Graham, BSc (London), MSC (McGill University), PhD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Gibson, Monica, BDS (Nitte University), MS (Baylor), MS (Ohio State University), PhD (Baylor), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2016, 2019)
- Gibson, Neil E, FRCP (C) (Fellow Royal Coll. Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
- Gigg, Anthony Clive, BSc (Wales), MBCH (Welsh Ntl School of Medicine), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
- Gilbert, Cayla Louise, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2014)
- Gilbert, Enerajor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
- Gilchrist, Anstie Mary Jean, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2005, 2011)
- Gilchrist, Dawn Marie, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Gilchrist, Jonathan, BA (Briercrest College and Seminar), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - John Dossetor Health Ethics Centre (2012, 2016)
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• Kawchuk, Gregory N, BSC (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), PhD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2004, 2019)
• Kaye, Geoffrey B, FRCS (Ottawa), MBCHB (Cape Town), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2007, 2016)
• Kay-Pfau, Krystle Devon, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (St. Matthew’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2019)
• Keating, Norah C, BA (McMaster University), MA (Guelph), PhD (Syracuse University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Keay, James Stephen, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
• Keays, Gloria, BA (Queen’s University), MD (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Keeble, William, BMEDSC (Royal College of Physicians), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Keeling, Christopher, BSC (New Brunswick), MD (Dalhousie), MSC (New Brunswick), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2010, 2012)
• Keenan, Louanne Patricia, BA (Alberta), DIPIDHYG (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (1999, 2019)
• Keller, Ronald Ernest, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Kellogg, Catherine, BA (York University), MA (York University), PhD (York University), Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (1999, 2019)
• Kelly, Gordon James, BSC (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2008, 2019)
• Kembhavi, Nikhil Dilip, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2016)
• Kennedy, Jacqueline M, BSC (St Francis Xavier), MD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2003, 2016)
• Keohane, John Daniel, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Kermoal, Nathalie J, MA (Nantes), PHD (Ottawa), Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2001, 2019)
• Kern, Nathan Philip, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Kerr, Bradley James, BSC (McGill University), PHD (King’s Clg U of London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pharmacology Dept (2007, 2019)
• Kerr, Christina Lynn, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2007, 2012)
• Ketchum, John, BSC (Queen’s University), PHD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2010, 2016)
• Keyes, Robert Edward, BSC (Alberta), FRCP (Alberta), FRCP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2003, 2016)
• Khadaroo, Rachel, BSC (McMaster University), MD (McMaster University), PHD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2009, 2019)
• Khadour, Fadi Hikmat, MB (Baghdad), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1994, 2016)
• Khair, Alexei, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2010, 2015)
• Khalema, Ernest Nene, BA (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), School of Public Health (1999, 2016)
• Khan, Isfandyar, DPM (Royal College of Surgeons), MB (Khyler Medical College), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2014, 2019)
• Khan, Saad, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Khanfer-Larocque, Ijab, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Khan-Afridi, Obaid, MBBS (Karachi), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Khanam, Humaira, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Khandekar, Sayra, MD (Tulane University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Khan-Hanjani, Abbas, BSC (British Columbia), MD (Calgary), PHD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2013, 2014)
• Khanna, Amreesh, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Khetani, Karim, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2008, 2016)
• Khinda, Surinder, BM (Guntur Medical College), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Khorrami-Arani, Nivmand, BSC (Victoria), MBBS (Flinders U of South Austr), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2016, 2017)
• Khoury, Michael, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2017, 2017)
• Kibria, Shawkat, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD [Manitoba], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Kieser, Doris Marie, BA [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - John Dossetor Health Ethics Centre (2016, 2019)
• Kijewski, Raegan Lee, BSC [Alberta], CCFP [Cert College Family Physicians], MD [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1999, 1999)
• Klam, S K, MD [Khyler Medical College], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2009, 2016)
• Killick, David Gordon, BMEDSC [Alberta], MD [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Kim, Amanda, BA [John Hopkins], MD [Dalhousie], MSC [British Columbia], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2004, 2016)
• Kim, Dalya, MD [Nara Medical University], PHD [Nara Medical University], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2013)
• Kim, Youngsoo, BA [Korea U Seoul], MBA [Asian Inst Management], PHD [Pennsylvania], Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2010, 2017)
• Kindzierski, Robert, MD [Saskatchewan], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2012, 2016)
• King, Arienne, MD [Queen’s University], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Kirkham, Allison, BA [Saskatchewan], MD [Saskatchewan], MRCP [Alberta], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2013, 2019)
• Kirkwood, Jessica Erin Marie, BSC [St Francis Xavier], MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2019)
• Kirwan, Margaret, BA [Dublin Trinity Clg], MBCH (Dublin Trinity Clg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Kittler, Anne Fath, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2017, 2017)
• Kiv, Paul, BSC (McMaster University), MB (Univ College of Dublin), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2019)
• Klinken, John, BA [Guelph], Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2016, 2016)
• Klassen, Neil, MD [British Columbia], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)
• Klassen, Robert M, BED (British Columbia), MA (British Columbia), PHD (Simon Fraser), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2004, 2013)
• Klassen, Terry P, BSC (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), MSC (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1999, 2016)
• Klein, Douglas, BSC (Western Ontario), MD (Ottawa), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (2000, 2019)
• Klein, Jennifer Cecilia, BA (McMaster University), BHSC (McMaster University), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2008, 2016)
• Klein, Kristin Brooke, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2016)
• Klemmer, Daris, MN (Athabasca University), Faculty of Nursing (2012, 2016)
• Klinck, Jennifer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2003, 2016)
• Kline, Loren W, BSC (Buena Vista College), MSC (Oklahoma State), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Physiology Dept (1974, 2019)
• Kmet, Jason, BSC (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2010, 2012)
• Knash, Michael Edward, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Kneteman, Norman Miles, BMEISC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1987, 2019)
• Knezevich, Mark Phillip, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (1999, 2016)
• Knight, Brian, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2013, 2016)
• Knish, Steve, BSC (State U of NY Plattsburgh), MA (York University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Knop-Sihota, Jennifer Ann, BSCN (Alberta), MN (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (1998, 2010)
• Knowles, Lori, BCL (McGill University), LLB (McGill University), LLM (Wisconsin Madison), MA (King’s Clg U of London), School of Public Health (2013, 2016)
• Knudsen, Knud Steven, Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2019, 2019)
• Ko, Benjamin Kar-Wah, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2008, 2016)
• Koberstein, Wade Donald, BMEISC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2002, 2010)
• Kohansal Vajargah, Ali, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2010)
• Kohlen, Helen, PhD (University of Hannover), Faculty of Nursing (2013, 2016)
• Kohler, Andrew, BMEISC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Kohler, Anneliese Maria, BA (St Francis Xavier), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Kolioska, Kathryn Mary Grace, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), MPH (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2017, 2016)
• Koller, John Paul, BMEISC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2019)
• Kolodenko, Yuliya, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
• Kolodyuk, Timothy D, BMEISC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Konynenbelt, Susan Clarice, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Korany, Yasser, BSENG (Cairo University), MSCE (American U in Cairo), MSE (American U in Cairo), PHD (McMaster University), Faculty of Engineering - Civil and Environmental Engineering Dept (2008, 2014)
• Kortyl, Robert Edward Peter, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2004, 2004)
• Korta, Andrea Leigh, BA (Queen’s University), DART (California State), PHD (California S Barbara), Faculty of Arts - Art & Design Dept (2010, 2019)
• Korn, Darlene Erna, BSCPHM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2014)
• Kornder, Hilary Margaret, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2019)
• Kortbeek, Frank Boudewijn, BMEISC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2012)
• Korus, Lisa Joanna, BSC (Alberta), FRCS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2012)
• Korzan, Jeffrey Ronald, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2016)
• Korzenowski, Donald W, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Koshman, Sheri Lynn, BSP (Alberta), PHARMD (British Columbia), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2019)
• Kosick, Thomas Murray, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2019, 2019)
• Kostelecky, Matthew Alan, BA (Dallas), MA (Catholic U of Louvain), PHD (Catholic U of Louvain), Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (2016, 2019)
• Kostiuk, Nicole Elaine, MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2006, 2015)
• Kostov, Sanja, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2019)
• Kothes, Roland, MSC (R Fried-Wilh U of Bonn), PHD (Max Planck Institute), Faculty of Science - Physics Admin (2014, 2016)
• Kotylak, Trevor Bradley, BSC (Alberta), DPHIL (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2006, 2016)
• Kovacs Burns, Katharina Antonia, BSC (Lethbridge), MHSA (Alberta), MSC (Simon Fraser), PHD (Alberta), School of Public Health (2002, 2019)
• Kovalenko, Andriy, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2019, 2019)
• Kostiuk, Nicole Elaine, MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2006, 2015)
• Kravtsenyuk, Maryana, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2011, 2019)
• Kreitz, Andrea Michelle, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2006, 2015)
• Kretz, Eugene, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Kreise, Matthew, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2019, 2019)
• Krinek, Valerie Denise, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Kripsik, Verna Lisa, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Family of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2004, 2016)
• Kroeker, Stanley George, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Krohman, Naomi T, BA (Illinois Chicago), MA (Utah State), PHD (Colorado State), Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (1997, 1999)
• Kropelin, Bruce, BMEDSC (Manitoba), CCFP (McGill University), FRCP (C) (British Columbia), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2006, 2015)
• Kruger, Petrus, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2019, 2019)
• Kruhlak, Robert Terry, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Krupa, Eugene Alexander, BED (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), School of Public Health (2001, 2018)
• Krustelnycky, Bohdan, BSC (Trinity Coll, Toronto), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Toronto), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2009, 2016)
• Kube, Claus Ronald, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2002, 2019)
• Kucey, Elena, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2006, 2014)
• Kudryk, William, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2019)
• Kulaga, Adam, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2009, 2016)
• Kulak, Larry Marvin, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Kulka, Marianna, PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (1996, 2016)
Kulkarni, Pradeep R., MBBS (Bombay), MD (Bombay), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2016)
Kulkarni, Shobhana Pradeep, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2008, 2016)
Kulshebhasha, Rahul, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2000, 2006)
Kumar, Alok, PhD (Purdue University), Faculty of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering Dept (2013, 2017)
Kumar, Aneet, MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2001, 2016)
Kumar, Prashant, MSC (Delhi), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2013, 2016)
Kumar, Sunail, MD (Karachi), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2011, 2016)
Kumaran, Vazhkuvalai Sankaran, MBBS (Madras), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2012, 2016)
Kundra, Manu, MBBS (Sawai Man Singh Medical College), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2016)
Kunyk, Heather Diane, BSCN (Alberta), MN (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - John Dossetor Health Ethics Centre (1999, 2019)
Kurgan, Lukasz, MSC (Mining and Metallurgy), PhD (Colorado), PhD (Toledo), PhD (Toledo), Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2015, 2016)
Kuria, Robert, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2014, 2014)
Kurszewski, Denise Marlene, School of Public Health (1999, 2000)
Kutash, Anola Lee, BME/OGS (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
Kutcher, Stan, BA (McMaster University), FRCP [C] (Toronto), MA (McMaster University), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2013, 2015)
Kutnikoff, Tricia Dawn, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Calgary), MSC (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2016)
Kutner, Morley, CERT (Queen’s University), FRCS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2005, 2016)
Kuzel, Paul Francis Nicholas, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2012)
Kwan, Alexander Lun Chor, BSC (Alberta), MENG (McMaster University), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1997, 2019)
Kwan, Peter, BSC (Saskatchewan), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), CFPC-EM (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
Kwan, Stephen Fee, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2019)
Kwetny, Igor, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2019, 2019)
Kwok, Tiffany, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2017)
Kwon, Elena, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (1999, 2007)
Kwong, Cynthia Crystal, BSC (Calgary), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2019)
Kwong, Sarah Lynn, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2019)
Kyle, Barry, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
Kyrkalides, Christine Peggy, BSC (Sheffield), MD (Alberta), PhD (Sheffield), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
La Rue, Jordan Michael, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2018, 2019)
La, Jerry, BSCPHM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)
LaBuck, Darryl Douglas, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll College Family Physicians), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
Lacaria, Melanie, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2019, 2019)
Lacasse, Michelle Monique, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1999, 2019)
Laccetti, Jessica, PhD (London), Faculty of Extension - Degree Credit Programs (2010, 2019)
- Lacson, Atilano G, BSC (Northern Philippines), MD (Northern Philippines), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2007, 2019)
- Lacy, Paige, BSC (Victoria), PhD (Otago), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (1997, 2019)
- Ladd, Keri, BSC (Guelph), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2016, 2017)
- LaFontaine, Alik, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2014, 2016)
- Lafrance, Rena Sabha, BMEDSC (Manitoba), BSC (Manitoba), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2005, 2016)
- Lahtinen, Markus Christian, PHD (Calgary), School of Public Health (2014, 2016)
- Lai, Chien-Tsai, BSC (Taipei Medical Clg), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2014, 2016)
- Lam, Ada Wy, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
- Lam, Kenneth H-Mun, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2016)
- Lam, Ni Thuyen, FRCP (C) (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2005, 2016)
- Lam, Paul, BSC (McMaster University), MD (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
- Lam, Wing Ying, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2007, 2010)
- Lampert, Robert G W, MBBCiH (Queen's University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (1997, 2019)
- Lamoureux, Guy A, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
- Lamoureux, Robin Andre Joseph, BSC (Concordia College University), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
- Landsbergen, Eugene Pius, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (State University of Limburg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Lange, Elizabeth Ann, BEd (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2008, 2016)
- Langenberg, Christiaan Willems, BSC (U Netherlands Antilles), MSC (U Netherlands Antilles), PHD (U Netherlands Antilles), Faculty of Science - Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Admin (2010, 2015)
- Langen, Marilyn Jeannette, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Sydney), Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine - Communication Sciences & Disorders (1990, 2016)
- Langlois-Klassen, Cherie Leanne, Faculty of Nursing (1996, 2005)
- Langor, David William, BSC (Alberta), BSC (Memorial U of Newfoundland), MSC (Memorial U of Newfoundland), PHD (Memorial U of Newfoundland), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2000, 2015)
- Lanz, Jeffrey Leo, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2012, 2016)
- Lapner, Michael, BSC (Ottawa), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2014, 2016)
- Lappone, Gilbert, BSC (McGill University), MSC (Lancaster), PHD (London Sch of Econ), Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (1998, 2016)
- Lappo, Scott, BSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2001, 2016)
Lappi, Vernon, BE (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Laratta, Cheryl Roberta, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2016, 2019)

Laratta, Peter Kurt, BASC (Toronto), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2019)

Largoza, Josef Palma, FRCP (C) (Memorial U of Nfld), MD (Santo Tomas), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2010, 2016)

Larose, Dwaine Lyle, BSC (British Columbia), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2010, 2016)

Larratt, Loree M, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1987, 2019)

Larsen, Bodil Maria Kjaer, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2003, 2016)

Larsson, Birgitta, School of Public Health (2019, 2019)

Lasiuk, Geraldine Cecile, BA (Saskatchewan), BSCN (Saskatchewan), MN (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (2005, 2015)

Lateif, Zahid, BM (the Punjab), DIPL (University of Glasgow), OPM (Royal College of Surgeons), MED (Univ Coll U of London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2015, 2016)

Lauber, Byron G, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Lauf, George Robert, BMEOSC (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2015)

Laughlin, Robert, MBCHB (Glasgow), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

Laughnton, David, BSC (Toronto), PHD (Princeton), PHD (Princeton), PHD (Sloan Sch of Mgmt), Alberta School of Business - Finance & Statistical Analysis Dept (2001, 2016)

Launhardt, Bonnie Jean, BSCN (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (2012, 2016)

Launon, Gilles Joseph, MD (Calgary), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Lavasanifar, Afsaneh, PHARMD (Tehran), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (1999, 2019)

Law, Harpreet Kaur, MBBS (Poonia), MD (Poonia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2017)

Lavoie, Cecile R M, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Lavoie, Guy Jean, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)

Lavoie, Martin, MD (University of Montreal), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)

Lavoie, Michel V, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2019)

Lawal, Mobolaji, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2018, 2018)

Lawless, Kevin, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)

Lawley, Thomas Matheson, BSC (Acadia University), MD (Dalhousie), MPH (Alberta), MSC (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)

Lawlor, Peter G, DCH (Univ College Dublin), MBCHBA (Univ College Dublin), MS (Univ College Dublin), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (1997, 2004)

Lawson, Tracey Alicia Judith, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)

Lazar, Edward, BSC (McGill University), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)

Lazier, Joanna, BSC (Queen’s University), MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2015, 2016)

Le Clair, Laura, BA (Calgary), MA (Windsor), PhD (Windsor), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2003, 2016)

Le, Hai Phuoc, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (University of Montreal), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)

Le, Lawrence Trong-Huan, BSC (Alberta), MBA (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2019)

Leam, Howe, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)

LeBaron, David Ballard, BHSC (Calgary), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2009, 2013)
• Lebrun, Constance Marie, BSC (British Columbia), MDCM (McGill University), MPE (British Columbia), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2007, 2019)
• Lechelt, Katherine Emily, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2015)
• Leclerc, Laurence, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2017, 2017)
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• Shafran, Daniel Murray, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
• Shah, Muntaka Al, DDS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2005, 2016)
• Shah, Nikhil, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2013, 2014)
• Shahidi, Mariam, MD (Memorial U of Nfld), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
• Shahroo, Nirmal K, MBBS (Andhra University), MSC (Guys Hosp U of London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Shaker, Emil Fawzy, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Tanta University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Shahil, Emil Fawzy, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Tanta University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Shewchuk, Michael Eugene, DDS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2013, 2016)
• Shi, Yifei, BMedSc (Alberta), BSc (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
• Shibata, Marcelo Coelho, MD (Fed Fac Med Sc of Porto Alegre), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2016)
• Shih, Hans, DDS (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2015, 2016)
• Shimizu, Jed Chih-Leh, BSc (British Columbia), MD (British Columbia), MSC (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Shiri, Ali, BA (Tehran), MA (Tehran), PhD (Strathclyde), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (2004, 2019)
• Shiu, Jennifer Rosella, BSc (Alberta), PHarMD (British Columbia), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2012, 2016)
• Sholter, Dalton E, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Shum, Serena, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2019, 2019)
• Shurrjaw, Sabin, BSc (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Shustack, Allan, BSc (McGill University), MD (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Shute, Ronald David, BSc (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
• Sia, Winnie Wing Ki, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Siadat, Farshid, FRCP (C) (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2016, 2016)
• Siddiqui, Muzaffar, MBBS (Agha Khan University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2015, 2019)
• Sideki, Kyriaki, MD (Rome I La Sapienza), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Sidhu, Surita, BM (Alberta), FRCP (C) (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2009, 2016)
• Sidhu, Vaninder Kaur, BPharm (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008, 2016)
• Siemens, Rick Leonard, BSc (Lethbridge), BSP (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2016)
• Siffledeen, Shaalan Jesse, BSc (Alberta), BScPHM (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Sigler, Lynne, BSc (Alberta), BSc (Alberta), Mrs (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (1997, 2016)
• Sik, Muna Kaur, BSc (Alberta), DDS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2015, 2016)
• Silverman, svetlana Lova, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2016, 2016)
• Sim, Adrian Boon Teck, BS (Calgary), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2009, 2016)
• Sim, Lois Luk Sze, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2008, 2016)
• Simard, Robert John, BSc (Calgary), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2006, 2016)
• Simice, Peter, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2010, 2019)
• Simerinska, Kery, BMedSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Simmonds, Kimberley A, PhD (Calgary), School of Public Health (2011, 2016)
• Simmonds, Mark, MBChB (Bristol), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2003, 2016)
• Simon, Sandra, BSc (Nagpur University), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MBBS (Nagpur University), MRCP (Royal College of Physicians), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2016)
• Sin, Ignatius CF, MD (Hong Kong), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2000, 2016)
• Sinclair, David Byron, BA (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (1999, 2018)
• Singal, Mayank, MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
• Singh, Amar, MBBS (Ranchi University), MD (Chicago Medical School), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Singh, Arvind, MBBS (Nottingham), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Singh, Amrit, DDS (Lakehead University), FRCP (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2003, 2016)
• Singh, Gurmeet, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2007, 2016)
• Singh, Kulwinderjit, BCHIR (Guru Nanak Dev), MB (Guru Nanak Dev), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2016, 2016)
• Singh, Mohit, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Singh, Sarab, FRCP (Meerut), MD (Meerut), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2014)
• Singh, Viinder, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2014)
• Sivakumaran, Soori, BASC (Waterloo), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Sivalingam, Paranalingam, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBBS (Sri Lanka), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Singh, Kulwinderjit, BCHIR (Guru Nanak Dev), MB (Guru Nanak Dev), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2016, 2016)
• Singh, Mohit, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Singh, Sarab, FRCP (Meerut), MD (Meerut), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2014)
• Singh, Viinder, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2014)
• Sivakumaran, Soori, BASC (Waterloo), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Sivalingam, Paranalingam, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBBS (Sri Lanka), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Singh, Kulwinderjit, BCHIR (Guru Nanak Dev), MB (Guru Nanak Dev), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2016, 2016)
• Singh, Mohit, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Singh, Sarab, FRCP (Meerut), MD (Meerut), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2014)
• Singh, Viinder, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2014)
• Sivakumaran, Soori, BASC (Waterloo), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Sivlingam, Paranalingam, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBBS (Sri Lanka), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Singh, Kulwinderjit, BCHIR (Guru Nanak Dev), MB (Guru Nanak Dev), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2016, 2016)
• Singh, Mohit, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Singh, Sarab, FRCP (Meerut), MD (Meerut), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2014)
• Singh, Viinder, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2014)
• Sivakumaran, Soori, BASC (Waterloo), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Sivlingam, Paranalingam, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBBS (Sri Lanka), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Singh, Kulwinderjit, BCHIR (Guru Nanak Dev), MB (Guru Nanak Dev), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2016, 2016)
• Singh, Mohit, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Singh, Sarab, FRCP (Meerut), MD (Meerut), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2002, 2014)
• Singh, Viinder, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2014)
• Sivakumaran, Soori, BASC (Waterloo), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Sivlingam, Paranalingam, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBBS (Sri Lanka), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2016)
• Smith, Shelley Dawn Briggs, BSC (Concordia College University), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Smith, Valerie Frances, BSCN (Dalhousie), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
• Smithson, David Sidney, FRCS (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2016, 2013)
• Smitten, Jayne, MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (2008, 2013)
• Smyczek, Petra Andrea, MD (Johannes Gutenberg), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Smyth, John David Ernest, BEO (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Snedeker, Kate G, PHD (Princeton), School of Public Health (2012, 2016)
• Snider, Douglas Dean, FRCP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2008, 2016)
• Soibelman, Felix, BSCPHM (McGill University), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2006, 2016)
• Soileau, Carlos Eduardo, CERT (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2012, 2019)
• Soble, Kim, BA (Oberlin College), MD (Rochester), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (1987, 2019)
• Solomon, Natalia, FRCP (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2009, 2016)
• Solomos, Peter, MSC (Debrecen University), PHD (Debrecen University), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2008, 2019)
• Sommerfeldt, Mark Francis, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2008, 2013)
• Soneff, Cynthia Mary, BSCN (Roberts Wesleyan College), MD (McMaster University), MSC (York University), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2009, 2019)
• Sonnex, Emer Patricia, MASC (University of Herffordshire), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2009, 2016)
• Spak, Andrew Clement Dendwick, BA (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Sohn, Scott August, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Spady, Donald William, MD (Alberta), MSC (London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2015)
• Soper, Paul, BA (Canadian Union College), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2009, 2016)
• Sohle, Philip E, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2015, 2019)
• Soper, Paul, BA (Canadian Union College), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2009, 2016)
• Spavor, Maria Louise, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2004, 2018)
Spelay, Ryan Brent, BE (Saskatchewan), PhD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2014, 2016)


Spenceley, Shannon Mary, PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (2003, 2007)

Spencer, Tannis Sitter, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2019)

Spiers, Patrick Anthony, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1999, 2016)


Sprague, Thomas Peter Elliott, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2009)

Springett, Jane, BA (Leeds Metropolitan), MA (Leeds Metropolitan), PhD (Leeds Metropolitan), Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2011, 2019)

Sproule, John Mackay, School of Public Health (2019, 2019)

Squire, Jeremy, PhD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2015, 2016)

Squires, Suzanne Ruth, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

St Aubin, Joel Jean, BS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2006, 2016)

St Germaine, Ronald Lawrence, MD (Alberta), School of Public Health (1998, 2019)

Stagg, Andrew Peter, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2000, 2019)

Stahlke, Sarah Jeanne, BSC (Alberta), MHSA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (2004, 2019)

Stang, Linda J, CER (Athabasca University), CER (Northern AB Inst Tech), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (1999, 2016)

Stankievech, Kristine Amy, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2015, 2016)

Starrvedt, Elouf, MD (Amsterdam), School of Public Health (1998, 2016)

Stauder, Brandy Alaina, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2004, 2012)

Stein, Lori, BSC (Brock University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2009, 2019)

Steel, Graham Jeffrey, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2012, 2019)

Steel, Michael Alexander, BSCAGR (Guelph), MSC (Guelph), PhD (Guelph), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2014, 2018)

Steenstrup, Martha, BA (Smith College), MA (Columbia University), PhD (Massachusetts), Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2007, 2014)

Steere, Phyllis Grace, MPHIL (Dublin Trinity Clg), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2012, 2015)

Steegles, Shawn Stewart, BSC (Carleton University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2008, 2016)

Steiner, Marilyn Diane, BED (Saskatchewan), MEd (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Education - Deans Office (2011, 2016)

Steinke, David Earl, MD (Saskatchewan), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2005, 2016)

Steflfox, John Bradshaw, BSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2005, 2016)

Stenerson, Paul, BSC (Ottawa), MD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

Stepanko, William S, DDS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2013, 2014)
• Stepanova, Maria, DSC (St Petersburg Tech), MSC (Moscow University), PHD (Crt for Surface Investigation), Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2005, 2016)
• Stephens, Mary H, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2006, 2004)
• Sterenberg, Gladys Yvonne, BED (Lethbridge), MED (Lethbridge), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2004, 2016)
• Sterling, George Duncan, BMEDEC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2015)
• Sternberg, Harvey, BA (Saskatchewan), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Stetsko, Samuel David, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2012)
• Stetsko, Terry P, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2000, 2016)
• Stevens, Jonathan Paul, BSC (Manchester Metro), MBCHB (Manchester Metro), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2004, 2016)
• Stevens, Kelly Ann Johanna, BSC (Victoria), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (1999, 2016)
• Stewart, Bradley J, BSC (Queen’s University), FRCPC (C) (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Stewert, Darryl F, MD (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Stewart, Garth Allan, BA (Trinity Western), MED (Manitoba), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2000, 2016)
• Stewart, Jackson James, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2019, 2019)
• Stewert, James Karlton, BMEDEC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), MHISC (Victoria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2011, 2019)
• Stewert, Daniela, MBCHB ( Pretoria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Stewert, Frederik M., MBCHB ( Pretoria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Stich, Beverley, MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2016, 2018)
• Stickland, Michael Kenneth, BPE (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Faculty Affairs (1999, 2019)
• Stickney-Lee, Jennifer Leanne, BMEDEC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Stiegelmahr, Robert Edward, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2016)
• Stirling, Ian G, BSC (British Columbia), MSC (British Columbia), PHD (Canterbury), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2000, 2016)
• Stobart, Kent, BSC (Toronto), MD (Toronto), MSC (Queen’s University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (2013, 2016)
• Stollery, Daniel E, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2007, 2018)
• Stoltte, Erin Leanne, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2018, 2018)
• Stoltte, Michael Duane, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2011, 2016)
• Stonehocker, Brian Keith, BMEDEC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2012, 2016)
• Stonehocker, John L, CCFP (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2002, 2016)
• Stoyanov, Stanislav Raykov, MSC (Wichita State University), PHD (Wichita State University), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2013, 2016)
• Straube, Sebastian, BM (Oxford), School of Public Health (2014, 2019)
• Strachan, John, PhD (Alberta), School of Public Health (2006, 2012)
• Stroulia, Eleni, BS (Patras), MS (Georgia Inst of Tech), PHD (Georgia Inst of Tech), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (1997, 2019)
• Struck, Wolfgang M, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)
• Strungaru, Marcela Hermina, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Ophthalmology Dept (2004, 2010)
• Strungaru, Nicolae, BSC (Bucharest), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Mathematics & Statistical Sciences (2001, 2010)
• Strydom, Sheryl Marie, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1999, 2013)
• Stryker, Trina Danae, FRCOG (Dalhouse), FRCOG (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Subramanian, Chinnia Gounder, BENG (Madras), DPHIL (Melbourne), MBA (Western Ontario), MENG (Indian Inst of Sc), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2016, 2019)
• Suchowersky, Oksana, BSC (Alberta), MD (Calgary), MSC (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2010, 2019)
• Sudharshan, Namratha, MD (Bangalore), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Suen, Eryn Eun-Ju, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (1999, 2006)
• Suen, Gabriel Ian, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (2011, 2017)
• Sugars, Benjamin John, MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
• Sugars, William Peter, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2010, 2016)
• Sukhani, Geeta, MBBS (University of India), MD (University of India), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
• Sullivan, Corwin, BSC (Victoria), MSC (Toronto), PHD (Boston University), PHS (Boston University), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2016, 2019)
• Sullivan, Michael Gary, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2004, 2015)
• Sullivan, Samara CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MBBS (Dow Medical College), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Sunner, Parveen Kaur, BSC (Simon Fraser), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2006, 2016)
• Suri, Amreek, BA (Calgary), BSC (Calgary), DMD (Boston University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2014, 2016)
• Svensson, Lawrence Walter, BSC (Alberta), School of Public Health (2001, 2018)
• Swainson, Jennifer Nicole, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2001, 2014)
• Swallow, Mathew James Bruce, BES (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (2005, 2014)
• Swanson, Dalene, BED (Cape Town), BSC (Cape Town), MED (Cape Town), PHD (British Columbia), Faculty of Education (2009, 2015)
• Swanson, Murray Charles John, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2001, 2016)
• Sweeney, Colleen Marie, BSC (British Columbia), BSC (Cert College Family Physicians), CFPC-EM (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2016, 2016)
• Sweeny, Mohamed, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2010, 2015)
• Swiersky, Joanne, MD (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2015)
• Swigood, C Gray, PHD (Texas Austin), Faculty of Arts - Sociology Dept (2011, 2016)
• Swist, Mary-Lou, BSC (Guelph), MSC (Guelph), PHD (British Columbia), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2009, 2016)
• Swinton, Andrew Alan, BMEDSC (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Switzer, Connie Marie, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2019)
• Sych, Catherine Ann, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2007, 2016)
• Sykes, Thomas Ritchie, BSC (Manitoba), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Symes, Brent Anthony, BA (New Brunswick), MED (New Brunswick), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2005, 2016)
• Zeeman, Imre John Louis, BA (Queen's University), MA (Western Ontario), PHD (Duke University), Faculty of Arts - English & Film Studies Dept (2009, 2018)
• Szkutak, Artur Jerzy, BM (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (1999, 2019)
• Szymanski, Christine Mary, BSC (Winnipeg), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2008, 2019)
• Szymanski, Waldemar A, PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
• Ta, Dean, BS (Shanxi), MS (Shanxi), PHD (Tongji University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2012, 2018)
• Taam, Jason, MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2010, 2018)
• Tabler, Carl Joseph, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2019, 2019)
• Taghipour, Reza, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2019, 2019)
• Taher, Muba Saqlain, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
• Taher, Taha Hasnain, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
• Taher, Zaki Adnan, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
• Tai, Chao, MBBS (Natl U of Singapore), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Tailfeathers, Esther Ethel, BA (Lethbridge), BSC (Lethbridge), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (North Dakota), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Taiwo, Olumide Adediran, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MBBS (Ilorin), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Taiwo, Tolulola, MBBS (Ilorin), MPH (the Witwatersrand), MSC (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Takach Lapner, Sarah, MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2014, 2019)
• Talbot, James Alexander, BSC (Alberta), MD (Toronto), PHD (Alberta), School of Public Health (2000, 2016)
• Talwar, Kiran Kristin Joan, BS (Alberta), MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2014, 2016)
• Tam, Florence Mee Shi, FRCS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Tam, Kathy, BA (Alberta), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2006, 2011)
• Tam, Alexander Stephen, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2004, 2011)
• Tan, Amy Yuk Ying, MD (Calgary), MSC (Wales), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
• Tandon, Puneeta, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Physical Therapy (2003, 2019)
• Tang, Allan, BSC (Ottawa), MD (Ottawa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2000, 2015)
• Tang, Cathy, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)
• Tang, Tian, BS (Tsinghua University), PhD (Cornell University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2007, 2019)
• Tanguay, Teddie Annette, BSCN (Alberta), MN (Alberta), RN (Royal Alexandra Nursing), Faculty of Nursing (2002, 2016)
• Tankel, Keith, BS (the Witwatersrand), BSC (the Witwatersrand), MBCH (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Oncology Dept (2003, 2016)
• Tapardel, Anca, MD (Bucharest), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2014, 2016)
• Taparia, Minakshi S, MBBS (Bombay), MD (Bombay), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Tarhoni, Hesham, MD (Al-Fateh), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
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• Welch, David Stephen, BSC (Victoria), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Welch, Janet Elaine, BED (Lethbridge), MSC (University of Sunderland), PHD (Phoenix), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2011, 2017)
• Wellicome, Troy Ivor, BSC (British Columbia), MSC (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2005, 2016)
• Wells, Malcolm, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
• Wells, Tiffany Heather, FRCS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2005, 2016)
• Welch, Baydon Thomas, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2019, 2019)
• Wensel, Andrea Kay, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2006, 2016)
• Wensveen, Quentin James, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2007, 2016)
• Werk, Christine, BSC (Northern British Columbia), MA (Concordia), PhD (Concordia), School of Public Health (2010, 2016)
• Wesley, Jared Jay Hanley, ARTSD (Calgary), Faculty of Arts - Political Science Dept (1998, 2019)
• Weneser, Marni Lyn, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
• Wessleius, Janet Catherina, BA (Alberta), MPHIL (Inst for Christian Studies-Tor), PHD (Inst for Christian Studies-Tor), Faculty of Arts - Philosophy Dept (2000, 2019)
• West, John Robert, MD (Western Ontario), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2002, 2019)
• Westaway, David, BSC (Sussex), PhD (London), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2003, 2019)
• Westover, Christopher, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2016)
• Westra, Yolande N, BSC (McGill University), MD (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2016)
• Wheatley, Blaise Matt, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2005, 2016)
• Wheatley, Matthew Thompson, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Victoria), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Renewable Resources Dept (1998, 2005)
• Wheeler, David, Alberta School of Business - Strategic Management and Organization Dept (2019, 2019)
• Wheeler, Devon, AB (Saskatchewan), CCFP (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2011, 2014)
• Whidden, Ashley Nicole, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2014)
• Whiskeyjack, Francis, Faculty of Education - Deans Office (2011, 2015)
• White, Adam Murray, Faculty of Science - Computing Science (2005, 2019)
• White, Jonathan Samuel, BMEDSC (Queens U Belfast), MB (Queens U Belfast), PHD (Queens U Belfast), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2006, 2019)
White, Patrick, MDCM (Univ College Galway), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2000, 2016)

White, Robert J, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Birmingham), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)

White, William A, BA (Regina), BSC (Birmingham Young), MA (Regina), PHD (Simon Fraser), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Resource Economics & Environmental Sociology (2000, 2019)

Whitford, Elaine Mary, DIPGRAD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2009, 2016)

Wicentovich, Lana Marie, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)

Wickland-Weller, Monica Lee, BMEOSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

Whickman, Ron, BA (Alberta), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (1999, 2018)

Wild, Thomas Cameron, BA (Wilfred Laurier), BED (Western Ontario), MED (Western Ontario), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Psychology Dept (2003, 2016)


Wild, Thomas Cameron, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (1997, 2019)

Wildgrube, Peter David, BMEOSC (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2014)

Wilhelme, Andrea Louise, PhD (Calgary), Faculty of Arts - Linguistics Dept (2003, 2018)

Wilkes, Gordon H, BMEOSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2016)

Will, Erin Christine, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2004, 2019)

Williamson, Ian James Sinclair, MD (British Columbia), MSC (Simon Fraser), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2013, 2016)

Williams, Jennifer, FRCP (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2006, 2016)

Williams, Patricka, BOT (McMaster University), Faculty of Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy (2015, 2016)

Williams, Randell G, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)

Williamson, Andrew, BA (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Community Engagement (2 entries) (2015, 2016)

Willows, Laurene Anita, BMEOSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
• Wilman, Alan Howard, BSC (British Columbia), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1997, 2019)
• Wilson, Beverly Ann, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2000, 2016)
• Wilson, Donna M, BSCN (Alberta), MSEN (Texas), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (1990, 2019)
• Wilson, P Scott, MD (Dalhousie), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2015, 2016)
• Wilson, Stanley L, BA (Saskatchewan), MED (California S Barbara), PHD (California S Barbara), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2007, 2016)
• Windram, Jonathan David, MBCHB (Glasgow), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Windwick, Brent Frederick, BA (Alberta), LLB (Alberta), LLM (Cambridge), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2006, 2016)
• Wing, Andrew Charles, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2009)
• Winget, Marcy, BSC (California Davis), MHS (John Hopkins), PHD (John Hopkins), School of Public Health (2004, 2016)
• Winkelaar, Gerrit Bruce, MD (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2016)
• Winkler, Olga, BSC (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2015, 2016)
• Winter, Christopher Keith, BSC (Calgary), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (1999, 2019)
• Winters, Sean David, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2002, 2016)
• Wirzba, Brian James, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
• Wiseman, Dawn, MA (Concordia), Faculty of Education - Secondary Education Dept (2009, 2017)
• Wismark, Jennine Alexandra, BSC (Calgary), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
• Withers, Trevor Michael, LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MBCHB (Stellenbosch), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Witmans, Manisha Budhdeo, BMEDSC (Saskatchewan), MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2016)
• Witt, Norbert John, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2016)
• Witten, Allan Donald, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
• Wittmeier, Robert, BS (Calgary), CFPC-EM (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2011, 2016)
• Wittner, Carlissa, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2003, 2017)
• Woitas, Sandra Bernice, BEd (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (1999, 2019)
• Woite, Sherry Lynn, BEd (Alberta), DIPDHG (Alberta), DPHIL (Calgary), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2002, 2019)
• Wolch, Gary Richard, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2006, 2019)
• Wolfe, Alexander, BSC (Western Ontario), PHD (Queen’s University), Faculty of Science - Biological Sciences (2014, 2016)
• Wolfe, Tonya Brett Bunton, PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Engineering - Chemical and Materials Engineering Dept (2013, 2016)
• Wolff, Kim, PHD (Leeds University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2012, 2016)
• Wolin, Timothy Armin, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2000, 2019)
• Wolodko, Lesley Nicole, BSCN (Alberta), MN (Alberta), Faculty of Nursing (2008, 2016)
• Wolowyna, Oleh, Faculty of Arts - Canadian Institute for Ukranian Studies (CIUS) (2015, 2016)
• Wolstenholme, Keith Robert, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2018, 2018)
• Wolfgang, Aron Elessar, Faculty of Arts - Linguistics Dept (2006, 2009)
• Wong, Andrew Martin, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2003, 2016)
• Wong, Billy Roy, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2002, 2016)
• Wong, Charles, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
• Wong, Cindy Miao Ling, CFPC-EM (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2005, 2016)
• Wong, Courtney Ray-ye, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2012, 2014)
- Wong, Daniel Lik Hang, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2005, 2018)
- Wong, David Yuet-Wing, MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2002, 2016)
- Wong, Grace Mei-Yan, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2019)
- Wong, Jasmine Shih-min, BSC (Alberta), MSC [Sarah Lawrence College], Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Genetics Dept (2010, 2016)
- Wong, Joseph S, MBBS (Chinese U of Hong Kong), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2016)
- Wong, Karen, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (1999, 2016)
- Wong, Kathleen Sue Wing, BS (British Columbia), FRCP (C) (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2010, 2016)
- Wong, Ken, MB (National Taiwan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
- Wong, Kin W, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (1999, 2019)
- Wong, Sam Ken, BSC (Calgary), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2002, 2016)
- Wong, Sarah Louise Heather, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2012, 2019)
- Wong, Suzanna So Har, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Elementary Education (2010, 2019)
- Wong, Winnie Audrey, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2001, 2001)
- Wong, Zachary Marcus, DDS (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2015, 2016)
- Woo, Andrea Janice, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
- Woo, Kenny Siu-ling, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2004, 2016)
- Wood, Barbara Lois, BMEDESc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
- Wood, Dean Douglas, BA (Acadia University), BEd (Mount Allison), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2008, 2015)
- Wood, George Oliver, BMEDESc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2000, 2003)
- Woodruff, Jerry Litchfield, BSC (Alberta), MD (Lethbridge), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
- Worry, Kevin, BSC (Queen’s University), CCFP (British Columbia), CFPC-EM (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
- Woywodowski, Matthew Fredrick, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2010, 2016)
- Woytuk, Harvey P, BA (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
- Wray, Marvin Brent, BMEDESc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2015, 2016)
- Wright, J. Barry, BSC (Calgary), PhD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2006, 2016)
- Wu, Cecilia, FACC (Minnesota State U - Mankato), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2016, 2018)
- Wu, Xuefei, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2019, 2019)
- Wuest, Frank R., MSC [Technical U of Dresden], PhD [Technical U of Dresden], Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008, 2019)
- Xing, James Z, MB (Zhongshan(Sun Yat-Sen)), PhD (Robert Gordon University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2003, 2016)
- Xu, Han, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2014)
- Xu, Jane, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2002, 2005)
- Yacoub, Wadieh Ramses, MBCH (Alexandria University), MSC (Alberta), School of Public Health (2000, 2015)
- Yacyshyn, Alison Maureen, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Western Ontario), Alberta School of Business - Faculty of Business - General (1998, 2015)
- Yalte, Jamie-Lynn Melissa, BS (Alberta), DIPDHYG (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2016, 2019)
- Yaltho, Smitha, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Yamabe, David Lincoln, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Yan, Alexander, BSC (Alberta), FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
- Yan, Michael, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), LMCC (License Med Council Canada), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
- Yan, Rosanna Mei Mei, BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2018)
- Yang, Kevin Chi Wing, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2018)
- Yang, Rong-Cai, BSC (Nanjing Agric), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (1997, 2004)
- Yang, Wen Zhu, BSC (Shanxi Agric), MSC (Clermont-FerrandI), PHD (University Blaise-Pascal), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2013, 2016)
- Yang, WenZhu, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2019, 2019)
- Yang, Xianqin, BA (Nanjing), MSC (Nanjing), PHD (Waterloo), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Ag, Food & Nutri Sci Dept (2010, 2016)
- Yanow, Stephanie Kim, BSC (McGill University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2008, 2019)
- Yao, Roger, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2002, 2016)
- Yao, Shengtao, MD (Shandong Medical University), MSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Yao, Ying, BSC (British Columbia), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2018, 2019)
- Yarema, Mark Christopher, BSC (Simon Fraser), FRCP (C) (Calgary), MD (Victoria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2011, 2016)
- Yatscoff, Randall W, BSC (Western Ontario), PHD (McMaster University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2001, 2016)
- Yawney, Davis Jameson, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2019, 2019)
- Ye, Carrie Xu, BM (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2019)
- Ye, Ming, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2002, 2019)
- Yeh, Timothy W, BMEDSC (Manitoba), MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2016)
- Yehya, Jaled William, MD (Autonomous U of Caribe), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2012, 2016)
- Yen, Tien, BSC (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2007, 2016)
- Yeo, Tom A., MD (Manitoba), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Radiology & Diagnostic Imaging Dept (2002, 2016)
- Yeung, Alexander Kam-Tin, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (1999, 2016)
- Yeung, Aref Dao Ging, CCFP (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2011, 2016)
- Yeung, Timothy Tin Chee, BSC (Ottawa), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2009, 2016)
- Yip, Vivian Ling Yee, DMD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Dentistry Dept (2015, 2016)
- Yokchim, Lorin Geoffrey, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Education - Educational Policy Studies Dept (2009, 2016)
- Youen, Peter, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2012, 2016)
- Yoon, Philip, BMEDSC (Alberta), CCFP (Alberta), CFPC-EM (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Emergency Medicine Division (2000, 2015)
- York, Ernest Lai, MBBCH (the Witwatersrand), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
- Young, Leslie, Heather E, BA (McMaster University), MA (McMaster University), PHD (York University), RN (George Brown College), Faculty of Arts - Anthropology Dept (2014, 2019)
- Young, Dawn-Elaine, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2019, 2019)
Young, Carmen Brooke, FRCP (C) (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2016, 2016)
Young, Malcolm, BS (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2008, 2016)
Young, Sandra Jean, Faculty of Nursing (2019, 2019)
Young, William R, MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Obstetrics & Gynaecology Dept (2001, 2016)
Yu, Emily Wing-Ying, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2012, 2016)
Yu, Marc Hoi Ho, BLAW (Alberta), BSC (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2006, 2016)
Yue, Jody, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), MSC (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2000, 2016)
Yukawa, Masaru Ryan, MD (British Columbia), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2009, 2016)
Yun, Melissa Sookmon, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2019, 2019)
Zakaria, Fozia, CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MBBS (Karachi), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2013, 2016)
Zaki, Sami, MBChB (Mansoura University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
Zalasky, Darcy Kevin, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
Zbuk, Randall Stanley, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (1999, 2016)
Zdrill, Everett Michael, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Coll. Family Physicians CAN -), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2011, 2016)
Zedkova, Lenka, FRCP (C) (Alberta), MD (Charles University), PHD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (1998, 2019)
Zelinas, Nathan Julien, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medical Microbiology and Immunology Dept (2004, 2016)
Zeman, Marilyn Vera, BSC (Queen's University), BSCPHM (Toronto), CIM (Alberta), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
Zemp, Roger James, BSC (Alberta), MASC (Toronto), PHD (California Davis), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biomedical Engineering Dept (2007, 2019)
Zenuk, Ceci, BSC (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2016)
Zhang, Dawei, BA (Wuhan University), MSC (Nanjing), PHD (Queen's University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Biochemistry Dept (2008, 2019)
Zhang, Jany Hanjia, BSCPHM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2005, 2016)
Zhang, Jay, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2017, 2019)
Zhang, Ming, MD (Shanghai), PHD (Iowa), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (2010, 2016)
Zhang, Xian-En, PhD (Hehai University), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2011, 2016)
Zhang, Xinyun, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2003, 2016)
Zhao, Hong Vicky, BS (Tsinghua University), MS (Tsinghua University), PHD (Maryland), Faculty of Engineering - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept (2006, 2016)
Zhao, Lisa, FRCP (C) (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2016, 2016)
Zhou, Hong Yuan, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2015, 2015)
Zhou, Jian Song, BPHARM (Alberta), Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2011, 2019)
Zhu, Alan, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2019)
Zhu, Jay Zheng Jie, BMEDSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Surgery Dept (1999, 2016)
Zhu, Nancy Yan, BSC (Queen's University), MD (Saskatchewan), MSC (Toronto), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2006, 2018)
Zhu, Yu (James), PHD (Saskatchewan), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Laboratory Medicine & Pathology Dept (2016, 2016)
Zia, Khawaja, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Psychiatry Dept (2019, 2019)
• Zia, Shahzad, MBBS (Karachi), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2005, 2016)
• Zibdawi, Mohamad Ahmad, BSC (Calgary), MD (Calgary), MSC (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Critical Care Medicine (1999, 2016)
• Zielinski, Janice-Marie, BSC (Alberta), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Alberta), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2010, 2016)
• Zirk, Harry Alf, BSC (Calgary), CCFP (Cert College Family Physicians), MD (Calgary), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Family Medicine Dept (2002, 2013)
• Zwenga, Ophillia, MD (Zimbabwe), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2008, 2016)
• Zoe, John B., School of Public Health (2008, 2008)
• Zorzela, Liliane Medianeira, MD (U Federal de Santa Maria), Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2013, 2019)

Management and Professional Staff (Excluded)

Note: The following is a list of management and professional staff ("MAPS") who are not designated as academic staff and are therefore excluded from the scope of a collective agreement.

• Abel, Wendy J, Director, Procurement & Contract, Supply Management Services - Procurement & Contract Management (1985, 2019)
• Adamowicz, Wiktor Lucian, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Minnesota), Professor, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Deans Office (1981, 1995)
• Allen, James, Associate Vice-President O&M, VFO O&M Administration (2017, 2019)
• Amyotte, Allen Orville Martin, MAPS Finance Mgr., Internal Audit Services (2018, 2019)
• Andersen, Christian Trevor, BA (Queen’s University), MA (Queen’s University), PHD (Alberta), Dean, Faculty of Native Studies (1999, 2014)
• Andreasson-Richardson, Jerrie, BMGMT (Lethbridge), HR Partner, Human Resource Services - Partnerships (2012, 2019)
• Andrews, Janine Carol, BA (Lethbridge), MSC (Alberta), MAPS Admin Manager, Learning Services - Museums & Collections Services (1984, 2019)
• Anley, Catherine Mary, AM (MA) (Alberta), BA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Human Resource Services - Employment Equity (1997, 2019)
• Anthony, Andrea Elizabeth, Director, Finance, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2017, 2019)
• Arneri Ballas, Frances., Disclosure, Assurance and Institutional Research (2018, 2019)
• Askey, Dale S, Vice-Provost & Chief Librarian, Libraries - Chief Librarian Office (2018, 2019)
• Babcock, Susan Elaine, BA (Alberta), MA (York University), MBA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Research - Research Ethics Office (REO) (2003, 2019)
• Babiuk, Lorne, BSA (Saskatchewan), DSC (Saskatchewan), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (British Columbia), Vice-President (Research), Vice-President Research (2006, 2007)
• Bagheritari, Maryam Nb, CHRMGMT (Alberta), Senior HR Partner, Provost & Vice-President [Academic] - Faculty & Staff Relations (1998, 2019)
• Bailey, Anne E, BA (Alberta), MA (Western Ontario), PHD (Western Ontario), Director, Internal Comm, Vice-President University Relations (2001, 2019)
• Baker Perri, Lorna Arlene, Director Space Management, Facilities & Operations - Space Management (2000, 2019)
• Ball, Rajesh, APD Admin Manager, VFO O&M Administration (2017, 2019)
• Beaty, Laura Jean, BA (Carleton College), MA (John Hopkins), PHD (John Hopkins), Associate Vice President, Vice-President Research (2008, 2012)
• Bedard, William Phillip, Sr Officer, Fin. and Budgeting, Faculty of Science - Deans Office (2017, 2019)
• Bekkari, Zainab Haleema, Strategic Initiatives Manager, Human Resource Services (2018, 2019)
• Belisle, Valerie, BENG [Polytechnic Sch of Montreal], Assistant Dean, Adv Engineer, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2016, 2019)
• Bell, Mary Elizabeth, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Director, SSC LR and Comm, Student Services - Academic Success Centre [1999, 2019]
• Benson, John C, BA (Regina), Facility Services Manager, Facilities & Operations - Building Services (2005, 2019)
• Berger, Allen, AB (Chicagol, MA (Columbia University), MPHIL (Columbia University), PhD (Columbia University), Dean, Augustaana - Deans Office [2011, 2011]
• Berthelette, Tracy., Human Resource Services - Payroll & BenefitServices (2018, 2019)
• Bianchi, Giovana, BSC (Sao Paulo), Admin & Financial Coordinator, Vice-President (Finance & Administration) [2006, 2019]
• Blade, Stanford Fred, BSC (Albertal, MSC (Saskatchewan), PhD (McGill University), Dean, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Deans Office (2014, 2014)
• Bisasco Raj, Tara Lee Abina, Director of Communications, Faculty of Law - Admin [2017, 2019]
• Bohun, James Edward, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Assist Dean Academic&Student, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Student Services (2000, 2019)
• Bortnick, Amritpal Kaur, Senior HR Officer, Facilities & Operations – Human Resources Office [2010, 2019]
• Boyting, Brian Erik H, BCOM (Alberta), CGA (Cdn Inst of Chart Accts), University Chief Accountant, Financial Services - Accounting & Reporting [1999, 2019]
• Brennan, Stacey, BMGMT (Lethbridge), CBUSADM (Northern AB Inst Tech), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Arts - Deans Office [2009, 2019]
• Brenneis, Fraser Ralph, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Vice Dean, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Deans Office Admin [1990, 2019]
• Brochu, Tyrel David Lane, BCMD (Alberta), Senior Administrative Officer, Office of Advancement (2006, 2019)
• Brodie, Hallie Elizabeth, Internal Comm Coordinator, Vice-President University Relations (2013, 2019)
• Brolley, Meg, BSC (Guelph), MED (Manitoba), GFC Secretary/Mgr GFC Services, University of Alberta University Governance (2015, 2019)
• Brough, Kathleen Elizabeth, BA (Alberta), Senior Administrative Officer, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin [1999, 2019]
• Brunt, Kendra S., Director of Administration, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Deans Office Admin [1991, 2019]
• Buchsdruecker, Susan L, Faculty Relations Officer, Provost & Vice-President [Academic] – Faculty & Staff Relations [1980, 2019]
• Burnett, Michael Troy, BCOM (Saskatchewan), MBA (Alberta), Human Resources Manager, Augustaana - Human Resources [2012, 2019]
• Burshtyn, Deborah, BSC (McGill University), PhD (Toronto), Dean, Faculty of Graduate Studies & Research - Admin [1999, 2016]
• Cairney, Richard, DIPL (Grant Macwan Comm Coll.), Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office [2001, 2019]
• Campbell, Kathryn Jane, BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Dean, Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics [1996, 2006]
• Cardinal, Reginald James Phillip, BSBA (Maine), BSC (Southern Maine), MBA (Alberta), Assistant Dean/Administration, Faculty of Native Studies [2010, 2019]
• Cayford, Marjorie Ann, BA (Alberta), Senior HR Partner, Human Resource Services - Partnerships (2000, 2019)
• Chan, Ka Yi Kauin, BCOM (Alberta), MAPS Financial Auditor, Internal Audit Services (2007, 2019)
• Charest, Carl, BCOM (University of Quebec), APO Admin MGR., Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Deans Office Admin [2003, 2019]
• Chu, Vivien Wai Sum, Senior Financial Officer, Student Services - Dean of Students (2016, 2019)
• Clark, Alexander, BA (Glasgow), PhD (Glasgow), RN (Glasgow), Professor, Vice-President Research (2003, 2011)
• Clark, Phylis, BA (Toronto), MA (Michigan), Vice-President Finance & Admin, Vice-President (Finance & Administration) (2002, 2019)
- Conway, Adam Paul Macmillan, BA (Alberta), MAPS Hlth & Sfty Officer, Risk Management Services - Environmental Health & Safety (2010, 2019)
- Cooper, Andrew, MAPS Hlth & Sfty Officer, Risk Management Services - Environmental Health & Safety (2010, 2019)
- Cormack, Lesley B, BA (Calgary), MA (Toronto), PHD (Toronto), Dean, Faculty of Arts - Deans Office (1989, 2010)
- Costopoulos, Andre, BA (McGill University), MSC (University of Montreal), PHD (University of Oulu), Dean, Student Services - Dean of Students (2016, 2016)
- Coutts, Martin Ronald, BCOM (Alberta), CA (Cdn Inst of Chart Accts), AVP/Finance & SMS, Financial Services - Admin (1993, 2019)
- Crocker, Kenneth Craig, BA (Alberta), MBA (Memorial U of Nfld), Assistant Dean, Advancement, Alberta School of Business - External Relations (2001, 2019)
- Cummings, Greta Gesina, BSCN (Queen’s University), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Dean, Faculty of Nursing (2001, 2010)
- Currie, Luanne Gay, BA (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (1987, 2019)
- Dambrowitz, Kirsten A, BSC (Queen’s University), PHD (British Columbia), MAPS Admin Manager, RO Senior Advisor (1999, 2019)
- Davies, Neal Maynard, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Dean, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2016, 2016)
- de Peuter, Aris Cornelis, MAPS Admin Manager, Internal Audit Services (2018, 2019)
- Delinger, Scott L., BS (MacMurray College), PHD (Southern Illinois), IT Strat Initiatives Officer, Information Services & Technology - Research Computing (1994, 2019)
- Denisuk Dickey, Kyla Michelle, MAPS Development Mgr, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Deans Office-Admin (2016, 2019)
- Desrochers, Martine, BA (York University), Vice-President Research - Research Services (FIRC) (2005, 2019)
- Dew, Steven K, BASC (British Columbia), MSC (British Columbia), PHD (Alberta), Provost & VP (Academic), Provost & Vice-President Academic (1989, 1998)
- Deydey, Lorraine Anne, BSC (Alberta), LLB (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Research - Research Services Office (2003, 2019)
- Dion, Shana Renee, BA (Alberta), Assistant Dean, Indigenous, Student Services - Dean of Students (2006, 2019)
- Dittaro, David, CMA (Soc of Mgmt Accts(CMA)), DBU (Northern AB Inst Tech), DIPCMPS (Northern AB Inst Tech), Director, Enterprise App, Information Services & Technology - Enterprise Applications - Admin Information Systems (2008, 2019)
- Dixon, Walter Timothy, BSC (Alberta), MPHIL (Cambridge), PHD (Cambridge), Associate Vice President, Vice-President Research (1988, 2009)
- Doucet, Joseph A., BMGMT (Ottawa), MSC (California Berkeley), PHD (California Berkeley), Dean, Alberta School of Business - Deans Office (2000, 2004)
- Doughty, Wendy Michele, BASC (Guelph), DPHIL (Alberta), MED (Guelph), Assistant Dean Student Success, Student Services - Dean of Students (2006, 2019)
- Dvorsky, Lois Elaine, BSC (Alberta), Mgr Environmental Services, Risk Management Services - Environmental Health & Safety (2004, 2019)
- Earle, Cheryl, Director, Finance & Admin, Information Services & Technology - Finance & Administration (2013, 2019)
- Edwards, Kathleen Dianne, BA (Concordia College University), BED (Alberta), DIPMKTG (Northern AB Inst Tech), MED (Alberta), Executive Director, PPC, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2008, 2019)
- Eerkes, Deborah Kay, BA (Alberta), Director, Student Services - Student Conduct & Accountability (1999, 2019)
- Esch, Ben Thomas Alexander, Legal Counsel, Office of General Counsel (1999, 2019)
- Esslinger, Brian K, CMA (Soc of Mgmt Accts(CMA)), Assistant Dean/Administration, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Faculty Affairs (1989, 1999)
- Fix, Richard, DIPLOMA (Northern AB Inst Tech), Admin/Prof Officer, Information Services & Technology - Associate Executive Director (2013, 2019)
- Flower, Sarah Adela Mary, BA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Human Resource Services - Organizational Development, Equity and Health (1996, 2019)
- Fontaine, Denis, BEd (Alberta), Assistant Dean Academic Admin, Campus Saint-Jean - Academic Support OR Admin (2000, 2019)

Forbes, J Fraser, BASC (Waterloo), MASC (Waterloo), PHD (McMaster University), Dean, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (1996, 2001)

Forgie, Sarah E D, BMEDSC (Manitoba), BSC (Toronto), MD (Manitoba), Vice Provost, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin (2003, 2014)

Fortin, Denis, DIPMKTG (College LaSalle), MPA (Nat’l School of Pub Admin), Admin/Prof Officer, Human Resource Services - Job and Organizational Design (2007, 2019)

Fowler, Kristina Jasmine, BA (Alberta), MAPS HR Prfssnl , Helping Individuals at Risk (1996, 2019)

Franklin, Keith Frederick, HS (Alberta), Director, Facilities & Tech, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2000, 2019)

Friese, Kevin Leigh, BCOM (Alberta), Assist Dean Health & Wellness, Student Services - Dean of Students (1996, 2019)

Froment, Christine Carol, BCOM (Alberta), Director, Human Resources, Alberta School of Business - Deans Office (1999, 2019)

Fuko, Michelle Irene, Assistant Dean (Development), Office of Advancement (2013, 2019)


George, Valerie, HR Partner, Human Resource Services - Partnerships (2014, 2019)


Gledie, Douglas Lee, DED (Alberta), Associate Professor, Faculty of Education - Deans Office (2002, 2019)

Goebel, Randolph G, BSC (Regina), MSC (Alberta), PHD (British Columbia), Associate Vice President, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin (1987, 1994)

Golab, Mary Patricia, Director, Information&Privacy, Information & Privacy Office (2013, 2019)


Griffiths, Cherene Deanna, BCOM (Alberta), MBA (Alberta), Director, Vice-President University Relations (2000, 2019)

Haenneman, Nancy Jo-Ann, BA (Alberta), MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Alberta), Dean, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2005, 2006)

Haggarty-France, Marion T, BA (Calgary), University Secretary, University of Alberta University Governance (1996, 2019)

Hamdon, Bradley Kamall, BA (Alberta), BLAW (Alberta), General Counsel, Office of General Counsel (2004, 2019)


Hamilton, Jillian, Issues Mgmt/Strategic Plan, VFO Strategic Plan, Vice-President University Relations (2018, 2019)


Hanson, Timothy Edwin, BA (Calgary), Asst Dean/External Relations, Augustana - External Relations General (2004, 2019)

Harwardt, Cheryl Doreen, BA (Alberta), CHRP (Alberta), Director Campus & Com Rec, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Facilities Operations (2006, 2019)

Hemmingson, David Michael, BEd (Alberta), Director, Information Services, Office of Advancement (2007, 2019)

Herman, Donna M., BSC (Alberta), Provost & Vice-President (Academic) - Faculty & Staff Relations (1993, 2019)

Herst, Julaine, CERT (Grant MacEwan Comm Coll), Assistant Director, Cont & Agree, Vice-President Research - Research Services Office (1998, 2019)

Hickey, Donald, BSEE (Alberta), Vice-President/Facilities & Ops, Vice-President Facilities & Operations (2003, 2019)


Hiller, Joyce Marie, BEd (Alberta), Director HR Administration, Human Resource Services (1983, 1999)

Hodgson, Ann M, Manager, Governance Operations, University of Alberta University Governance (1986, 2019)

Hogeveen, Bryan R, BA (Windsor), MA (Manitoba), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor, Faculty of Graduate Studies & Research - Admin (2002, 2019)

Horder, Amber Joy, BMGMT (Lethbridge), Administrative Officer, University of Alberta International (2006, 2019)

Hollands, Keith, BSC (Saskatchewan), Assoc Dir/Design & Tech Serv, VFO Design and Technical Services (2007, 2019)

Hollow, Damian, Admin/Prof Officer, Records Management Office (2016, 2019)

Honeychurch, Sherri, DIPCMPS (Northern AB Instr Tech), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - MED MedIT (2015, 2019)
Hopper, Tammy, BA (Manitoba), MS (Idaho State), PHD (Arizona), Vice Provost, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin (2001, 2013)

Hruczkowski, Lynn Anne, BA (New Brunswick), Sr. Director, Donor Engagement, Office of Advancement (2001, 2019)

Huang, Cen, BED (Beijing Normal), MPhil (Glasgow), PHD (Alberta), Vice-Prov & EVP International, University of Alberta International (2009, 2019)

Hui, Mimi Mei Yan, MBA (Athabasca University), Executive Director & Adviser, Faculty of Extension - English Language (1980, 2019)

Huisjen, Katherine Joan, Associate Vice President, Ancillary Services (2017, 2019)

Hunter, Valerie, HR Partner, Human Resource Services - Partnerships (1999, 2019)


Jansen, Pat, DIPENG (Northern AB Inst Tech), Associate Vice-President P&PD, Facilities & Operations - Planning & Project Delivery Office (2007, 2019)

Jennax, Jennifer Lori, Senior Director, Advancement, Office of Advancement (1999, 2019)

Johnson, David C, BA (Bates College), MA (California State), PHD (California State), Provost & Vice-President (Academic) - Faculty & Staff Relations (1970, 1987)


Johnson, Shanthi, Dean, School of Public Health (2018, 2019)


Killips, Lorrie Evonne, Administrative Exec. Director, Student Services - University Health Centre (2008, 2019)

King, Wade James, BA (Mount Allison), Director, Safe Disc & Hmn Rgts, Safe Disclosure & Human Rights (2009, 2019)

Kitchen, Isabelle, Senior Officer Human Resources, Office of the Registrar - Human Resources & Training (2017, 2019)

Klimczak, Nancy Ruth, BA (Alberta), Asst Director., Vice-President Research - Research Services Office (1992, 2019)


Kordov, Kimberley Ann, BSN (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Research - Research Ethics Office (REO) (2008, 2019)

Kozar, Jason Chrysler, Sr. Officer, Human Resources, Faculty of Science - Deans Office (2018, 2019)

Koziakiewicz, Alexis Kirsten, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Associate Vice-President, Vice-President University Relations (2003, 2019)

Kufuro-Boakey, Olukemi Adenike, BCOM (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Learning Services - Vice-Provost Learning Services (2003, 2019)

Kuhnert, Tyler Michael, HR Partner, Human Resource Services - Partnerships (2010, 2019)

Kulczycki, Gitta, Vice-President Finance & Admin, Vice-President (Finance & Administration) (2016, 2019)

Kumar, Jayant, BSC (Delhi), MBA (Alberta), MSC (Delhi), Vice President Tech. Management, Vice-President Research - TEC Edmonton (1998, 2019)

Kunimoto, Dennis Y, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Vice Dean, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Deans Office Admin (1988, 2004)

Lan, Bryan Sien-Leung, BMGMT (Western Ontario), Director, Annual Giving, Office of Advancement (2013, 2019)

Latham, Gregory Alan, BA (Canterbury), Director/Alumni Engagement, Office of Advancement (2016, 2019)

Law, John M, BA (Alberta), LLB (Alberta), LLM (Dalhousie), Special Advisor, Provost & Vice-President (Academic) - Faculty & Staff Relations (1978, 1996)

Lee, Christine Phoi Hien, Senior Financial Officer, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Deans Office Admin (2003, 2019)

Leitch, Andrew Scott, BA (Alberta), BAA (Ryerson Polytech Inst), MAPS Admin Manager , Risk Management Services (2000, 2019)


Li, Olwen, Human Resources Lead, Learning Services - Vice-Provost Learning Services (2008, 2019)

Lim, Anastasia Ming Yee, BA (Alberta), Executive Director, Vice-President University Relations (2011, 2019)

Lodhi, Faiza, HR Manager, Office of the Registrar - Human Resources & Training (2011, 2019)


Lumb, Chris, BASC (Waterloo), CEO of TEC Edmonton, Vice-President Research - TEC Edmonton (2006, 2019)
Lynch, Susan, Assistant Dean, Administration, Faculty of Nursing (2007, 2019)
Maccagno, Michelle, Director, Administration, Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences (2000, 2019)
MacDonald, Heather Jean, MAPS Admin Mgr, Vice-President Facilities & Operations - Safety (2018, 2019)
MacGregor, Michael Harold, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Provost & Vice-President (Academic) - Information Technology (1999, 2008)
MacPherson, Annette Grace, BCOM (Alberta), Manager HR/Admin/Comm, Information Services & Technology - Finance & Administration (2002, 2019)
Maddison, Dawn, MAPS HR Prfssnl, Faculty of Arts - Deans Office (2018, 2019)
Mah, Arthur Lance, Manager/IDW/Finance, Strategic Analysis & Datawarehousing (2014, 2019)
Mah, Gordie, BA (Concordia College University), BBA (Lethbridge), MSC (Norwich University), Admin/Prof Officer, Provost & Vice-President (Academic) - Information Technology (2009, 2019)
Mah, Peter Chu Holn, DIPCMPS (Northern AB Inst Tech), Admin/Prof Officer, Information Services & Technology - Server & Application Host (1998, 2019)
Maltais, Anthony, MAPS Admin Manager, VFO Infrastructure Information and Analytics (2007, 2019)
March, Dolores, BA (Memorial U of Nfld), BED (Alberta), MED (Alberta), Director Hospitality Services, Ancillary Services (2012, 2019)
Mardhani-Bayne, Logan Doyle, Strategic Development Manager, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin (2006, 2019)
Marquez-Stricker, Francisco Jose, MAPS Lawyer, Vice-President Research - Research Services Office (2006, 2019)
Marsiglio, Frank, Bsc (Toronto), Mc Master University, PhD (Mc Master University), Dean, Faculty of Science - Deans Office (1997, 2001)
McClelland, Julie Linda, BCOM (Alberta), MPA (Dalhousie), Faculty of Law - Admin (2006, 2019)
McCrimmon, Lorraine, DIPCMPS (Northern AB Inst Tech), Service Delivery Manager/HCm, Information Services & Technology - Enterprise Applications - Admin Mgmt Svcs HCM Campus Solutions (2014, 2019)
McIntosh, Debbie, Asst Dean, Advancement, Augustana - Development (2018, 2019)
McIsaac, Ben, BA (St Mary's University, Halifax), Senior Director, Office of Advancement (2013, 2019)
McKinley, Darin Scott, BA (Okanagan U College), LLB (Alberta), Legal Counsel, Office of General Counsel (2005, 2019)
Mejer, Marianne Geerdl, Admin/Prof Officer, Human Resource Services - Job and Organizational Design (2014, 2019)
Meleskie, Kevin Michael, Human Resources Manager, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Pediatrics Dept (2014, 2019)
Michael, Derek S, JD (Saskatchewan), Director, Planned Giving, Office of Advancement (2005, 2019)
Michael, Jason Elvin, BSC (Alberta), Manager, HR Systems & Reporting, Strategic Analysis & Datawarehousing (2011, 2019)
Milligan, Ryan James, BBA (Northern AB Inst Tech), CBUSADM (Northern AB Inst Tech), Human Resources Manager, Faculty of Extension - Operations (2014, 2019)
Mireau, Trevor Jason, BED (Alberta), MBA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Alberta School of Business - Deans Office (2000, 2019)
Mirza, Fatima, BA (Osmania University), MIR (University of Detroit Mercy), Director, HR Operations, Human Resource Services - Operations (2016, 2019)
Misfeldt, Kim Ione, BSC (Saskatchewan), MA (Saskatchewan), PHD (Queen’s University), Vice Dean, Augustana - Deans Office (2004, 2011)
Moququis, Pierre-Yves, PHD (Western Ontario), Dean, Campus Saint-Jean - Deans Office (2014, 2014)
Moffitt, Kevin Patrick, BED (Alberta), Director Ancillary Services, Learning Services - Vice Provost Learning Services (1998, 2019)
Moore, Craig, BCOM (Calgary), Director Real Estate Services, Ancillary Services - Real Estate Development (2004, 2019)
Moore, Katharine E, BA (Alberta), BPE (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Queensland), Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Research (1992, 2019)
Moyle, Robert G, BCOM (Alberta), Senior Director, Office of Advancement (2012, 2019)
Mumfrey, William Kerry, BSC (Brandon University), MSC (Saskatchewan), PHD (Alberta), Dean, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Faculty Affairs (2007, 2018)
Munro, Robert Bruce, BSC (Alberta), Director, Risk Management Services - Environmental Health & Safety (2009, 2019)
• Murray, Jason Bryon, BA (Regina), MED (Alberta), Director, Student Services - Counselling & Clinical Services (2000, 2019)
• Murray, Kyle Bayne, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Vice Dean, Alberta School of Business - Deans Office (1999, 2013)
• Myles, Catherine Jean, MAPS Finance Manager, Risk Management Services - Insurance & Risk Assessment (2017, 2019)
• Nankoua Nygerep, Patriciane, MBA (Fundacao Getulio Vargas), MAPS Admin Manager, Campus Saint-Jean - Finance & Facilities OR Operations (2016, 2019)
• Naylor, Julie Margaret, BA (Alberta), Assistant Dean (Program & Ops), Faculty of Science - Science Programs & Operations (2001, 2019)
• Neumann, Norman Frederick, BSC (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, School of Public Health (1991, 2013)
• Newton, Heather Ann, BA (Alberta), ED Marketing & Communications, Alberta School of Business - Communications (2000, 2019)
• Nickel, Randal, BA (Manitoba), BED (Calgary), MED (Calgary), MAPS Admin Manager, Student Services - Augustana Student Services (2015, 2019)
• O'Hara, Jonathan Robert, DIPENG (Northern AB Inst Tech), Dir/Facility Planning & Projs, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - MED Facilities & Operations (2015, 2019)
• Oltan, Jaxine, Senior Legal Counsel, Office of General Counsel (1999, 2019)
• Padfield, Melissa Jane, BA (Alberta), MA (Victoria), Vice Provost & Registrar, Office of the Registrar - Vice-Provost & University Registrar (1999, 2019)
• Palmer, Deborah Ann, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Assistant Dean, Faculty of Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation Medicine (2001, 2019)
• Paradis, Della Derama, BA (Lethbridge), MLIS (Alberta), Senior Director, Fac Developmt, Office of Advancement (1995, 2019)
• Paton, Paul D, LLB (Toronto), LLD (Stanford University), LLM (Stanford University), Professor, Faculty of Law - Admin (2014, 2014)
• Patterson, Wayne, CHRMGMT (Northern AB Inst Tech), Vice Provost & AVP HR, Human Resource Services (2010, 2019)
• Pearson, Samantha Louise, BSC (Wales Swansea), PHD (University of Buckingham), Director/Corp & Fdn Relations, Office of Advancement (2011, 2019)
• Perron, Marie, BCOM (McGill University), Assistant Dean (Development), Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Development (2012, 2019)
• Peters, Kathryn, Portfolio Initiatives Manager, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin (2014, 2014)
• Peterson, Michael Roy, LLB (Alberta), Appeals & Compliance Officer, University of Alberta University Governance (2012, 2019)
• Pollard, Robert W, BS (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Facilities & Operations -Utilities Heating Plant (2007, 2019)
• Potentier, Jane Michelle, BSC (Aston University), DIFMKTG (Institute of Direct Marketing), Assistant Dean Advancement, Faculty of Arts - Deans Office (2002, 2019)
• Power, Christopher, BSC (Toronto), MD (Ottawa), Vice Dean, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Office of Research Admin (2005, 2005)
• Predy, Michel, BSS (Ottawa), Director, News and Media Rltns, Vice-President University Relations (2007, 2019)
• Rausch, Michael, Quality Assurance Info. Lead, Strategic Analysis & Datawarehousing (2003, 2019)
• Rawlings, Jeff John, BCOM (Concordia College University), BED (Alberta), MA (San Diego State), Director, Relationship Mgmt, Information Services & Technology - Relationship Management (2011, 2019)
• Reeler, Mary Lou, BJOURN (Carleton University), Director/Adv Communications, Office of Advancement (2014, 2019)
• Richardson, Donna May, BCOM (Alberta), DBU (Northern AB Inst Tech), MED (Alberta), Director/Mktng&Alum Relations, School of Public Health (1999, 2019)
• Rieger, Giles Tim, AB (Saskatchewan), Senior Consultant, Disability, Human Resource Services - Organizational Development, Equity and Health (2009, 2019)
• Ritter, Ronald F, BCOM (Alberta), CA (Cdn Inst of Chart Accts), Director Treasury & Investment, Financial Services - Treasury (1989, 2019)
• Robbins, Anjali, BMGMT (Lethbridge), BMGMT (Lethbridge), Admin/Prof Officer, Human Resource Services - Job and Organizational Design (2008, 2019)
• Robinson, Heidi Katharine, BCOM (Alberta), LLB (Alberta), MAPS Lawyer, Vice-President Research - Research Services Office (2002, 2019)
• Robin, Laurel Anne, BSC (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Facilities & Operations - Utilities - Chilled Water Utility (2001, 2019)
• Rode, Geoffrey Mark, BMUS (McGill University), MA (Calgary), Director of Operations, Ancillary Services (1999, 2019)
• Rodenburg, Norma-Jean, BSCPE (Alberta), Admin Manager, RO Senior Advisor (2000, 2019)
• Rodgers, Wendy M., BA (York University), MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Waterloo), Deputy Provost, Provost & Vice-President Academic - Admin (1993, 2003)
• Roh, David, DIPELEC (Red River Community College), Admin/Prof Officer, Vice-President Facilities & Operations - Utilities Electrical Utility (2003, 2019)
• Rooke, Michelle Marguerita, MAPS Hlth and Sfty Officer, Risk Management Services - Environmental Health & Safety (1994, 2019)
• Roy Brenneis, Derek Oliver Joseph, BA (Alberta), Exec Officer to the Chancellor, University of Alberta Senate (2004, 2019)
• Ruth, Matthias, Vice-President (Research), Vice-President Research (2018, 2019)
• Ryan, Gregory, BED (Calgary), MHK (Calgary), Dir/Athletics & Campus Rec, Auguta - Athletics & Recreation (2008, 2019)
• Sadler, Robert, BAGRSC (Saskatchewan), BSC (Saskatchewan), MBA (Calgary), Admin/Prof Officer, School of Public Health (2003, 2019)
• Salmon, Tracy Leigh, BA (Alberta), MSc (Alberta), Director, Alumni Programs, Office of Advancement (1999, 2019)
• Samarasekera, Indira, BSC (University of Ceylon), MS (California Davis), PhD (British Columbia), , CNV (2005, 2017)
• Sandie, Nickolletta Adriane, Internal Auditor, Internal Audit Services (2010, 2019)
• Sarkar, Shayantani, Manager, Human Resources, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sci - Deans Office Admin (2006, 2019)
• Schiestel, Bobbi Jean, Director, University of Alberta Presidents Office (2000, 2019)
• Schipper, Shirley Ann, BSC (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Vice-Dean, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Office of Education (2000, 2019)
• Schneider, Tim, Director, Digital Analytics, Vice-President University Relations (2000, 2019)
• Schultz, Christie Lee, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Assistant Dean (Academic), Faculty of Extension - Extension Academics (2000, 2019)
• Scott Nykolyshyn, Stacey Diane, Director, Stewardship, Office of Advancement (2017, 2019)
• Sharman, Andrew, Vice-President/Facilities &Ops, Vice-President Facilities & Operations (2016, 2019)
• Sharpe, Natalie P A, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Student Services - Dean of Students (1984, 2019)
• Shea, Michele M, BSC (Mount Allison), Sr. Dir. Individual Giving, Office of Advancement (2003, 2019)
• Sheehy, Jason James, Executive Director, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine - Glen Sather Sports Medicine Clinic (2011, 2019)
• Sheppard, Adrian, AB (Calgary), BLAW (Victoria), BSC (Victoria), Director, Copyright Office, Learning Services - Copyright Office (2015, 2019)
• Siik, LilliLiana Slavica, HR Manager, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Medicine Dept (2009, 2019)
• Silzer, Daryl Edward, Senior Director, Faculty Dev, Office of Advancement (2017, 2019)
• Smith, Andrea C, BE (McGill University), MBA (Victoria), Senior Administrative Officer, Vice-President University Relations (2011, 2019)
• Smith, James B., Assistant Dean, Finance/Admin, Auguta - Administrative General (2015, 2019)
Spence, John C, BA (McGill University), MA (McGill University), PhD (Concordia), Professor, Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation - Faculty Affairs (1996, 2011)

Spencer, Kelly Dawn, BA (Alberta), Associate Vice-President (Adv), Office of Advancement (2004, 2019)

Splinter, Michael William, BSC (Alberta), MAPS Admin Manager, Faculty of Extension - Operations (1993, 2019)


Stack, Philip Gerard, BA (Alberta), Diploma (Northern AB Inst Tech), MSHA (Alberta), Associate Vice-President, Risk Management Services (1996, 2019)

Stephens, Julie Lynne, BSC (Alberta), MAPS Admin Manager, Faculty of Extension - Operations (1993, 2019)


Stack, Philip Gerard, BA (Alberta), Diploma (Northern AB Inst Tech), MSHA (Alberta), Associate Vice-President, Risk Management Services (1996, 2019)

Stephens, Julie Lynne, BSC (Alberta), MAPS Admin Manager, Faculty of Extension - Operations (1993, 2019)


Stack, Philip Gerard, BA (Alberta), Diploma (Northern AB Inst Tech), MSHA (Alberta), Associate Vice-President, Risk Management Services (1996, 2019)

Stephens, Julie Lynne, BSC (Alberta), MAPS Admin Manager, Faculty of Extension - Operations (1993, 2019)


Stack, Philip Gerard, BA (Alberta), Diploma (Northern AB Inst Tech), MSHA (Alberta), Associate Vice-President, Risk Management Services (1996, 2019)

Stephens, Julie Lynne, BSC (Alberta), MAPS Admin Manager, Faculty of Extension - Operations (1993, 2019)


Stack, Philip Gerard, BA (Alberta), Diploma (Northern AB Inst Tech), MSHA (Alberta), Associate Vice-President, Risk Management Services (1996, 2019)
- Williamson, Iain James, BA (Sheffield Hallam), Director, Service Management, Information Services & Technology - Information Technology Service Management Team (2013, 2019)
- Wolgemuth, Sarah Catherine, BHK (Brock University), MED (Alberta), Assistant Dean, Student Life, Student Services - Dean of Students (2003, 2019)
- Wulff, Vivien D, BCOM (Alberta), Chief Operating Officer, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry - Deans Office Admin (2004, 2019)
- Yahya, Moinuddin Ahmad, BA (Alberta), MA (Alberta), PHD (Toronto), Vice Dean, Faculty of Law - Admin (2003, 2016)
- Yonge, Olive June, BSC (Alberta), MED (Alberta), PHD (Alberta), Professor, Faculty of Nursing (1977, 1994)
- Youell, Linda J, BSCN (Alberta), MHSA (Alberta), RN (Alberta), Admin/Prof Officer, Faculty of Nursing (1999, 2019)
- Young, Ilana Marie, Dir., DiscoverE and Outreach, Faculty of Engineering - Deans Office (2007, 2019)
- Yu, Rose Pui-Yok, BCOM (Alberta), Dir Strat Initiative Fac & Fin, Faculty of Arts - Finance (2012, 2019)
- Zaragoza, Dean Benzon, BSC (Alberta), MSC (Alberta), Executive Director, Health Sciences Council (HSC) (1997, 1999)
- Zinken, Juliane Susanne, BA (Alberta), DIPLOMA (Grant Macewan Comm Coll), Bd Secty & Mgr of Bd Services, University of Alberta University Governance (2000, 2019)

Honorary Degree Recipients

2018

Spring

Ayed, Nahlah, LLD
Bradley, Louise, LLD
Clark, Helen Elizabeth, LLD
HAAS, Ralph, DSc
Kakfwi, Stephen, LLD
Levasseur-Duimet, France, DLitt
Matas, David, LLB
Naylor, C. David, DSc
Pannu, Rajinder, LLB
Rowswell, Mark (Dashan), DLitt
Suzuki, David, DSc
Wiebe, Nettie, LLB

Fall

Hays, Daniel, LLD
Mclean, Brenda, LLB
Spurgeon, Jeremy, DLitt
2017

Spring

Johnston, Right Honourable David, [Governor General of Canada], LLD
Eddins, William Frederick, DLitt
Mowat, Dave, LLD
Wilson, Marie, LLD
Rasul, Firoz Abdul, DSc
Rasul, Saida F, DSc
Besner, Jeanne Francoise, DSc
Smith, Anne, LLD
Yau, Shing-Tung, DSc
Goss, Douglas O, [Chair, Board of Governors of the University], LLD
Firth, Sharon Anne, LLD
Anderson, Dennis Lester, LLD

Fall

McDonald, Bob, DSc
Côté, Honourable Justice Jean Edouard Léon, LLD
Smith, Tricia Catherine Marjorie, LLD

2016

Spring

Carney, Mark, LLD
Dallaire, Honourable Roméo Antonius [L.Gen (retd)], LLD
Samarasekera, Indira V, [Twelfth President of the University], DSc
Flewelling, Francis Morris, LLD
Bachin, Salah J, LLD
Fields, Anthony Lindsay Austin, DSc
Nriagu, Jerome Okon, DSc
Bell Burnell, Dame Jocelyn, DSc
Kelly, Ruth, LLD
Mandel, Stephen, [Edmonton’s thirty-fourth Mayor], LLD

Special Convocation (June 21), Edmonton, AB
Robinson, Mary, LLD

Fall

Young, Ralph Barclay, [20th Chancellor of the University], LLD
O’Neill, Elizabeth, LLD
Lewis, Stephen, LLD
2015

**Augustana Convocation (May)**
Schnell, Russell Clifford, DSc

**Spring**
Church, Robert B, DSc
Hancock, David Graeme (Premier of Alberta), LLD
Poitras, Jane Ash, DLitt
Zhang, Xian-En, DSc
Gaudet, Daniel Leonard, LL.D
Slamon, Dennis J, DSc
Toope, Stephen J, LL.D
Su, Guaning, DSc
Bennett, Rear-Admiral Jennifer Jane, LL.D
Clements, Patricia Dawn, DLitt
Hébert, Chantal St-Cyr, LL.D
Saville, Bruce Austin, LL.D

**Special Convocation (October) Hong Kong, China**
Choi, Jonathan, LL.D

**Special Convocation (October) Tianjin, China**
Chao-Yeh, Chia-Ying, DLitt

**Fall**
Mitchell, Honourable Lois (Lieutenant Governor of Alberta), LL.D
Nutt, Samantha, DSc
Bolton, Hugh, LL.D

2014

**Spring**
McCalla, Alexander Frederick, DSc
Hogle, Bruce W, LL.D
Scott, Rebecca Scott, LL.D
Lede, Dave William, LL.D
Entwistle, Darren, LL.D
Hays, Helen, DSc
Cho-Ming, John Poon, LL.D
Bawa, Kamaljit S, DSc
Schindler, David William, DSc
Yanik, Elsie Rose, LL.D
Woitas, Sandra B, LL.D

**Fall**
Hughes, Clara Anne, LL.D
2013

**Augustana Convocation (June)**
Butala, Sharon, DLitt

**Spring**
Fraser, Hon Catherine A, LLD
Mehta, Deepa, DLitt
Masliyah, Jacob Heskel, DSc
Chen, Lincoln C, DSc
Miller, Louise A, LLD
Armour, Margaret-Ann, DSc
Stelmach, Edward Michael (Premier of Alberta), LLD
Balog, James, DSc
Stirling, Ian, DSc
Prentice, Hon James, LLD

**Special Convocation (November)**
Getty, Donald Ross, (Premier of Alberta), LLD

**Fall**
McLachlan, Sarah, LLD
Hantho, Charles, LLD

2012

**Special Convocation (March)**
Brabeck-Letmathe, Peter, LLD
Hrudey, Steve E, DSc
Narain, Sunita, LLB

**Special Convocation (May, Beijing, China)**
Zeng, Fan, DLitt

**Spring**
Petiteclerc, Chantal, LLD
Dingwell, Donald Bruce, DSc
Stanton, John, LLD
Lindberg, Garry, DSc
Stinson, Shirley Marie, DSc
Frenk, Julio J, DSc
Martin, Right Hon Paul, LLD (Prime Minister of Canada)
Simon, Mary, LLD
Orbinski, James Jude, LLD
Petersen, Holger Martin, DLitt

**Fall**
Gbowee, Leymah Roberta, LLD
Karman, Tawakkol, LLD
Trussler, Marguerite, LLD
Heidecker, Brian Richard (Chair, Board of Governors of the University)

2011

**Augustana Convocation**
Kielburger, Craig, LLDD

**Spring**
Triffo, Ron, LLD
Schlesinger, Joe, DLitt
Sainath, Palagummi, DLitt
Hayes, Louise, LLDD
Mardon, Austin, LLDD
Ferguson, Bunny, LLDD
Lau, John Chin Sung, LLDD
Luker, Karen Anne, DSc
Evalik, Charlie Kakotok, LLDD
Zelmanov, Efin, DSc
Daniel, Patrick, LLDD
Cheng, Angela, Mai-Lin, LLDD

**Special Convocation (October)**
McDonald, Arthur Bruce, DSc

**Fall**
Kirby, Hon Michael JL, LLDD
Hansen, Richard M, LLDD
Wang, Lawrence Chia-Huang, DSc

2010

**Spring**
Wachowich, The Hon Allan Harvey, LLDD
Reits, Ernest Frederick, DSc
Buffalo, Victor Stanley, LLDD
Tingle, Aubrey James, DSc
Rasoreka, Helen Kay, LLDD
Anson-Cartwright, Hugh, LLDD
Kahle, Brewster, LLDD
Neal, James G, LLDD
Thapar, Renuka, LLDD
Bandura, Albert, LLDD
Daniel, Patrick, LLDD
Cheng, Angela, Mai-Lin, LLDD

**Special Convocation (October)**
Swaminathan, Monkombu Sambasivan, DSc
Fall
Ethell, The Hon Donald S, (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Chiu, Ywonne Shi-Wan, LLD
Campbell, Right Hon Kim (Prime Minister of Canada), LLD

2009

Spring
Arbour, The Hon Louise, LLD
Hayden, Michael R, DSc
Thorsell, James Westwick, LLD
Kipnes, Dianne Roberta, LLD
Kipnes, Irving, LLD
March, James G, LLD
Khan, His Highness The Aga, LLD
McMaster, Juliet, DLitt
Wiebe, Rudy, DLitt
Watt-Cloutier, Sheila, LLD
Fouron, Yves, DSc

Fall
Ingram, Jay, DSc
Lynch, Hon Kevin G, LLD
Roozen, Catherine, LLD

2008

Augustana Convocation (May)
Fowler, Bertha (Berdie), LLD

Spring
Wallin, Pamela, LLD
Aho, Esko Tapani, LLD
Meekison, J Peter, LLD
Pawson, Anthony James, DSc
Venter, J Craig, DSc
Jean, The Right Hon Michaëlle (Governor General of Canada), LLD
Jones, Elizabeth (Betty), DSc
Zoe, John B, LLD
Iang, k.d., LLD
Janvier, Alexan Simeon, LLD
Fraser, Felix (Fil), DLitt

Fall
Manning, Ernest Preston, LLD
Knoppers, Bartha Maria, LLD
2007

Special Convocation (May)
Wyman, Robert, LLD

Spring
Littlechild, J Wilton, LLD
Bowles, Sheldon, LLD
Westbury, Robert, LLD
Morgenstern, Norbert, DSc
Benson, Alvin Allen, LLD
McLellan, The Hon A Anne, LLD
O’Nions, Sir Keith, DSc
Guloien, PJ Perry, LLD
Klawe, Maria, DSc
Harrison, E Hunter, LLD

Special Convocation (October)
Cooper, George, LLD
Matthews, John, LLD
McCaug, Ann, LLD

Fall
Shaver, Donald McQueen, DSc
O’Brien, Allison Douglas, LLD
Churchland, Patricia Smith, LLD
Churchland, Paul Montgomery, LLD

2006

Spring
Jackson, Tom, LLD
Kahneman, Daniel, DSc
Piper, Martha Cook, LLD
Kwong, The Hon Norman (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Spence, Matthew, LLD
MacTaggart, Cécile, LLD
Morgan, Gwyn, LLD
Thompson, Kenneth, DSc
Fyfe, William, DSc

Fall
Payette, Julie, LLD
Edwards, The Hon James Stewart (Chair, Board of Governors), LLD

2005
Spring
Clarke, George Elliott, DLitt
Mannix, Ronald Neil, LLD
Saramago, Jose, DLitt
Kule, Doris, LLD
Kule, Peter, LLD
Gray, Jean, DSc
Harrison, Edward, LLD
Hole, Harry, LLD
Hole, James F, LLD
Wirth, Alfred George, LLD
Special Convocation (September, President’s Installation)
Aglukark, Susan, LLD
Evans, John, LLD
Polanyi, John Charles, DSc
Pollock, Mary Sharon, DLitt
Fall
Stein, Janice, LLD
Fraser, Roderick Douglas, LLD (Eleventh President of the University)

2004

Spring
Carter, James E, DSc
Kroeger, Arthur, LLD
Cournoyea, Nellie J, LLD
Comrie, William H, LLD
Takamado, Her Imperial Highness Princess Hisako, LLD
Special Convocation (October)
Soames, Lady Mary, LLD
Fall
Samar, Sima, LLD
Harington, C Richard, DSc

2003

Spring
Mackenzie, Donald, LLD
McNally, Douglas, LLD
Stelck, Charles, DSc
Bell, John Irving, DSc
Malin, Lloyd, LLD
Torchinsky, Benjamin, DSc
Fall
Hughes, Linda Jean, LLD (Nineteenth Chancellor of the University)
Hess, Margaret (Marmie) Perkins, LLD

2002

Spring
Hume, John, LLD
Markin, Allan, LLD
Steadward, Robert, LLD
MacLeod, Alistair, DLitt
Cardinal, Douglas, LLD
McCarthy, Doris, LLD
Zehui, Jiang, LLD

Fall
Newell, Eric P, LLD (Eighteenth Chancellor of the University)
Hiller, Arthur, DLitt

2001

Spring
Tapscott, H Donald, LLD
Belcourt, Herbert Clifford, LLD
Friesen, Henry George, DSc
Roche, Adi, LLD
Huculak, Erast R, LLD
Soyinka, Akinwande Oluwole, DLitt

Fall
Lichem, Walther, LLD
Noujaim, Antoine A, DSc

2000

Spring
Gretzky, Wayne Douglas, LLD
Stanford, James M, LLD
Straus, Jozef, DSc
Brzustowski, Thomas A, DSc
Hyndman, Louis Davies, LLD (Fifteenth Chancellor of the University)
Tutu, Desmond Mpolo, LLD

Fall
Hole, The Hon Luis Elsa, LLD (Sixteenth Chancellor of the University, Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta)
Nielsen, Arne Rudolph, DSc

1999
Spring
Cardinal, Harold James, LLD
MacGregor, James Grierson, DSc
Bell, John Kim, LLD
Fuller, Millard Dean, LLD
Maier, Gerald James, LLD
Welsh, Kenneth Clifford, LLD

Special Convocation (October)
Decore, Laurence George, LLD (Hon)

Fall
Winspear, Harriet Snowball, LLD
Mustard, James Fraser, DSc

1998

Spring
Ferguson, John Thomas, LLD (Seventeenth Chancellor of the University)
Howell, Maxwell Leo, LLD
Nelson, Raymond, LLD
Woodward, Roger, LLD
Martin, Joseph Boyd, DSc

Fall
Ryan, Claude, LLD
Haynes, Robert Hall, DSc

1997

Spring
Singh, Manmohan, LLD
Hurburt, William, LLD
Bränemark, Per-Ingvar, DSc
Zeidler, Margaret, LLD (posthumously granted)
Kroetsch, Robert, DLitt
Watanbe, Mamoru, DSc
Chan, Charles, LLD
Somerville, Christopher, DSc

Fall
Erasmus, Georges, LLD
Ozawa, Tatsuo, LLD
Russell, Andrew, LLD

1996
Spring
Haskayne, Richard F, LLD
Tellier, Paul, LLD
Foote, Eldon, LLD
Smith, Michael, DSc
Cammaert, Margaret, LLD
Ericson, Eric, LLD

Fall
Olson, The Hon HA "Bud" [Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta], LLD
Janssen, Paul, DSc

1995

Spring
Drake, Clare James, LLD
Thorsell, William Arnold, LLD
Jacyk, Petro (Peter), LLD
Nagabhushan, Tattanahalli Lakshminarayan, DSc
Dickason, Olive Patricia, DLitt
Simms, Glenda Patricia, LLD

Fall
Superstein, Jake, LLD
McPherson, Gary William Wilcox, LLD

1994

Spring
Davenport, Paul Theodore, (Tenth President of the University), LLD
McLean, David George Alexander, LLD
Goody, Dasha Sosia, DLitt
Elliott, James Frank, LLD
Hnatyshyn, His Excellency The Rt Hon Ramon John (Governor General of Canada), LLD

Fall
Badir, Doris Renwick, LLD
Green, Leslie Claude, LLD
Hurtubise, Roger Alexandre, LLD
Milner, Stanley Albert (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD

1993

Spring
Archer, Violet, DLitt
Kurimoto, Hiroshi, LLD
Jones, Edgar T, LLD
Lukianenko, Levko, LLD
Forrester, Helen, DLitt
Shaw, James R Sr, LLD
Fortune, Ray, LLD

Fall
Kobayashi, Yukio, LLD
Mazankowski, The Rt Hon Donald, LLD
Kaasa, Walter, DLitt

1992

Spring
Aoki, Ted Tetsuo, LLDD
Hersom, Naomi Louisa, LLD
Picard, Madam Justice Ellen Irene, LLD
Stevenson, The Hon Mr Justice William Alexander, LLD
Cixous, Hélène, LLD
Honchar, Oleksandr, DLitt
Pearson, Hugh John Sanders, LLD
Jordan, Ronald Earl, DSc (in absentia)
Barmes, David Edward, DSc
Towers, The Hon Gordon (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD

Fall
Hodgson, Marjorie, LLD
Johnson, Rev K Glen, LLD
Lobay, Mary, LLD

1991

Spring
McLachlin, Madame Justice Beverley, LLD
Taylor, Richard E, DSc
Worth, Walter H, LLD
Loomis, Reginald D, LLD
Miller, Associate Chief Justice Tevie H (Thirteenth Chancellor of the University), LLD
Peel, Bruce B, LLD
Harris, Walter E, DSc
Corday, Eliot, DSc
Holmes, Peggy, DLitt
Iakovlev, Alexander, LLD
Allen, Frances E, DSc

Fall
Lemieux, Raymond Urgel, DSc
Southern, Ronald Donald, LLD
Bowker, Her Honor Marjorie Montgomery, LL.D
Carse, Margaret Ruth Pringle, LL.D

1990

Spring
Wheeler, Dorothy Anne, DLitt
Tuu’luuq Anguhalluq, Marion, LL.D
Horowitz, Myer, (Ninth President of the University) LL.D
Hargrave, Herbert Thomas, LL.D
Bentley, Charles Fred, DSc
Smiley, Donald Victor, LL.D [posthumously granted]
Erb, Richard Bryan, DSc
Riedel, Bernard Ewald, DSc
Myers, Gordon Edward, DSc
Mactaggart, Sandy Auld (Fourteenth Chancellor of the University), LL.D
Lieberman, The Honorable Mr Justice Samuel Sereth, LL.D
Caro, Sir Anthony Alfred, DLitt

Fall
Peacock, Gordon Bruce, LL.D
White, Alison Genevieve, DLitt
Vice, David George, LL.D

1989

Spring
MacLean, Lloyd Douglas, DSc
Banister, Ronald Kitchener, LL.D
Strembitsky, Michael Alexander, LL.D
Walsh, Thomas Joseph, LL.D
Cunningham, Chester Raymond, LL.D
Ramsankar, Stephen Russel, LL.D
Franklin, Ursula Martiue, DSc
Marliess, Ethel Anne, DLitt

Fall
Folinsbee, Robert Edward, DSc
Blair, Sidney Robert, DSc
Begin, The Hon Monique, LL.D

1988

Special Convocation (June - Faculty of Medicine 75th Anniversary)
Macbeth, Robert Alexander Leslie, DSc
McLeod, Lionel Everett, DSc
**Spring**
Dickson, Jennifer, LLD
Huang, Xinbai, LLD
Huston, Mervyn James, DSc
Smith, Isabel Munroe, LLD
Schlosser, John Lewis, [Chair, Board of Governors of the University], LLD
La Forest, The Hon Mr Justice Gerard Vincent, LLD
Moore, The Hon Chief Justice William Kenneth, LLD

**Special Convocation (October - Faculty of Engineering 75th Anniversary)**
Ford, George, DSc
King, Egerton Warren, DSc
Stanley, Donald Russell, DSc

**Fall**
Callwood, June, DLitt
Kaplan, Jacob Gordin, DSc [posthumously granted]
Baig, Tara Ali, LLD

1987

**Spring**
Head, Ivan Leigh, LLD
Tobias, Phillip Vallentine, DSc
Pallister, Alfred Ernest, LLD
Poole, John Edward, LL.D
Burrows, Barbara Anne, LL.D
Kurimoto, Shizu, LLD
Andreksen, Margaret Weir, LLD
Schmid, Horst, LLD
Chretien, The Hon Jean, LLD
Savaryn, Peter, [Twelfth Chancellor of the University], LLD

**Fall**
Hay, Allan Stuart, DSc
Jarislowsky, Stephen, LLD
Crawford, The Hon Neil, LLD
Banks, Thomas Benjamin, LLD

1986

**Spring**
Malone, The Rt Rev Joseph MacMillan, LLD
Wark, Robert Rodger, LLD
McCurd, Sherburne, LLD
Hawrylkyshyn, Bohdan, LLD
Lee, Lila Doris, LLD
Tarnopolsky, The Hon Mr Justice Walter Surma, LLD
Babey, Paul, LLD
Scambler, Thelma Ruth, LLD
Burns, Patricia Eileen, LLD
Lougheed, The Hon (Edgar) Peter (Premier of Alberta), LLD

Fall
Roche, Douglas James, LLD
Easton, Dorothy Jean, LLD
Hurtig, Melvin Gordon, LLD
Routhier, Monsignor Henri, Archbishop of Grouard, Retired, LLD

1985

Spring
McDonald, The Hon Mr Justice David Cargill, LLD
Wilson, The Hon Madame Justice Bertha, LLD
Harvie, Donald Southam, LLD
Clark, The Rt Hon Charles Joseph, LLD
Snell, Bernard, LLD
Hunley, The Hon (Wilma) Helen (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Clandinin, Donald Robert, DSc
Pritsak, Omeljan, DLitt
Mol, Leo, LLD
Egoff, Sheila Agnes, LLD

Fall
Stollery, Robert, LLD
Huston, Helen Isabel, LLD

1984

Spring
Epstein, William Harold, LLD
Shipley, Marion Agnes, LLD
Sinclair, The Hon Chief Justice William Robert, LLD
Stewart, William H, LLD
Van Brabant, Jules Joseph Arthur, LLD
Weaver, John Barney, LLD
Horner, Hugh M, LLD
Sparling, M Saretta, LLD

Fall
McClure, Ruth Elizabeth, LLD
Keyfitz, Nathan, LLD

1983
Special Convocation (March)
Barber, Lloyd Ingram, LLD
Kerwin, Larkin, LLD

Spring
Cormack, Barbara L, LLD
Cormack, Col Eric Wyld, LLD
McCullough, Mattie Louise, LLD
Shevelov, George Y, DLitt
Forest, Jean Beatrice (Eleventh Chancellor of the University), LLD
Yalow, Rosalyn S, DSc
Gunning, Harry Emmet (Eighth President of the University), DSc
Tuttle, George Milledge, LLD

Special 75th Anniversary Convocation (June)
HRH Charles Philip Arthur George (Prince of Wales), LLD

Fall
Cloutier, Gilles George, DSc
Rankin, Bruce Irving, LLD

1982

Spring
Taylor, Ethel Isabella, LLD
MacNeil, The Most Rev Joseph Neil, LLD
Strom, The Hon Harry E (Premier of Alberta), LLD
Gowan, Elsie Park, LLD
Wyman, Max (Seventh President of the University), LLD
Baldwin, Gerald William, LLD
Glyde, Henry George, LLD

Special Convocation (St Paul, Alberta - June)
Mother Teresa, LLD

Fall
Wagner, William Philip, LLD
Pattullo, Andrew, LLD

1981

Spring
Viscardi, Henry Jr, LLD
Shoctor, Joseph Harvey, LLD
Ivany, Randall Eugene, LLD
Robinson, Isabel Margaret, LLD
Wolikowski, Gen Romuald, LLD

Special Convocation (October 16 - Opening of the Agriculture/Forestry Centre)
McCalla, Arthur Gilbert, DSc

Fall
McGhan, Alfred Clayton, LLD
Von Weizsäcker, Carl Friedrich, LLD

1980

Spring
Lynch-Staunton, The Hon Francis Charles (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Dalby, Ronald Norman (Tenth Chancellor of the University), LLD
Geddes, Eric A (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD
Salmon, Edward Togo, LLD
Vant, John Ross, LLD
Babin, Benjamin Raymond, LLD
Decore, The Hon Justice John N, LLD

Fall
Bancroft, H Hugh, LLD
Hockey, Lisbeth, LLD

1979

Special Convocation (May)
LaCerte, Rev Father Arthur, LLD
Maillet, Madame Antonine, LLD

Spring
Pilkington, Wilfrid, LLD
Milvain, The Hon Chief Justice James Valentine Hogarth, LLD
Ward, Maxwell William, LLD
Van Wiet, Maurice Lewis, LLD

Fall
Courts, Herbert Thomas, LLD

1978

Spring
MacDonald, Murray William, LLD
McClellan, George Brinton, LLD
Desrochers, The Hon Louis Armand (Ninth Chancellor of the University), LLD
Wynn, Gordon Kenneth, LLD
Anderson, Anne, LLD
Smith, Alexander, LLD

Special Convocation (Legal, Alberta – June) (First Off-Campus Convocation)
Bugnet, Georges, LLD

Fall
Selye, Hans, LLD
Spragins, Franklin Keller, LLD (posthumously granted)
1977

Spring
O’Sullivan, Frank, LLD
MacNeil, Harold Alexander, LLD
Hellstedt, Leone McGregor, DSc

Fall
Hardy, Robert MacDonald, LLD

Special Convocation (November)
Hamilton, William Scott, LLD
MacLean, Hector Robertson, LLD
Zimmerman, James, LLD

1976

Spring
Jenner, Frederick Thomas (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD
Steinhauer, The Hon Ralph Garvin (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Mackiw, Vladimir Nicolaus, DSc
Douglas, Thomas Clement, LLD

Fall
Jackson, Mary Percy, LLD

1975

Spring
Ritchie, Marguerite Elizabeth, LLD
Murray, Monsignor Athol, LLD
Blair, Sidney Martin, LLD

Fall
Mitchell, William Ormand, DLitt

1974

Spring
Baker, Thomas Davidson, LLD
Morrow, The Hon Justice William George, LLD
Yorath, Dennis Kestell, LLD

Fall
Diefenbaker, The Hon John George (Prime Minister of Canada), LLD

1973
Spring
Strong, Maurice Frederick, LLD
Anderson, Doris Hilda, LLD
Priestley, Francis Ethelbert, DLitt
Strachan, John George, LLD

Fall
Hardy, William George, LLD

1972

Special Convocation (May)
Bowker, Wilbur Fee, LLD
The Rt Hon Lord Diplock of Wansford, LLD
Laskin, The Hon Justice Bora, LLD

Spring
Ignatieff, Alexis, LLD
Oeming, Albert Frederick Hans, LLD
Stewart, Winnifred Mary, LLD
Keeping, Ernest Sydney, LLD

Fall
Bradley, John Edward (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD

1971

Spring
Cowan, Ian McTaggart, LLD
Went, Frits Warmolt, LLD
Jordan, The Most Rev Anthony, LLD
MacGregor, James Grierson, LLD
Stanley, George Francis Gillman, LLD
Parsons, Richard MacGregor, LLD
Shaner, Ralph Faust, LLD
Wilson, Arthur McEwan, LLD

Fall
McLuhan, Herbert Marshall, LLD
Miller, Carl Stinson, LLD

1970

Spring
Mannix, Frederick Charles, LLD
Thomson, Donald Walter, LLD
Parsons, Margaret Agnes, LLD
Campbell, Neil, LLD
Mitchell, Sir Harold (Baronet), LLD
Attrux, Laura Margaret, LLD
Cairns, Theodore LeSueur, LLD

Fall
Johns, Walter Hugh (Sixth President of the University), LLD
Sterling, John Ewart Wallace, LLD

1969

Spring
Wood, Edgar Allardyc, LLD
Morton, Elizabeth Homer, LLD
Graham, George Roger Pringle, LLD
Bonneau, Louis-Philippe, LLD
Bruce, John, LLD

Fall
Dickson, Horatio Lovat, LLD
Mooney, Mary Bowlen, LLD
Ward-Perkins, John Bryan, LLD

Special Convocation (October)
Scott, John William, LLD

1968

Special Diamond Jubilee Convocation (May)
Schneider, William George, LLD
His Excellency, U Thant (Secretary General of the United Nations), LLD
Trudeau, The Hon Pierre Elliott (Prime Minister of Canada), LLD

Spring
Burns, Lt Gen Eadson Louis Millard, LLD
Swift, William Herbert, LLD
Jackson, Robert William Brierley, LLD
Grant, Charles Henry, LLD
Hall, Cecil Edwin, LLD
McLaren, Barbara, LLD

Fall
Frolich, Herbert, LLD
Read, John Erskine, LLD

1967

Special Centennial Convocation (March)
Dickins, Clennell Haggerston, LLD
Leger, His Eminence Cardinal Paul Emile, LLD
McGibbon, Pauline Mills, LLD
Townes, Charles Hard, LLD

Spring
Heeney, Arnold Danford Patrick, LLD
Michener, His Excellency, The Rt Hon Daniel Roland (Governor-General of Canada), LLD
Gibson, Helen Beny, LLD
Barr, Murray Llewelyn, LLD
Matthews, Arnold Whitney, LLD

Fall
Jackson, Lady Robert (Miss Barbara Ward), LLD

1966

Spring
Burt, Alfred Leroy, LLD
MacEwan, The Hon John Walter Grant (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Andrews, Catherine Brodie, LLD
Rice, George Richard Agar, LLD

Fall
Lang, William Albert, LLD
Le Saunier, Jenny Le Rouge, LLD
Pugh, Kenneth Aubrey, LLD

1965

Spring (Calgary)
Egbert, Gladys McKelvie, LLD
Taylor, Malcolm Gordon, LLD

Spring (Edmonton)
Dyde, Henry Alexander, LLD
Miller, Frank Robert, LLD
Ronning, Chester Alvin, LLD
Anderson, John Ansel, LLD
MacFarlane, Joseph Arthur, LLD
Platt, Arnold William, LLD

Fall
Hennig, Rudolph, LLD
Herbert, Walter Bertram, LLD
Patrick, Mabel, LLD

1964

Spring (Calgary)
Batchelor, Dudley Edward, LLD
Charyk, Joseph Vincent, LLD
Jackson, Margaret Isabel, LLD

**Spring (Edmonton)**
Kurimoto, Yuichi, LLD
Lyle, Gay Redvers, LLD
McCuaig, Hazel Rutherford, LLD
McArthur, Helen Griffith Wylie, LLD
MacIntosh, Frank Campbell, LLD

**Fall**
Froman, Darol Kenneth, LLD
Martland, The Hon Justice Ronald, LLD
Stevens, George Roy, LLD

**1963**

**Spring**
Corbett, Edward Annand, LLD
Ford, Charles Ross, LLD
LaZerte, Milton Ezra, LLD
Burton, Alan Chadburn, LLD

**Special Convocation (September)**
Douglas, Robert Gordon, LLD
Dubos, Rene Jules, LLD
Horsfall, Frank Lappin, LLD
Medawar, Peter Brian, LLD

**Fall (Calgary)**
Calvert, The Rt Rev George Reginald, LLD
MacKimmie, Ross Anderson, LLD
Sauder, Penrose Melvin, LLD

**1962**

**Spring**
Smith, The Hon Chief Justice Sidney Bruce, LLD
Stewart, Freeman Kenneth, LLD

**Special Convocation (Medical/Dental - May)**
Cameron, George Donald West, LLD

**Fall (Calgary)**
Payne, Ben Iden, LLD
Seamans, Howard Loomis, LLD

**1961**
Spring
Brown, Harrison Scott, LLD
Herzberg, Gerhard, LLD
MacDonald, The Hon Justice Hugh John, LLD
Page, The Hon John Percy (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Polya, George, LLD
Wees, Wilfred Rusk, LLD

Special Convocation (Medical/Dental - June)
Brown, Harry Knowlton, LLD
Hartroft, Walter Stanley, LLD

Fall (Calgary)
McKinnon, Ian Nicholson, LLD
McLaurin, The Hon Chief Justice Colin Campbell, LLD

1960

Spring
Field, Sem Wissler, LLD
MacDonald, The Most Rev John Hugh, LLD
Sonet, Edouard, LLD
Soper, Joseph Dewey, LLD

Special Convocation (Medical/Dental - June)
Farquharson, Ray Fletcher, LLD

Fall (Calgary)
Paterson, Gilbert Currie, LLD
Phillips, Walter Joseph, LLD
Sternberg, Charles Mortram, LLD
Young, James William, LLD

1959

Special Convocation (April)
Flemington, Rev William Thomas Ross, LLD
Saunderson, Hugh Hamilton, LLD

Spring
Galbraith, Francis Philip (Eighth Chancellor of the University), LLD
Macleod, Charles Malcolm (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD
Roper, Elmer Ernest, LLD
Stewart, Andrew (Fifth President of the University), LLD

Fall
Dinning, Robert James, LLD
MacCharles, Donald Neil, LLD
1958

Spring
Patterson, Gordon Neil, LLD
Reynolds, Lloyd George, LLD
Woolley, Dilworth Wayne, LLD

Special Convocation (September)
Hashmi, Bashir A, LLD
Mountford, Sir James Frederick, LLD
Phillips, William Eric, LLD

Special Convocation (October) (50th Jubilee)
Burgess, Cecil Scott, LLD
Fairley, Barker, LLD
Gordon, Robert Kay, LLD
James, Frank Cyril, LLD
Russell, Loris Shano, LLD
Smith, Sidney Earle, LLD
Wershof, Max Hirsch, LLD

Fall
Ferguson, George Victor, LLD
MacInnes, Charles Malcolm, LLD
Macleod, John Edward Annand, LLD
Mitchell, Betty, LLD
Scarlett, Earle Parkhill (Sixth Chancellor of the University), LLD

1957

Spring
Davies, Robertson, LLD
Stewart, John Smith, LLD

Special Convocation (August)
Coxeter, Harold Scott MacDonald, LLD
Lussier, Ireneee, LLD
Wigner, Eugene Paul, LLD

Fall
Harvie, Eric Lafferty, LLD
MacPhee, Earle Douglas, LLD
Thompson, Walter Palmer, LLD

1956

Special Convocation (April)
Priestly, James Taggart, LLD

Spring
Halton, Matthew Henry, LLD
Stapells, Frederick, LLD

**Fall**
Laurie, John Lee, LLD
McCalla, William Copeland, LLD

**1955**

**Spring**
Cairns, Laurence Yeomans (Seventh Chancellor of the University), LLD
O’Brien, Lewis James, LLD
Steer, George Hobson, LLD

**Fall**
Collicutt, Frank H, LLD
Edmunds, The Rev W Everard, LLD
Levern, Father Jean-Louis, LLD

**1954**

**Spring**
Campbell, Peter McGregor, LLD
Chittick, Rae MacIntyre, LLD
Dower, John David, LLD

**Fall**
Hanna, William Fielding, LLD
Longman, Oliver Stanley, LLD
Prior, Kenneth Harold, LLD
Prior, Pearl I, LLD
Wright, Howard Phin, LLD

**1953**

**Spring**
Calhoun, Alexander, LLD
Ford, The Hon Chief Justice Clinton James, LLD
Hedley, Robert Wesley, LLD

**Fall**
Gaherty, Geoffrey Abbott, LLD
Jewitt, William Gladstone, LLD
Morrison, Ibrahim Follansbee, LLD
Spratt, Joseph Grant, LLD

**1952**
Spring
Bowlen, The Hon John James (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Walker, Arthur Earl, LLD

Special Convocation (October)
Noble, Charles Sherwood, LLD

Fall
Milner, Horatio Ray, LLD
O’Connor, The Hon Chief Justice George Bligh, LLD

1951

Spring
Stanley, George Douglas, LLD
Wallace, Robert Charles (Second President of the University), LLD
Winspear, Francis George, LLD

Fall
Roe, Frank Gilbert, LLD
Thurber, Lindsay Ambrose, LLD

1950

Spring
Gruening, The Hon Ernest, LLD
Newton, Robert (Fourth President of the University), LLD
Clay, John William, LLD
Charlesworth, Lionel Clare, LLD

Special Convocation (October)
MacKenzie, Norman Archibald MacRae, LLD
Nicholson, The Very Rev Patrick Joseph, LLD

Fall
Cairns, Andrew, LLD
Fisher, Olive Margaret, LLD

1949

Spring
Buchanan, The Hon William Asbury, LLD
Vandry, Monsignor Ferdinand, LLD
Thomson, The Rev James Sutherland, LLD

Fall
Fowler, James, LLD
Thomson, Leonard Baden, LLD
Watt, Arthur Balmer, LLD
1948

Spring
Manning, The Hon Ernest Charles (Premier of Alberta), LL.D
Parlee, The Hon Justice Harold Hayward, LL.D

Fall
Archer, Albert Ernest, LL.D
MacKinnon, The Hon James Angus, LL.D

1947

Spring
Howson, The Hon Chief Justice William Robinson, LL.D
Osborne, Frederick Ernest, LL.D

Fall
Barnett, John Walker, LL.D (posthumously granted)
Buchanan, Frank Gordon, LL.D

1946

Special Convocation (January)
Albright, William Donald, LL.D
Rankin, Allan Coats, LL.D

Spring
Ford, The Hon Justice Frank (Fourth Chancellor of the University), LL.D
McNally, George Frederick (Fifth Chancellor of the University), LL.D

Fall
Collip, John Bertram, LL.D
Procter, Katherine Allison, LL.D

1943

Special Convocation (September)
His Excellency, The Rt Hon Earl of Athlone (Governor-General of Canada), LL.D

1940

Spring
Woods, The Hon Lt Col James Hossack, LL.D

1939
Spring
Bowen, The Hon John Campbell (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Brockington, Leonard Walter, LLD
Mitchell, The Hon Chief Justice Charles Richmond, LLD

1938

Spring
Beatty, Sir Edward Wentworth, LLD

1937

Spring
Kerby, George William, LLD
Fox, William Sherwood, LLD

1936

Spring
Falconer, Sir Robert Alexander, LLD
Tuttle, The Rev Aubrey Stephen, LLD
Special Convocation (June)
Villeneuve, His Eminence Cardinal Jean-Marie Rodrigue, LLD

1935

Spring
Cody, Henry John, LLD
Parlby, The Hon Mary Irene, LLD
Simmons, The Hon Chief Justice William Charles, LLD

1934

Spring
Dafne, John Wesley, LLD

1933

Spring
Alexander, William Hardy, LLD
Broadus, Edmund Kemper, LLD
Kerr, William Alexander Robb (Third President of the University), LLD
MacEachran, John Malcolm, LLD
1932

Spring
Walsh, William Legh, LLD
Special Convocation (September)
Ponsonby, Vere Brabazon (Ninth Earl of Bessborough), LLD

1931

Spring
Oliver, The Hon Frank, LLD

1930

Spring
Blaylock, Selwyn G, LLD
Bown, John CF, LLD
Fairfield, William Harmen, LLD
Lehmann, Adolf Ludwig Ferdinand, LLD
Ross, John Thomas, LLD

1929

Spring
Camsell, Charles, LLD
Wood, Henry Wise, LLD

1928

Spring
Brownlee, The Hon John Edward (Premier of Alberta), LLD
Tory, Henry Marshall (First President of the University), LLD
Special Convocation (October)
Bennett, The Hon Richard Bedford, LLD

1927

Special Convocation (April)
Freeman-Thomas, Freeman (Earl of Willingdon), LLD

Spring
Beck, The Hon Nicolas Dubois (Second Chancellor of the University), LLD
Egbert, The Hon William (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
1925

Spring
Haultain, The Hon Sir Frederick William Gordon, LLD

1924

Spring
Barford, Vernon West, MA
Marker, Christian Peter (Knight of Banebrog), LLD
Scott, David Lynch, LLD

1922

Spring
Mewburn, Frank Hamilton, LLD
O’Leary, Most Rev Henry Joseph, LLD
Special Convocation (September)
Byng, Gen Julian Hedworth George (Lord Byng of Vimy), LLD
Special Convocation (October)
Patterson, Frederic William, LLD

1921

Spring
Aikins, Sir James Albert Manning, LLD

1919

Special Convocation (September)
HRH Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David of Windsor (Prince of Wales), LLD

1917

Special Convocation (November)
Cavendish, Victor Christian William (Ninth Duke of Devonshire), LLD

1916

Spring
Cruikshank, Brig-Gen Ernest Alexander, LLD
Maclean, James Alexander, LLD
1915

**Spring**
Ferrier, Walter Frederick, DSc
Special Convocation (October)
Brett, The Hon Robert George, LLB
Dyde, Rev Samuel Walters, LLB
Gray, Rt Rev Henry Allen, LLB
Harvey, The Hon Chief Justice Horace, LLB
Legal, Most Rev Emile Joseph, LLB
McQueen, Rev David George, LLB
Muir, James, LLB
Murray, Walter Charles, LLB
Riddell, Rev John Henry, LLB
Stuart, The Hon Justice Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLB
Westbrook, Frank Fairchild, LLB

1909

**Fall**
Lord Strathcona, Donald Alexander Smith (Baron), LLB

1908

**Fall (First Convocation)**
Bulyea, The Hon George HV (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLB
Rutherford, The Hon Alexander Cameron (Premier of Alberta) (Third Chancellor of the University), LLB
Sifton, Arthur L, DCL